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APRESENTAÇÃO

Neste número agrupamos os artigos por linhas de pes

quisa, tentando,assim, agilizar o acesso âs várias áreas de

interesse.

Os trabalhos sobre teatro examinam as relações numa

nas em um mundo cuja ordem foi rompida. Por outro lado, os ar

ticulistas que abordaram a prosa demonstraram como a experiên

cia religiosa pode se transformar em elemento de composição da

estrutura e dos personagens.

Um outro artigo trata do conceito de poeta em Platão,

mostrando que o filósofo tinha a poesia em alta conta. E como

para exemplificar o valor da poesia, publicamos a tradução de

alguns poemas de Emily Dickinson, em uma recriação cuidadosa

de sua linguagem.

Na área de língua trazemos uma reflexão sobre o en

sino de línguas estrangeiras e a cultura nativa. E ainda, uma

comparação minuciosa entre fonemas do português e do inglês.

Este número foi publicado graças ao empenho do Depar

tamento de Letras Germânicas e da inestimável colaboração de

sua Chefe, Júnia CM. Alves. A ela e a Liliana Vieira, exímia

e paciente datilografa, nossos agradecimentos.

0 Editor.





Júnia de Castro Magalhães ALVES*

LILLIAN HELLMAN'S POLITICAL PLAYS: WATCH ON THE RHINE

AND THE SEARCHING WIND«»

(AS PEÇAS POLÍTICAS DE LILLIAN HELLMAN\

WATCH ON THE RHINE E THE SRftRÇHINv WINP>

(DIE POLITISCHEN THEATERSTRÜCKE VON LILLIAN HELLMAN'.

WATCH ON THE RHINE UND THE SE.A.RÇHJH6 W|NTj)

SUMMARY

Vateh on the Rhine (1941) and The aearehing xíind (1943)

were both molded from Lillian Hellman's radical opposition to

the totalitarism of Mussolini and Hitler.Neither of these two

politically committed plays supplies a convincing guidance to

the bewildered war years. Yet they both demonstrate the protest

of the dramatist (and the audience who applauded them) against

Fascism and Nazism.

RESUMO

Vateh on the Rhine (1941) e The aearehing wind (1913)

foram fruto da oposição radical da teatrologa Lillian Hellman ao

totalitarismo de Mussolini e Hitler. Essas peças, de cunho clara

mente político, não veiculam soluções, mas sim o protesto da au

tora (e da platéia que a aplaude) contra o Fascismo e o Nazismo.

* Professor Adjunto de Língua Inglesa e Literatura Anericana
do Departamento de Letras Germânicas da Faculdade de Letras
da UFM6.

Parte da Tese de Mestrado, orientada pelo Prof. Dr. James
Dean para obtenção do título de Mestre. UFMG.
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In the plays Vateh on the Rhine and The aearehing uind

Lillian Hellman deals once more with the struggle between good

and evil. Totalitarism is evil, anti-totalitarism is good. In

Vateh on the Rhine the bravery of the underground movement is

typified by Kurt MOller and his prodigious family. In The

aearehing vind Fascism stands against young American idealism

represented by Samuel Hazen.

These two dramas treat Miss Hellman'3 thesis that the

inactive ignorant may blunder more than the actual villains.

Yet they also present characters who, like Whalen and Wilkie,

understand facts and are active parts of their environment.

These characters are able to face truth, even if it leads them

to hardship and death. The other characters, in contrast, are

unaware of facts, living comfortably in ignorance and "peace."

The life of diplomats (war makers) is justaposed with that of

soldiers (war fighters). The former are seen as utopians who

blunder into evil; the latter as active people, either villains

or heroes, but always better than the first. It is the world of

doers versuB that of the dreamers, the world of politicians

versus that of the politieal reformers. The politicians and

dreamers insulate themselves from life around them, and find

protection in their position and selfishness. W. David Sievers

(19S5) says: "Vith keon auaroneea of the interaetion of

peyehologioal and politieal faetora, the author ahoue our

iaolationiot foreign poliey during the thirtiea aa an inavitable

axpreeeion of the pareonal aeoapiem of th» man vho mada the

poliey." The same point is made by one of the actors in the

original cast of The aearehing uind. Earl E. Fleischman (194S)

writes: "To Mioe Bellman thero ia a fundamental bend between the

R.Estud.Ger.,. Belo Horizonte, v. 7., n. 1., p.13-23, dez.1986.
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moral veritiee uhieh hold between individuais in their peraonal

livea and thoae uhieh govern the relationa between natione." In

both plays some characters come to understand their world. The

result is generally drastic change. The final violence typical

of Miss Hellman'8 plays is clear in Vateh on the Rhine (the

murder of a traitor on stage) and implied in The aearehing uind

(the cutting off of a young soldier's imjured leg. This violence

is decisive. It shakeB a few of the passive individuais "out

of the magno liaa." But only a few. Most refuse to consider more

than their immediate spheres,ignore their influence, and

comfortably believe that it is impossible for one man to change

the course of events - to modify history.

Vateh on the Rhine is set in an elegant district outside

Washington D.C., in the house of the aristocrat and individualist

Fanny Farrelly. Her daughter Sara, married to a member of the

German underground, is back home with her husband, Kurt Müller,

and their three children, Joshua, Bodo and Babette. Count Teck

de Brancovis, a Roumanian refugee, and Marthe, his wife, are

also Fanny*s guests. When Teck discovers Kurfs plan to return

to Europe with American funds to free some of his fellow

comrades, Teck blackmails him, asking for # 10,000 in order to

keep quiet. Kurt has no way out but to murder the count and so

involve his wife's family (now politically enlightened) in the

war. In a subplot Miss Hellman tells about a love affair between

Sara18 brother, David, and the count's wife.

The aearehing uind, like Vateh on the Rhine, interweaves

two stories. One concerns the politieal conflicts of the Second

World War, and the other a love triangle. The action begins with

a dinner party at the Hazen's in Washington D.C. By that time

R.Estud.Ger., Belo Horizonte, v. .7, n. 1, p.13-23, dez. 1986.
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the United States had been thoroughly involved in the war

discussions. Emily and Alexander Hazen, their son Samuel, his

grandfather Moses, and Catherine Bowman (an old family friend)

are the members of this reunion, which, in the development of

the action, becomes less of a social event than an examinaiion

of con8cience or a group analysis. This is the only play where

Miss Hellman uses the flashback technique.The action jumps back

and forth, from Washington 1944 to Rome 1922 (when Mussolini

took over), then quickly back to the Washington living room

again, only to return to Europe, to a Nazi attack on a Jewish

section of Berlin in 1923. The next scene is set in Paris, 1938,

on the eve of the Munich Pact. The denouement returas the

audience back into the Hazen home in 1944. The plot parallels

Alexander's politieal and family duties. He fails on both

counts because of his concessions as a statesman and his

weaknesses as a man. In these last plays Miss Hellman again uses

the technique of relating the life of her characters with their

moral obligations. Kurt is politically active; he is also a

good husband and father. Alexander neglects both his country

and his wife and son. The whole thematic philosophy of Vateh on

the Rhine and The aearehing wind goes back to General Griggs1

old idea of action and lack of action, of self-indulgent

individualism as opposed to altruistic cooperation for the

purpose of accomplishing individual and social justice. Alexander,

like General Griggs, Grossman, Mrs. Mortar, Cora and Carrie,

belongs to Miss Hellman's cast of passivo watchere. He is afraid

of taking a firm stand not only in his private but also public

life. Kurt, like Sophie, is a doer. He murders and she bcakmails,

but their crimes are minor crimes since they lead to altruistic

R.Estud.Ger., Belo Horizonte, v. 7, n. 1, p.13-23, dez. 1986.
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ends. Kurt wishes to free his comrades, and Sophie to aid her

mother and to repay their debts.

In the Politieal Plays Miss Hellman deliberately chooses

an American diplomat and a European warrior for the main masculine

roles. She makes the first wavering and passive, and the latter

active and resolute. The reasons for that are not new in

literatura. They are directly related to the influence of

environment and setting upon human behavior, as Mark Twain and

Henry James show. In Vateh on the Rhine Miss Hellman brings

Europe - in the form of a titled couple of refugees and of a

German anti-Nazi family - into a typical American diplomat's

nome in the suburbs of Washington D.C. In The aearehing uind

she inverts her formula and takes the family of an American

diplomat into the heart of the European conflict. The ideas of

these dramas depend to a remarkable extent on action, though

characterization and dialogue also play a part. The action

originates from the characters themselves and from their relations

to the world around them. Kurt and his family are the fruit of a

certain historícal and politieal moment and so are Alexander,

Emily, Cassie, Moses and Sam. The main characteristic of their

moment is a clash of the two ideologies. A second characteristic

deals with human behavior, with a horizontal contrast (that is,

a contrast between people of a same generation) between European

maturity and American nalveté, European endurance and American

unsteadiness. When, for instance, Teck mentionB that Kurfs

imprioioned friends have not informed against him, Kurt remarks:

"I uaa aura they uould not. I know ali three moet uell. They

will take what puniahmont will be givan them " (p. 254). To

whieh Teck retorts: "There ia a àeep eiokneeo in th» German

R.Estud.Ger., Belo Horizonte, v. 7, n. 1, p.13-23, dez. 1986.
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eharaeter, Berr Müllor. A pain love, a death-love — " (p. 254).

Of course this is not the real reason for Kurt'8 behavior and

it is Teck himself who later explains: "Ve are Europaana, born

to trouble and underetanding it " (p. 256). Kurt is afraid, but

acts. He says to Teck: "My handa were broken: they are bad uhen

I have fear," "I underetand I am a man uho haa ao many feare "

(p. 246). Alexander, in turn, has no personal reason to be

afraid, but vacillates until there is no longer time for a

decisive action. He comments to James Sears his secretary:

"Waehington muet think I'm dead. My report ehould have been

aent five daya ago -," "I don't want to hear uhat Haleey

thinke. (Be liee down on the aoueh). Vhafa the matter with me,

Jim? Am I juat tired? I ean't put the pieeaa together, or mayba

I don't want to. I don't know - (p. 307). Miss Hellman skillfully

contrasts Alexander and Count Max von Stammer, a German

representative of the ways of war in the following "casual"

.dialogue:

Von Stammer (gigglaa). Ali liberala retirad with the
Veraaillea Treaty. (Leana down, atrokea Alex'e
briãfeaae) I like leather. J have never had for
myeelf a briefeaae. Hext year I buy one. (Pata it)
ExpenaiveT

Alex (amilea). X den't remember.
Von Stammer. That ia intereating: not to remember how

mueh aomathing eoata. (p. 309)

This same cultural opposition found among the male

characters also exists in the female cast. Although Sara is

American born, Europa and the war have molded her into a

compassionate individual, very different from Emily. There is a

striking contrast between their attitudes towarda politics and

R.Estud.Ger., Belo Horizonte, v. 7, n. 1, p.13-23, dezi 1986.
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the war. Emily is a mere spectator. As Mussolini takes over she

plays the piano, completely indifferent to her surroundings,

and when Caesie tells her to stop it because "It doeen't go well

uith guna " (p. 293), she simply replies, "Hothing goea uell

with guna " (p. 293), and quickly returns to her own private

world. Later Emily discusses the war as a bit of social gossip.

She is only interested in her own welfare:

Emily. ... Laet night at dinner Toni eaid the Czeohe
were aating like foole. Be eaid if Bitler got what
he wanted nou that would ahut him up for good. And
Baudouin aaid if there ia war it meana Ruaaia in
Europe and —

Alex (eharply). That'a what I meant. That kind of people
and that kind of talk. Toni has boen doing bueineae
with the Nazi a for yeare and Baudouin 'a bank ia tied
up with the Jape.

Emily. I have a lot of inveetimenta in hia bank. (p. 315)

Sara, in tum, is socially and politically oriented and as such

is Emily'8 antithesis. She says to Teck as they carry on a

conversation about Germany and National Socialism:

Sara (pleaaantly). Bo, eir, you haven't offendeâ me. I
juat don't like polite politieal eonvereatione.

Teok. Ali of ue, in Europe, had too many of them.
Sara. lee. Too mueh talk. By thie time ali of ua know

where we are and what we have to do. It ia an
indulgenee to ait in a room and diaeuae your beliéfa
aa if they were the afternoon'a golf game. (p. 230-1)

Another striking cultural difference between the two women has to

do with their physical appearance and dothes. Sara is forty-one,

but she looks older. The hard times have left many marks on her.

She wears unsxylish clothes: "her dreaa ia too long, her ahoea

ware bought a long time ago and have no relation to the dreaa "

R.Estud.Ger., Belo Horizonte, v. 7, n. 1, p. 13-23, dez. 1986.
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(p. 213). Emily is about forty, dresses very well and is noticed

by social columnists: "It waa, if I aay ao myaelf, a brilliant

gathering. The laet to arrive waa the handaome Ura. Alexander

Hasen " (p. 323). Her modish behavior and her attitude towards

clothes, money and society reminds the audience of Regina's

self-centered conduct.

In ali Miss Hellman's plays Sara is the only thoroughly

good woman, Kurt is the only thoroughly heroic man, and their

marriage is the only successful one. It contrasts with that of

Alexander and Emily whose relationship reveals self-preoccupation

and a consequent decrease of social responsibility. This state

of affairs prevails in Miss Hellman's plays and is found, though

slightly changed, in ali the other alliances: Regina/Horace,

Birdie/Oscar, Rose/Griggs, Sophie/Frederick, Nina/Ned,

Albertine/Henry, Lily/Julian, Julie/Andrew, Karen/Joseph, and

Marthe/Teck.

Another striking behavioral contrast is vertical. It

deals with people of different generations and shows the

opposition between the adult grandchildren (Joshua, Bodo and

Babette) and the childlike grandmother (Fanny Farrelly), between

the active grandson (Sam) and the passive and complacent

grandfather (Moses Taney). This contrast illustrates Miss

Hellman's thesis of environmental influence upon conduct. Fanny's

egotism resulte from her easy life in a luxurious house

surrounded by her servants and isolated from the world's politieal

disputes. She behaves like a spoiled child born in elegance and

wealth, unaware of hardships. As Joshua notes, "Orandma haa not

aean mueh ef the world " (p. 232). David, her son, also knows

it and lesa kindly says to her as she rings him down for an
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early breakfast, "Mama, I think we'll fix up the old ohieken

houae for you aa a playroom. Ve'll hang the room with bella and

you ean go into your aeeond ehildheod in propor privaey " (p.

208). Fanny undergoes a gradual maturing throughout the play.

This maturing is not a natural consequence of the passing of

time, but a more direct influence exerted on her by Teck, Kurt,

Marthe and Sara, and by the adultlike reaction of her

grandchildren. Fanny notices their attitude immediately after

having exchanged a few words with them and remarks, "Are theae

CBILDREB?" (p. 218). Kurt, the father, regrets it: "I wiah I

eould aay love your mother, do not eat too many euoete, olean

your teeth - (Drawe Bodo to him) I eannot aay theae thinga. You

are not ehildren. I took it ali away from you " (p.262). He

notices the difference between Fanny and David and the boys:

"Fanny and David are Amorioane and they do not underatand our

world - aa yet " (p. 254). Joshua, in his usual cutting style

and much to the point, is proud of it: "Bodo talka ao faney,

we forget aometimea he ia a báby " (p. 264), and then he says

to Kurt, "Xou are talking to ua aa if we were ehildren " (p.

262).

The old generation, in both plays, is the antithesis of

the young one. Moses' cowardice is a variation of Fanny's

egotism. He gradually explains it to Sam and to the audience:

Som (pointa to the paper). Orandpa, why did you ever
aell the paper? Everybody eaya it uaed to be ao
good, and now it'a nothing when it'e not downright
bad.

Moaea. I didn't aell it. I never eould have eold it.
It waa that way in my father'e will. I leaaed it te
them.

Som (after a aeeond). Bow eould you let them make it
into aemething like thiaf I'd alwaya theught you
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aold it, needed the money or aomething —
Hoaea. I don't read it often. I adviee you not to.
Sam (frowna). Don't you oarel Bow eould you have

given it up?
Hoaea. It'e a long etory, aon. Like ali former thinkera,

I'm writing a book. Or rather I keep a book. It'e
meant for you to read. (p. 273)

Later on he says to Cassie "casually:"

Hoaea (to Caaaie, auddenly, aa if he had juet
remembered). I remember that day in Rome. That
waa the time I duennaed you and Emily to Italy.
And you and I and Sophronia eame home alone and
Emily etayed on to play the piano. That waa the
day I deaided to retire and let the world go to
hell without my help. (p. 280)

Moses' actual surrender comes in a flashback scene still in the

First Act, as he discusses politics with Alex:

Hoaea. That'a well aaid and moatly true. But I didn't
want thia and I have fought hard, in my way, to
etop it. I don't like to aee people put down by
ganga terá who make a job of doing it for thoee
who want it dons. (Very aharply) Don't worry, and
tell your boee not to worry. I'll give no interviewa
and write no pieaea. I want no more of it. Anywhere.
I'm through with the paper. (Slowly, wearily, he
goea toward hia room) I want to ery. And you ahould
want to ery. Xou are young. Thia ia a aad day, and
you will pay for it. (Be goea into room). (p. 292)

Moses and Fanny belong to a class of people in America — the men

of good-will — who had cleared the way for leaders like Mussolini

and Hitler to take over. Theirs had been a generation of

appeasers very different from that of Kurt and his ehildren's in

Europe and from that of Sam in the United States. Sam, Joshua,

Bodo and Babette as well as Kurt and Sara are Miss Hellman*s

mouthpieces. They confront life more historically than the
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others and they try to change history. Their aggressive environment

has made them stronger than their complacent ancestors.

Vateh on the Rhine and The aearehing wind are not 8o

appealing as the Hubbard Plays nor so mature as the Mood Plays.

They serve once more to teach Miss Hellman's lesson that the

unit is important to form the whole, that there is a constant

interaction between the one and the many, and that the successes

and failures of the individual are a symbolic representation of

the failures and successes of society.
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Maria José FERREIRA*

INSIGHT INTO TRUTH

Based on Lillian Hellman*s Play The Autumn Garden**

(a verdade escondida)

(baseado em the autumn garden, peça de lillian hellman)

(die verborgene warheit)

(in the autumn garden. von lillian hellman)

SUMMARY

This work consists of a summary of The autumn garden,

followed by some considerations on the title, which then lead to

an analysis of the theme "Truth," pointing out that the cataclysm

which emerges has its origin not in the main character, but in a

minor one; the denouement of the play has some relation to truth:

either by its presence or by its absence.

RESUMO

Este trabalho consta de um resumo de The autumn garden ,

seguido de considerações sobre esse título; a seguir analisa o

tema "Verdade", salientando que o cataclisma final resulta de

ação não do personagem principal, mas de um personagem secundá

rio; o desfecho da peça relaciona-se com a presença ou ausência

da verdade.

* Professora Efetiva de Língua Inglesa do Instituto de Educação
de Minas Gerais e da Escola Estadual Governador Milton Com -
pós, ambos em Belo Horizonte.

** 0 presente artigo ê baseado num dos capítulos da Dissertação
de Mestrado intitulada "Truth and Not Truth: An Analysis of
Some Plays of Lillian Hellman," apresentada ao Departamento
de Letras Germânicas da Faculdade de Letras da UFMG, e apro
vada em agosto de 1982.
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The a.utumn garden, Lillian Hellman's seventh play, was

first produced in New York City, in 1951. She wrote it under the

influence of one of many circumstances in her life: the

environment of the South. The intention of this study is to

analyse an aspect of the truth in the above mentioned play.

The action of the play takes place in 1949, in a summer

resort - a town on the Gulf of México, about a hundred miles

from New Orleans, Louisiana. Constance is the unmarried owner of

a summer guest house. This summer she has among her paying

guests Ned, Mrs. Ellis, Carrie (Mrs.Ellis's daughter-in-law),

Frederick (Carrie's son), General Griggs and his wife Rose, and

Nick and his wife Nina. Most of them are middle-aged, and have

known each other since they were young. They frequently meet at

Constance's in summer, except for Nick, who has not seen them

for twenty-three years, and whose wife has just been introduced

to the group. Sophie is Constance's French niece, who has been

living with her for five years, brought over from Europe after

her father died there, during the war, when she was thirteen.

Their stories are ali enmeshed within the play. Ned is also

unmarried. He had once loved Constance, who thinks she has been

in love with Nick, who has not loved anyone. Nick is a failure

as a portrait painter; he likes to flirt, to drink, and to travei

in his country and around the world with his rich wife. They have

had several misunderstandings, but are once more reconciliated,

she can not live without him, or without his promises, and he

can not live without her money. Ned has perceived that Constance

has been thinking of Nick ali these years, and he has never told

her he loved her. He also drinks a lot, obsessed with his lack

of Buccess in life. He is tired of life, and too discouraged to
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try to change it. He decides that he will not come to Constance's

again. She realizes that 6he has been wrong about Nick and about

her feelings toward Ned - and asks him to marry her. But Ned's

feelings have changed toward her. Frederick likes to write

poetry. He is engaged to Sophie. Although they do not love each

other, Sophie believes that their life will be nice after they

are married. Frederick is interested in a writer who does not

appear in the play. There are quarrels among the family because

of Payson, this writer, and we presume that he and Frederick are

homosexuals. Carrie and Mrs. Ellis have a different point of

view concerning the way in which they have brought Frederick up.

Carrie is an overpossessive and overprotective mother. Mrs.Ellis

knows both mother and son, and tries to understand them. She

also controla them because the money is hers. General Griggs has

fought in World War I and in World War II. He is tired of life

and of his childish wife, wants a divorce, and wishes to start

life again. Rose does not accept the idea of divorce. In the

meantime, she finde out that she has a serious heart disease.

Her husband agrees not to leave her for the next year. Sophie is

an obedient and quiet girl, but at the end of the play she

blackmails Nina because the night before Nick was drunk and

slept in her room. With that money she will be able to go back

to France.

It is the end of summer, it is almost the beginning of

autumn, the autumn of life. The garden is still warmed by the

heat of summer, shortly to be dissipated by the winter. This
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illusionary warmth is reflected in the feelings of the people

there, most of whom are in the autumn of life. The flowers

have passed, but the fruits are there to be gathered. Illuded

by the warmth, they wish to ignore the fruit, and reach toward

a future which, in reality, does not exist.

In Lillian Hellman's own words, "(...) almoat everything

in the theatre eontradieta aomething elae." In 1942, she had

written, "Vithin thia form (the realiatie form of the theatre')

there muet be trioke — the theatre ia a triek — and they are,

I think, only bad when they are uaed triekily and atop you ahort.

But if they are there, aimple, and eome to hand, they are
2

juatified." She adds, "The playwright, unlike the noveliet,

muet ( ...)triek up the eeene." And what is a trick but the

concealing of truth?

In an interview in 1965, Lillian Hellman said, "I uaed

to aay that I eaw a play only in tema of the people in it.

(...) I have eome now to think that ia it (aie) people and

ideaa." This statement combines with the words of the reviwer

for Time, "Mioa Bellman'a real emphaaie ia on aeparate

fruatrations and intimate orieeo(....) . "5 Confronting Lillian

Hellman with Chekhov, he says, "(...) being a realiat rather

than a moráliat, he very aeldom grante hie eharaetera the

ability to faee the truth about themeeivea."

Miae Hellman ia a moráliat. She doea not 'grant' her
eharaetera thia ability; ehe aaaumea they have it.
She then aete up a aituation whieh makee her eharaetera
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eome to a realination. In addition, if her eommenta in
the introduetion to her edition of Chekhov'a lettera
are to be taken literally, ahe holda no grief for thoae
who do not 'faee the truth about themeelvee' no matter
how eharmingly ehe may have portrayed them in The autumn
garden.'

In The autumn garden, Sophie is a trick. She contradicts

herself; her personality is muffled from the beginning by the

metaphor of an apron, "She ia a plain-looking, ehy girl of about

aeventeen. She haa a heaitant, overpolite manner and apeaka with

a alight aeeent. She haa on a party dreaa, eovered by a kitehen

apron " (p. 467). Sophie is a stratagem Lillian Hellman uses to

reaffirm one of her solid points of view, "Truth made you a

traitor aa it often doee in a time of aeoundrele. But there were

very few who atood up to aay ao and there are almoet none even

now(...)."

We are aware of the contradictions that involve Sophie,

from the beginning of the play; she is very courteous, "no, sir,"

"thank you, sir," "most sorry," "yes, ma'am," "not at ali, sir,"

"I do not mind, really." Ned comments, "8ophie doean't mind

anything. Ali ahe haa aaid ali summer ia thank you " (p. 470).

In a prevision of her attitude at the end of the play, Sophie

answers, "no. Vell." (p. 470) to the question that Frederick

asks her, "Don't you mind begin pulled about?" (p. 470), although

he is referring to Rose's holding Sophie's hair. But Sophie is

passiva only until she considere herself forced to action. Her

character is constructed not just through her lines, but also

through what others say to or about her. Nick tells her, "Xou

are by way of being a rather eharp little girl underneath ali

that ahyneea, aren't you?" (p. 512), and later he adds, "Ho
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European would be aa innoeent of the world aa you pretend "

(p. 521). Ned tells her, "Xou've been buay oultivating a

paeudoatupidity. Another five yeara and you won't be

peeudoatupid " (p. 490).

The way Sophie has been brought up, the favors she owes

her aunt for bringing her to a new and generous world, and for

the education and money she has spent on her, make her not

only polite, but also almost cautions to express her opinions,

and afraid of hurting others. For her, life is a compromise with

reality. Ned feels lonely, and it is comfortable for him to

share his thoughts with her; but considering her evasive answers,

he suggests, "Sophie, have an opinion about aomething. Try it,

and see what aomea out " (p. 490). She believes in herself and

therefore she is honest with herself. She has the capacity of

facing truth and of being realistic. Because she perceives

truth, Sophie's life has led her to a total and clear-eyed

acceptance of the truth. The subjective importance the other

characters give to their truths has, in each case, led to

distortion and illusion — and the real truth has been lost to

them, "Xou take many uorde to aay aimple thinga. Ali of you "

(p. 491), "Ali of you faeo out too mueh. Evory aot of life

ehould not be of eueh importance — " (p. SOI). But at the end

of the play an important time comes for her to confront reality,

"No. It would be moat miataken of me to eome nou. My leaving here

would aeem aa if I muat ba aahamed and you aahamed for me. I muat

not eome with you today. I muat atay here. It muat be faeed "

(p. 534).

Because Sophie is the most authentic personality in the

play, a contrast is aroused between her and the other characters
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who eurround her: they have let time pass, they have let things

be done to them, and they feel useless. Sophie perceives ali

that, and tries to avoid that kind of life. Most revive their

past, their youth, their hopes, and their mistakes. Sophie is

preparing herself for a new life and for her future with

Frederick.

Although Frederick is about twenty-five years old, he is

dominated by his mother. He complains to her: "I've never had

mueh fun. Sevor eeen the things I wiahed to aee, never met the

people I wanted to meot or been the plaaee where I eould. There

are wonderful thinge to aee and learn about " (p. 502). Sophie

complains to her aunt, "Aunt Constance, I do not wieh to go on

with my life aa it haa been. I have not been happy, and I eannot

continue here. I eannot be what you have wiahed mo to be, and I

do not want the world you want for me " ( p. 513).

Because Sophie understands Frederick's distress, she tries

to protect his privacy from Carrie, and from Nick'8 intrigues.

Their "marriage buaineaa " (p. 490), as Ned calls it, will bring

peace for both of them. Sophie accepts ali that has been arranged

to her, seems resigned and almost happy, and wants Frederick to

do and feel the same. They want to unite their insatisfactions,

and lead a "nice" life. He recognizes his condition:"It ian't

any deal for you. Xou are a girl who ehould love, and will one

day, of eouree " (p. 501).

Although younger in age, Sophie is older in spirit, and

she symbolizes the European society that has gone through wars,

who has undergone injurious treatment, and whose experience of

life is deepened by a long-suffering existence. Only now the

ones around Sophie are becoming aware of their pains and
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distress, unconscious have they been of the peaceful life they

have led - both personally and in their country. It is the

opposite with Sophie: she has already gone through doubts and

sorrows: she sees ahead; she is not capable of sentimentalism.

Even her speech throughout the play shows her dryness. She does

not dream: she discerns truth from appearances. The morning

after Nick falls asleep in her room, Rose comments, "Vhy, look

at Sophie. Juet aa ealm aa can be. Haking the bed. Like it

happened to her every night " (p. 527). And Rose's sarcasm goes

on, "But you know very well that a nioe girl would have

aereamed " (p. 527). Sophie tells her aunt, "I eome from another

world and in that uorld thirteen ia not young " (p. 513). And

she tells Nina, "In my elaae, in my town, it ia not ao. In a

poor houae if a man falia aaleep drunk — and it happena with ua

eaeh Saturday night - he ia not aione with an innooant young

girl beeauae the young girl, at my age, ia not ao innoeent and

beeauae her family ia in the aome room, not having any other

plaee to go " (p. 537). Bafore writing this play, Lillian

Hellman herself had experienced war in Europe, and had had contact

with the kind of population Sophie represents. Sophie hardly ever

speaks, but she sometimes lets out her hidden feelings or

thoughts. She confides in Ned, and he is very surprised at her

speech about her aunfs feelings toward Nick, "Oh. Suoh a long,

long time to etay nervoue. Great love in tender nature8. And

thinge of aueh kind. It alwaya happena that way with ladiea. Por

them it ia onee and not again: it ia their good breeding that

makee it ao " (p. 480). Moreover, Sophie's experience in war

and poverty makes her know Frederick's problem better than his

mother does; she underetands it and surprises Mrs. Ellis, too:
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Ura. Ellie: (...) Like Frederiek, Sophie. Life oan
be hard for euoh people and they eeldom underetand
why and end bitter and confueed.

Sophie: I knou.
Mr8. Ellie: Do you? Frederick ia a niae boy, Sophie

— and that ia ali. But that'a more than moat, and
good to have in a emall way.

Sophie: Xee, I think ao. (p. 509)
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Sophie does not admit pretense. Sh«i is straight about

circumstances and about herself. When Rose tries to change

Sophie*s hair style, Frederick says, "I like Sophie her own

way " (p. 463). But she responds, "I have no Way " (p. 469).

Sophie is positive that truth is the b.íst path for life. In her

correctnesB toward facts, she makes a point of aceurate

information; and one of thesís moments occurs when Constance tells

Ned that Sophie's mother is a nodiste, and she eontests her

aunt, "Oh, gh3 iu KOt. Sha ie what you call here a home

aaamatreea, o:' aometime a a faetory worker " (p. 479). Sophie's

words recall part of Lillian Hellman's letter to the Un-American

Activities Committee, "I waa raiaed in an old-faehioned Amorioan

tradition and there were certain homely thinge that ware taught

to mo: to try to tell the truth, not to boar falea witneaa, not

to harm my neighbor, to be loyal to my country, and ao on. I

reapaoted theae ideais of Chrietian honor and did aa well with
q

them aa I know hou."

An interesting aspect to notice in the author's plays is

her preoccupation with words, or with the way her characters

express themselves. There is a relation between their manner of

speaking and their way of being and behaving, which reinforces

the different aspects of truth in each character. Sophie has a

persistent accent, and sometimes it is also hard for her to
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follow conversations, "Xou know it ia moat diffieult in another

language. Bverything in Englieh aounda important. I get a

headaahe from the atrain of liatening" (p. 473) — these are

indications of her hope to go back hcme; another indication

appears when she begins xoblackmail Nina, "her aeeent from now

on growa more pronounoad " (p. 536). Lily Mortar, in The

ehildren'e hour, gives voice and elocution lessons to the girls

at school; she is concemed ábout their mispronouncing the words

and misreading them; because she "is" an actress, she gives

emphasis to good diction, articulation and enunciation of words.

She herself does it the way she thinks is the best possible one,

mainly to impress those around her, calling attention to the

"feeling" that must accompany words. Lily Mortar is so much

concemed with speaking and acting as an actress, that she

"forgets" to act as a person who might have saved the two

teachers. Her "acting" does not permit her to act. A perfect,

theatrical way of speaking is the only truth she aims at. Lily

Berniers, in Toya in the attie, does not speak properly, she is

aware of it, and she suffers because of it, "I don't know what

makoa me apeak ao wrong. Ali I want ia to tall you(...)" (p.

715), "If I eould only apeak in order, then I uouldn't — " (p.

715), «Do I talk different?" (p. 741) , "I think that'a the

way Mama would aay it " (p. 743); Albertine says critically,

"Try to make youroelf elear, Lily " (p. 737). Italics mine.

Lily Berniers'a hositation in her use of words is an evidence

of her own hesitation in life. The some way she looks for words,

she looks for truth. (Regarding theee three characters, it is

also interosting to notiee that ali three are "Btrangers" in

the houaea they inhabit, which contributos to the conflict that
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they confront). Not only Sophie's speech, or her difficulty in

underetanding, but also her concern for words íb peculiar, "I

do not uae the eorreet word?" (p. 512) , "I try very hard to

eound niee. I try too hard, perhapa?" (p. 480) , "Sometimea it

ia better not to aay thinge " (p. 474) , "And I think we ahould

not try ao hard to talk. Sometimea it ia wiae to let thinge

grow more roota before one blowe them away with worde —" (p.

474). On account of these last 8tatemente, we wonder whether

Sophie really believes what she says, when, at the end of the

play, she blackmails Nina.

Little by little, Sophie's individualism emerges to

reveal another side of her personality, "I will epoak whiohever

way you think moat fita the drama, Aunt Conatanee " (p. 526).

She begins to be tired of doing the best she can for others,

and decides to do the best she can for herself. Foresights of

her decision appear in her sentences, "I do the beat I can. I

do th» beet I ean " (p. 490), which 6he repeats, "Go home. Did

I ever want to eome? I have no plaee here and I am loet and

homeaiok. I like mother, I — Every night I plan to go. But it

ia five yaara now and there ie no plan and no chanca to find

one. Therefore I will do the beat I ean " (p. 491). And when

Ned asks her, "The beot you aan?"(p.491),she answers,"Haybe you've

never tried to do that, Mr. Ned. Haybe none of you have tried"

(p. 491) — she preoupp08es their acceptance of a wasted life,

from which she wants to escape. She tells her aunt, "Pleaee

allow me to do what I wiah to do, and know ie beat for me "

(p. 513). And when she can afford to go, she shows that romantic

illusions ore unknown to her. Truth is latent in Sophie*8

essence: when she goes back to her mother, or to her village,
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things will not be better there, but it is where she belongs,

"I think it ia more good than it ia not good " (p. 539).

Sophie's affirmative behavior contrasts with the attitudes

of the self-deluded and idyllic people around her; they are

worried about truth, but is is hard for them to apprehend it.

Nevertheless, Sophie apprehends it without being worried about

it, because truth is inherent in her, it in part of her. Lillian

Hellman does not grant Sophie the ability to face truth about

herself. She assumes that Sophie has this ability. Ned tells

Sophie, "(...)I aee tho truth (...) ao lieten to me, Sophie "

(p. 491), Mrs. Ellis tells Sophie, "I'm telling you the truth,

Sophie," (p. 512) Nick says to Sophie, "I'm aick of angry

women. Ali men aro aiak of angry women, if angry women knew the

truth " (p. 521), Frederick says to Sophie, "I'm not being

kind. I told you the truth " (p. 533), Rose tells her husband,

"(...) believe ma I'm telling the truthí...) " (p. 541). But

when Sophie mentions the truth, we can detect the difference

between her position and the others', "Xou know what I aay ia

true" (p. 534) — her truth is definitive: there are no doubts

about it. She is sure of what she is saying.

More than one indication along the play, especially in

the dialogues concerning Nick, suggest the precipitation of a

crisis. Nina tells Nick, "Xou're on a rampaga of good will.

Makee ma norvoue for even the treea outaide " (p. 496), "I ean

ame 11 it: it'a ali around ub. The flowar-like odor right bafore

it bacomes fade d and heavy. It travais ahaad of you, Biek,

whenever you gat moat holpful, moat loving and moat lovable.

Down through the years it runa ahead of ub — I ameII it — and

I want to Io ave " (p. 499-500), and Nick tells and asks Sophie,
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"I'm aiak of trouble. Aren't you?" (p. 520). Nevertheless, he

is the one who seeks trouble when he sleeps in Sophie's

provisional bed in the living-room. Everyone thinks Sophie is

ruined, except herself, who laughs at it - but nobody laughs

with her; and that makes Sophie detect that time has come for

her to act; she blackmails Nina in what she calls a loan,

not a favor or largesse, but a blackmail bargain — and her

truth becomes manifest. Her realism and courage help Sophie to

be strong and unsentimental, and to reach out for what is best

for her.

Lillian Hellman's hostility for passiveness reminds us

12
of a sentence in one Qf her books, "I believe that I am

telling the truth, not the aurvivor'o eoneolation (...)"

—which Ned endorses at the end of the play, in another one of

her doctrines, "And I've never liked liara — leaat of ali thoae

who lio to themeelvea " (p. S45).
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No teo

1 HELLMAN, 1973: 151.

2 HELLMAN, 1942: XI.

3 HELLMAN, 1942:XI

" PHILLIPS & HOLLANDER, 1965: 64-95.

5 ACKLEY, 1969: 134.

6 ACKLEY, 1969: 134.

7 ACKLEY, 1969: 134.

8 HELLMAN, 1976: 85.

9 HELLMAN, 1976: 85.

See note no. 7.

11 Cf. Hellman, 1974: 55, as a possible source fcr this incident.

12 HELLMAN, 1979: 726.
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(O DUPLO COMO RECURSO LITERÁRIO!

THE ROYAL HUNT QF THE SUN, DE PETER SHAFFER)

(DAS DOPPELTE ALS LITERARISCHES MITTEL

THE ROYAL HUNT OF THE SUN. VON PETER SHAFFER)

SUMMARY

This paper aims at an illustration of the use of the Double

in Shaffer*s play, The royal hunt of the eun. The concept is

discus8ed in two senses: as it was defined and suggested by

Artaud, and as it is defined and enployed in Psychology. The use

of this device in the play serves an ultimate end: to illustrate

the relationship between conquerors and conquered people.

RESUMO

Esse trabalho visa a ilustrar o conceito de Duplo na pe

ça de Peter Shaffer, The royal hunt of the *un. A autora tenta

mostrar que o duplo, usado como recurso literário, é empregado

tanto no sentido definido e sugerido por Artaud, como no usado

pela Psicologia. 0 uso desse recurso na peça presta-se, enfim,

para ilustrar a relação conquistador-conquistado.

* Professora de Língua Inglesa e Teoria da Literatura no Insti
tuto Cultural Newton Paiva Ferreira e Inglês na Sociedade Bra
sileira de Cultura Inglesa.
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Literature has made use of the Duplication, a concept

which refers to the repetition of a narrativo element with

figurative manifestations, inside the narrativa scheme

(GREIMAS, 1979). The concept of the Double is a permanent

concern among Antonin Artaud's many projects for the theatre

(ARTAUD, 1958). It appears prominent mainly because of his

attack on verbal language, which, as he made explicit, is only

part of a special kind of language he called the language of

the miee-en-aeòne, made up of everything that can fill the

space of the physical stage. Artaud named the theatre he

proposed, The Theatre of Cruelty, "which aimed to aetivate

man'a 'magnetie' norvoue eyatem, enabling him to projeot hie

feelinga and aenaationa beyond the uaual limita impoaed by time

and space " (KNAPP, 1980).

In his book, Artaud e o Teatro, Alain Virmaux etates,

quoting V. Novarina:

... Se, atravêe de Crueldade, Artaud quer juntar a di-
viaão, a contradição, o perigo, a fim de livrar o homem
de eua letargia, pelo Duplo - que ao tornou o prinetpio
de linguagem por correspondência a por eignoe -ala quer
tornar aeneivol a unidade múltipla da vida....O teatro
segundo Artaud ô o lugar onde ao reaolvem aa antinomiaa
... (e) ae refere ao homem integral. Trata-ae de um te a
tro no qual o jogo doe Duploa ae aeaoeia ã empresa dã
Crueldade " (VIRMAUX, 1978).

The idea of the Double for Artaud is intimately connected

with the way in which total theatre affects man. Far from being

a mere psychic activity, the double includes everything which

reaches man in his wholeness through ali the possible means of

theatrical expression. Artaud wants the theatre to address

itself neither to the spectators' mind nor to their senses in
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isolation, but to their total existence (SONTAG, 1973).This

idea underlies his insistent suggestion for the use of manikins

on the stage to represent real actors, and his proposal for the

use of light and sound or even objects raised to the status of

actual characters. In brief, the concept of the double lies at

the heart of Artaud's attempt to bring together the most diverse

means - gesture, and verbal language, static objects and

movement in three dimensional space. It is to this complex web

that the notion of the Double refers . Furthermore, tha

theatre, where many actions can be presented simultaneously

instead of being narrated one by one as in narrativa, is itself

the Double "par excellenee." With the simple process of

materializing any expression on the stage, either by the use of

manikins, or by the use of light and sound to replace actual

characters, an imaginary universe is created.

This idea of an imaginary universe can be related to the

notion of the Double as it is used in Psychology, where the

Double is a phenomenon somewhat related to a specular image in

the mind of the individual. The Double is then a kind of image

- a manifestation of our unconscious. It may be, for instance,

a relation between two persons, or between one individual and his

own imaginary image. This relation is emphaaized by mental

processes, common to both: the individual and his double raay have

common knowledge, common feelings and common experiences. In

other words, these persons, the individual and his double, can

represent their mutual images, a duplication and a paradoxal

division.

This theme was atudied by Otto Rank in 1914 (FREUD, 1976).

He has associated the double with reflections in a mirror, with
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shadows, with the belief in the soul and with the fear of death.

For him, in a way, the double corresponds to man's soul. In

modem psychology, the notion of the self has replaced earlier

conceptions of the soul. Thus it can be said that today the

double corresponds to the self.

Aeeording to Jung, the eelf is a totality eomprieed of
consoious and unoonaoipue contenta that dwarfa the ego
in acope and intaneity. The eoming-to-be of the eelf
ia eharply dietinguiaheâ from the eoming of the ego
into oonaeiouaneae, and ia the individuation proceaa
by whioh the true eelf emergee aa the goal of the whole
peraonality. (Encyclopedia Britannica, vol. IX, p. 41)

Roughly speaking, man lives in two dimensione. The first,

the ego, is the part which works, thinks, acts. The second one,

the eelf, the double, is like another human being within man

himself, made up of ali his past experiences and ali of his

desires for the future. The double is like man's inner voice.

In brief, the double, the repeated image, the self, has the

function of observing and criticizing the ego upon which it

exerts a kind of censorship. A familiar entity established in

the mind, the double is neither new nor alien. But sometimes,

when the individual does not want to "hear" his inner voice,

the double may be alienated through repression, leaving,

however, the possibility of emerging at any time and expressing

itself.

Despite their differences, the double as propôsed by

Artaud intermingles with the psychological double in the sense

that both express the dual aspect of a unique whole.

The aim of this paper is to study Shaffer's The royal

hunt of the eun as the mutual projection of the three main
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characters in one another, which can be referred to the notion

of the psychological double. At the same time, this mutual

projection is one of the many devices used in the play to

convey the main theme. This theme has been expressed through

many other mean6 as well. So the mutual projection of the

characters performs the function of the double as proposed by

Artaud.

In The royal hunt of the eun, Pizarro, Atahuallpa and

Martin, the narrator, can be seen as mutual projections of one

another as Doubles.

Young Martin can be considered as a double both of

himself as an old man and of Pizarro. One of the devices used

by Shaffer to suggest this is the appearance of both characters,

Young and Old Martin, simultaneously, on the stage. They function

as doubles of each other, while both likewise act as Pizarro's

doubles. In Act One, Old Martin,who narrates the story, watches

his younger self duelling an invisible opponent with a stick.

Thus the same person at two different moments of his life is

made to appear almost as two different people, each other's

double.

Young Martin, on the other hand, is also Pizarro's double.

He leads the middle-aged Spanish general to see in himself the

youth he had once been. Pizarro, for instance, speaks to Young

Martin, the young page, as if he were addressing himself:

"Strange eight, youreelf, juat aa you were in thia very atreot "

(p. 18); then the audience is reminded of Pizarro'8 adolescent

dreams which had once been the same as Martin'e. "Little lord
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of hope, (Piaarro goea on aaying), I'm harah with you. Xou own

everything I've loat " (p. 29). "Time waa whan we eouldn't atop

you," Pizarro says when Young Martin tries to convince him of

keeping his word to Atahuallpa (p. 74).

The projection works in both directions. "Then, he,

(Piaarro), carne and made them [, my droama,] real," says Martin

at the beginning of the play (p. 14). As a consequence of this

mutual projection the audience is aware that Pizarro is, for a

time, Martin's object of desire, the ideal self he would like

to become, somebody he wants to imitate, "my altar, my bright

image of aalvation (p. 13) ... ali I ever want to be " (p. 29).

In another way, as Pizarro's double, Martin also

represents the general's alter ego, his conscience observing

and criticizing his behaviour* "Be truete you (he daree to aay,

when he foreaaea that Piaarro ia going to take baek the word

pledgod to Atahuallpa). Xou oan't betray him, eir. Xou can't "

(p. 74). In several momento in the play, Hartin'8 words act as

Pizarro's consciousness, warning him against disloyalty. When

Spanieh soldiers remind the boy that they eould be dead if the

indians were armed, Martin*s words recall Pizarro's remoto

inner voice: "Bonourably daadl Hot alive and ehamed " (p. 51).

Thus Young Martin often funetions as the general*s inner voice,

his super-ego. His last words in the play are words of

disappointment and contempt for the Spanish general's betrayai

of the Inca Emperor. His last action is to scream and run from

the stage in horror. This also announces Pizarro's painfull

rejection of his former dreams, his bitter plunge into a world,

different from that of his youth, in which he is a mere "old

elogger without traditione or titlee ",
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Young Martin, we have seen, also represents the youthful

self of the elderly narrator. When Old Martin describes or

comments on past situations, the youth's sensibility emerges as

if the narrator were speaking with the boy's voice. "I'm going

to tall you (he eaye) ... thinge that no one haa ever told you:

thinge to make you groan and ery I'm laying. ... Time waa when

I'd have diad for him, [Piaarro] or for any worahip. ... If you

eould only imagina what it waa like for me at the beginning, to

be allowod to a erva him. ... The ineide of my head waa one vaat

plain for feate of daring ", (he says referring to his past

dreamB) (p. 13-4).

In almost ali of Old Martin's speeches, we can hear Young

Martin'8 voice showing his pity for Peru, for Spain, and for

Pizarro. We can also feel his regret for the passing of time,

leaving "forty yeare from any time of hope."

The evidence that Young Martin simultaneously represents

Pizarro*s and Old Martin's doubles makes clear the similarities

between the narrator and the old general. This emphasizes the

inevitable cycle of hope and despair which is part of life, and

which the play tries to convey.

A different device is used when Atahuallpa and Pizarro

are presented as specular images of each other. Atahuallpa

represents Pizarro's other double. This is made evident by the

similarities between the two characters. Both are illegitimate

sons and have gained power despite this; in their way, both are

usurpers; both are ruthless and illiterate; finally, both are

unscrupulous men of action.

While Young Martin represents that part of Pizarro's self
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made up of past experience, Atahuallpa represents his desires for

the future: the incarnation of a truer god and a better, fairer

soeiety than the one he had left behind in Spain. Pizarro,

however, is always in conflict with this second double. Sometimes

he seems to accept it and draws near to it; sometimes he rejects

it, and doesn't want to "hear" its voice.

At the beginning, Pizarro feels attracted to the Inea.

"Since firat I heard of him, I've dreamed of him every night,"

Pizarro tells De Soto, referring to the sun but also alluding

to the Inca King, "[a] blaek king with glowing eyea, aporting

the aun for a crown " (p. 44). And he gces on referring to his

meeting with the Inca as compulsive, as "the one I have to

make " (p. 44). Atahuallpa thus symbolizes Pizarro's need for

worship, for "eomething eternal againet going fleah " (p. 44).

The next step in their relation is friendship: the two

leaders talk and enjoy each other's presence. During this phase,

Pizarro's conflict is momentarily appeased, to be aroused again.

"I'll make you eet (like the eun) for ever!" he threatens

Atahuallpa, pulling the rope that lashes them and throwing the

Inca to the ground (p. 86).

At times, his inner voice, embodied by the Inca god,

presses him to yield:"Xou will die aun(Atahuallpa aaya)and you do

not believe in your god. That ie why you tremble and keap no

word. Believe in me. I will give you a word and fill you with

joy " (p. 87). For a moment, Pizarro almost surrenders to this

form of spiritual hope, through which he might overcome the

inevitability of death.

However, at the end of the play, Pizarro agrees with

Atahuallpa's execution, as if he eould kill his own double,
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as if he couldn't bear the sound of his inner voice. Despite his

momentary hesitation, Pizarro doesn*t come definitely back to

his former beliefs. Instead, he resumes his way in the cycle

of life, an eternal cycle made up of hope and despair.

Summing up, we may say that, despite their constant

search, none of the three central characters find themselves in

one another. Young Martin eannot find himself, either in the old

general from whom he had expected chivalric behavious, or in his

elder double, the middle-aged narrator of the play. The converse

also holds true. Pizarro eannot find himself either in Young

Martin*s dreams, which he had given up,or in Atahuallpa's, once

thought of as a substitute for Christ. At the same time,

Atahuallpa eannot find himBelf in Pizarro, finally revealed as

a mere faithless untrustworthy human being, far from the white

god he expected him to be.

The use of the double, materializing man'V.sinuous and

eternal quest through life, thus proves a reflection of the

modern scepticism about final, absolute moral values. The mutual

but thwarted projection of the characters in the play is

gradually seen to represent man's almost inescapable failure to

apprehend the other in any way but as a mirror of his own desires.

In this respect, Shaffer's interpretation of Pizarro*s

relationship with his page and, especially, with Atahuallpa,

recalls Todorov's belief in man's incapacity to perceive other

people's identity - particularly that of the so-called "primitive"

- as simultaneously identical to and different from his own

(TODOROV, 1983).

Pizarro embodies Europe in its attempt to understand the
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Inca people by trying to grasp their language and to know their

equalitarian system of life. However, although he loves the

Inca, he does so from his own perspective. The reverse holds

true: the Inca also tries to understand and love the Spanish

general, but none of them can get rid of their feeling of

superiority.

The story of the -Conquest of Peru is finished. However,

the play portrays a contemporary view - the desirable

relationship between Europe - the conqueror, and America - the

conquered. Pizarro and Atahuallpa nearly attained the realization

of a dialogue that characterizes our civilization today: nobody

has the last word, any voice ean reduce the other voice to the

status of a mere object. We are trying to live the difference

in the similarity.
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A INTERDIÇÃO DO DISCURSO EM DUTCHMAN
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RESUMO

53

Análise do conflito na relação inter-racial em uma peça

do Teatro Revolucionário do Negro, conflito este determinado pe

Ia reversão de expectativa na decodificação da linguagem opera

da pelos personagens.

SUMMARY

This paper analysee the conflict in a racial relationship

in a play of the Black Revolutionary Theatre. The conflict

studied is caused by the reversal of expectation occurred with

the characters in their process of decodification of the

discourse.

* Professor Assistente de Teoria da Literatura do Departamento
de Letras da Universidade Federal de Ouro Preto.
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Helene Keyssar, no capítulo que dedica ã peça Dutehman

de LeRoi Jones, salienta no início de sua análise que:

Dutehman make8 manifest the ambivalent intentiona that
have been deeguieed or latont in earlier blaek dramas.
... Dutehman aeknowlodgea the eneounter of two worlda
and two modee of eeoing within the one world it
eonetruete onatage and within the apaee of the
audionee for whieh it ia played. The play preeumea
our differeneea and oonfronte them; aome elomente of
ita a trategy will work eimilarly on blaek and white
epeotatore, but ita eaaential atrategie devieee affeet
not what blaek and white epeetatora ahare ae human
beinge, but what aeparatea ua ae blaek and white
Americana.*-

0 último período deste texto parece-me fundamental por

focalizar um dos efeitos principais que advêm da peça. Na verda

de Dutehman contém mecanismos de elaboração, especificamente no

uso da linguagem, que revelam um objetivo central: a construção

de uma grande metáfora, a metáfora de um universo social, cultu

ral e ideológico, no qual os elementos das raças negra e branca

sejam definidos por duas características essencialmente opostas,

o bem e o mal, respectivamente. Estas qualidades, sintetizadas

nos dois protagonistas da peça, polarizam as relações entre o

negro e o branco no paradigma da sociedade americana construído

no texto, excluindo qualquer possibilidade de integração ou de

convivência pacífica das duas raças, visto que os elementos que

ao longo do texto definem os dois personagens são em si excluden

tes e nunca tendem a harmonizar-se.

Essa metáfora do Bem e do Mal, que se reproduz em ou

tras, tais como vida e morte, luz e sombra, verdade e mitifica

ção, etc, £ construída na arquitetura do texto como decorrên

cia da inversão de sentido do código lingüístico que nunca ope-
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ra a comunicação entre as personagens. A possibilidade de comu

nicação é constantemente bloqueada pela revelação sistemática

do caráter ideológico e estereotipado do sentido da linguagem

da personagem branca, revelando sempre a mitificação negativa e

a elaboração mental de uma imagem falsa do negro, no universo

da classe média branca.

No choque que se estabelece entre os dois protagonistas

Lula e Clay, o texto, em todos os seus signos, e especialmente

no lingüístico, revela a intenção de Jones em desmascarar a ima

gem mental elaborada pelo branco a respeito do negro. Na medida

em que este desnudamento revela-se eficaz, ou seja, na medidaon

que o discurso de Lula torna-se impotente para moldar em Clay

seu referente, cria-se um vazio conceituai que permeia a fala

das personagens, promovendo a redefinição do sentido dos sig

nos "negro" e "branco" nas relações inter-raciais. A linguagem

de Lula passa a ter seu significado barrado ou invertido, condi

cionada que está por uma máscara ideológica discriminatória, de

codificada por Clay. Frente a esta ruptura conceituai, Lula,ima

gem-síntese da classe média branca, opta por eliminar seu opo -

nente, única forma eficaz, para ela, de restabelecer seu pró

prio equilíbrio, de revitalizar seu discurso, minado pelo perso

nagem negro.

A peça, assim, estabelece rupturas fundamentais em ter

mos do Teatro do Negro americano: pela tentativa bem sucedida

de figurar o estereótipo sobre o negro como imagem mental dis

torcida da classe média branca; pela elaboração desta imagem co

mo um discurso que não resiste ao confronto direto com uma real

identidade do negro; pela negação da existência de uma zona de

mediação, de possibilidade de destruição dessa imagem que não
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seja através do conflito e do confronto:

Thia ia a play in whieh not to be a nigger ie to be
a 'dirty white man', and in whieh ae Dutehman goea
on to expoae, not to dance with Lula, the drama'a
emieaary from the white middlo elaee, ia to ehooae
death aa your partner.2

Lula, enquanto síntese do pensamento da classe média

branca, tem um conceito pré-estabelecido sobre o negro, que pre

tende ver concretizado em Clay, tão logo o conhece. 0 rapaz, en

tretanto, em nenhum momento reproduz o ideal estereotipado, pro

jetando-se como um ruído que interfere e desestrutura o discur

so pré-conceituoso de Lula. No confronto entre o discurso-ima-

gem estereótipo (Lula) e o discurso-negativa do estereótipo

(Clay), estabelece-se o espaço da não-comunicação, o espaço do

conflito racial inevitável, da morte e da castração simbólica.

Já no início da peça, o confronto entre os dois persona

gens delineia-se. Para Lula, Clay representa um amante em poten

ciai, um perverso sexual que a cobiçara através da janela do me

trô. Clay nega esta assertiva, dizendo que o olhar dirigido a

Lula fora abstrato, sem conotação sexual precisa. Ainda que

queira rotular o jovem como sedutor, é Lula entretanto,numa in

versão estrutural da peça, que nos é apresentada, desde sua pri

meira aparição, como imagem simbólica da sedução; imagem cons

truída de forma pejorativa e que irá desdobrar-se ao longo da

peça, definindo a personagem como paradigma da perversão e pro

tótipo do mal.

Lula está sempre triturando maçãs e oferecendo-as a Clay,

o que torna inevitável associá-la ã Eva tentadora, em seu exer

cício de seduzir sexualmente o jovem Adão, Clay. No ritual da
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de estabelecer intimidade, um discurso-revelação com o qual pre

tende demonstrar um conhecimento prévio sobre a vida e as inten

çÕes de Clay, conhecimento, na verdade, especular, que lhe per

mite projetar em Clay suas próprias fantasias sexuais:

Lula: Xou think I want to piek you up, get you to take
me aomawhere and ecrew me, huh?

Xou look like you been trying to grow a beard.
Thafe exaotly what you look like. Xou live in
New Jeraey with your parente and are trying to
grow a beard. That'a what. Xou look like you've
been reading Chineee poetry and drinking lukewarm
eugarleae tea. 3

57

Frente ã surpresa de Clay e ã sua curiosidade em saber

de onde provém todo este "conhecimento", Lula admite não saber

tudo, definindo-se como uma pessoa que mente muito. Nesta sua

afirmação, ela acrescenta outro elemento na construção de sua i

magem: a mentira. Imagem do pecado, da ambivalência, Lula, gra-

dativãmente, vai constituindo-se a nossos olhos, e aos olhos de

Clay, como signo do Mal, ou como o Mal em si. E é dentro deste

contexto, que ela revela que todo seu pseudo-conhecimento sobre

Clay advém de idéias pré-concebidas sobre os negros em geral,ou

seja, ela revela o caráter, de falsidade, ou pelo menos, de ima

gem idealizada de seu discurso:

Clay: Bey, you atill haven't told me how you know ao
muoh about mo.

Lula: I told you I didn't know anything ábout you...
Xou're a well-known type.

Clay: Really?
Lula: Or at laaet I know the type very well. And your

akinny Bnglieh friend too.
Clay: Anonymouely?
Lula: Vhat?
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Clay: Vithout knowing ua apeeifieally?
Lula: Oh boy.

Vhat a faee. Xou know, you eould be a handeome
man. ^

Clay: I can't argue with you.

Sua fala indica que ela nada sabe sobre o indivíduo, o

desconhecido a quem abordara no vagão do metrô e a quem tenta

seduzir; mas pretende tudo saber, baseada na idéia abstrata, na

imagem tipológica estereotipada que ela, branca, detém sobre os

negros em geral. Admitindo não poder discutir com Lula, parece-

me claro que Clay conscientiza-se do fato de estar vivenciando

com Lula um jogo de palavras, jogo este que vai tornando-o cons

ciente do caráter estereotipado e pré-conceituoso da linguagem

e, conseqüentemente, das intenções de sua oponente.

No jogo de revelação dos nomes, Lula identifica-se, pri

meiro, como Lena, a hiena, um outro símbolo que completa sua ca

racterização negativa. Como Eva, a tentação, como a mentira, ou

como a Hyena, que se alimenta da carne dos mortos, Lula encarna

o protótipo do MAL, como metáfora da sociedade branca, que é as

sim definida como falsa, ilusória, perversa. Clay, por outro Ia

do, vai sendo caracterizado em oposição ã personagem feminina .

Seu nome não é o nome imaginado por Lula, que é incapaz de vê-

lo fora das noções abstratas que reproduz; seu temperamento é

calmo, em contraste ã agressividade de Lula; ele reafirma sua

autenticidade frente ao caráter ambivalente da personalidade da

jovem. Em síntese, Clay, em suas respostas, vai se revelando o

oposto do que Lula imagina, sintetizando assim, em oposição a

ela, a metáfora do BEM.

Na reversão de expectativa no jogo de decodificação da

linguagem, o espaço social delineado por Jones parece definiti-
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vãmente traçado. Denominando-se explicitamente como Lena, a

Hyena, Lula completa o círculo armado em volta de Clay. Ou ele

passa a representar o papel de Adão e entrega-se ao jogo de se

dução de Lula-Eva, ou enfrenta a destruição nas garras de Lula-

Hyena. Entregar-se ã Lula-Eva é introjetar a falsa imagem cons

truída pelo branco, é enquadrar-se no estereótipo, mascarar-se;

fugir a esta alternativa significa escolher a morte. Tomando en

tão Lula enquanto metáfora do MAL, símbolo da classe média bran

ca, e Clay como metáfora do BEM, símbolo da raça negra, a peça

desenvolve a idéia de que no plano social, integrar, penetrar a

classe média branca é possível ao negro se o mesmo enquadra- se

no tipo idealizado por esta classe, o que só se torna viável pe

Ia assimilação dos seus valores, pela introjeção do paradigma

do discurso especular. A recusa a esta aceitação conduz inevita

velmente ã morte.

Clay, entretanto, decodifica e reverte os sinais do dis

curso de Lula, optando por não mascarar sua identidade, revelan

do-se suficientemente perspicaz para compreender que participa

de um jogo verbal, do qual criou consciência gradativãmente. Já

na revelação de seu nome, esta consciência é insinuada. Ainda

que Lula pareça deter o comando do jogo e antecipar as iniciati

vas dos lances, Clay, em suas respostas e evasivas, nunca pare

ce envolvido na representação. Ele tem consciência do debate

lingüístico, o que lhe permite, lucidamente, anular o sentido

do discurso de Lula, confrontando-o com sua natureza de menti

ra:

Lula: Vhat are you into anyaay?
(looking at him half eullenly but etill amuaed)
Vhat thing are you playing at, Hiater?
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Hiater Clay Villiame?
(Grabe hie thigh, up near the erotah)
Vhat are you thinking about?

Clay: Vatoh it now, you're gonna excite me for real.
Lula: I bet.
Clay: I thought you knew everything about me? Vhat

happoned?*

Esta consciência do jogo e o domínio dos códigos que o

presidem é que permitem a Clay desmascarar o discurso de Lula ,

minando seu sentido. Lula, pelo contrário, não parece revelar

esta mesma consciência. Ela vive o jogo, o que paulatinamente

deixa-a completamente exposta. Ela encarna e é representada por

sua linguagem. Romper e desestruturar seu discurso é destruí-la.

Enquanto símbolo da classe média branca, anular o sentido do

seu discurso, torná-lo neutro, significa, assim, romper suas e£

truturas. Por isto o seu desconcerto em todos os instantes em

que Clay, com seu discurso-negativa, ruptura, elaborado pela i-

ronia, desestabiliza sua base de sustentação: a imagem estereo

tipada.

Clay: Are you going to the party with me Lula?
Lula: (Bored and not even looking)

I don't even know you.
Clay: Xou eaid you know my type.
Lula: (Strangely irritatad).

Don 't get emart -with me, Buater. I know you
like the palm of my hand. .

Clay: The one you eat the applee with?

0 final da 1- cena já prenuncia uma mudança acentuada no

comportamento de Lula, o que vai precipitar as ações da peça pa

ra o seu desfecho trágico. Esta mudança caracteriza-se fundamen

talmente por uma mudança de tom na dicção de Lula. Ela acusa
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Clay de ser assassino e a cena 1 termina com um grito estriden

te de Lula, um grito que manifesta a metamorfose da personagem

para a cena 2. Nesta, Lula incorpora ã face-máscara de Eva, a

sedutora, a sua face de Hyena, provocando Clay agressivamente

na tentativa de vê-lo moldar-se a outro estigma: o estereótipo

de negro assassino.

A atmosfera intimista, de meia-sombra, onde têm lugar ,

na cena 1, as provocações e apelos sensuais de Lula, transforma

se na cena 2. Outras pessoas ocupam os espaços antes vazios do

vagão, compondo um público social efetivo no universo da peça .

A cena pública é o ambiente no qual Lula, tendo como cúmplice

muda a sociedade da qual é porta-voz, tentará fazer prevalecer

suas concepções. Este público, em sua maioria silencioso, agirá

como espectador privilegiado do debate que se acentua entre os

dois protagonistae, voltando-se para a ação apenas no desfecho

da peça, quando atira o cadáver de Clay pela janela, dando sus

tentação ao assassinato cometido.

No início da cena 2, Lula parece dar-se conta finalmente

da vanidade de querer dobrar Clay as suas intenções:

Lula: ... Bxoept I do go on aa I do. Applea and long
walke with deathleea intelligent lovera.
But you mix it up. Look out windowa, ali the
time. Turning pagee. Change change change.^

Mudando sua estratégia de ação, Lula, em tons agressivos

a histéricos, tenta etiquetar seu oponente como um assassino

que ela irá desmascarar e incriminar aos olhos da sociedade:

Lula: Cauee you're an eeeaped nigger.
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Cauae you erowled through the wire and
made traeka to my aide.

Come on, Clay... Let'e do the thing. Vhh! Vhh!
Clay! Clay! Xou middle-olaae blaek baatard.
Forget your aooial-working mother for a few
se conde and lefe knoek etomaehe, Clay, you
liver-lipped white man. Xou would-be Chrietian.
Xou ain't no nigger, you're juet a dirtu white
man. Get up, Clay. Danee with me, Clay.*

Clay tenta ignorar os insultos e trazê-la de volta ao jo

go esquecido da sedução, o que parece irritá-la ainda mais,pois

seu convite converte-se em sinal de que ele resiste às provoca

ções que tentam convencê-lo a ver-se como um assaeeino em poten

ciai, mascarado de bora-moço.

Lula: Serew youraelf, unele Tom. Thomaa Voolly-head.
There ia unele Tom ... I meon, unele Thomaa
whooly-head. Vith old white matted mane.
Be habblee on hie wooden cane. Old Tom. Old
Tom. Let the white man hump hia oi' mama,
and he jee' ahuffle off in the wooda and
hide hia gentle gray head. 01 'Thomaa woolly-
head.9

Finalmente Clay parece atingir o que Lula esperava. Fu

rioso, ele a estapeia e parece prestes a converter-se no assas

sino por ela idealizado. Mas não é esta sua atitude. Num tom e-

nérgico e categórico, Clay rebate os insultos de Lula, reafir

mando sua independência, Beu não compromisso com o desejo do

outro em figurá-lo em qualquer padrão ou estereótipo, que são

fruto das mentiras, representações e fantasias que contaminam o

pensamento do branco.

Clay: I'll rip your louay breaata off! Let me be
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Vhoever. It'a nona of your buaineaa. Xou
don't know anything exaept what'a there
for you to aee. An Act. Liea. Device. Not
the purê heart, the pumping blaek heart.*-®
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A longa fala de Clay instaura definitivamente a ruptura

com os falsos conceitos emitidos por Lula. Finalmente ele reve

la seu ódio e sua não disposição em assumir a imagem do estéreo

tipo, desmascarando explicitamente, sem ironias, a total incom

preensão de Lula sobre ele.

Clay: And I eit here, in thia buttoned-up auit,
to keep myaelf from eutting ali your throata.
I moan uantonly. Xou great liberated whore!
Xou fuek aome blaek man, and right away.
Xou're an expert on blaek people. Vhat a
ehit that ie.'The only thing you know ie
that you eome if he bangs you hard enough.
And that'a ali. The belly rub? Xou wanted
to do the belly rub? Shit, you don't even
know how. Xou don't know how.H

Clay desmitifica em suas assertivas a falsa compreensão,

o pseudo-conhecimento que a sociedade branca mentalizou sobre a

raça negra, que se revela também na não-compreensão da música ,

da dança e dos músicos negros admirados pelos brancos. Dentro

deste universo mental fantasioso, matar o branco, ou seja, ves

tir a máscara assassina idealizada por este mesmo branco, seria

o caminho a ser trilhado para o negro ser compreendido por esta

sociedade, cuja sanidade baseia-se em falsos conceitos que jus

tificam sua atitude perante os negros. Clay, entretanto, opta

por construir sua identidade pela negação de identidade imposta

pela fantasia do branco. E é na afirmação de sua identidade, pe

Ia negativa em vestir as máscaras sociais, que Clay constrói a
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barreira que vai separá-lo (o BEM) da sociedade branca (o MAL).

Be finally explodee, draga her baek to the aeat,
clube a proteeting drunk, alape her and makes hia
big apeeeh, the point of whieh ia that whitea do
not, eannot know anything about blaoka, that ali
they aee are the maeke whieh hida the deeire to
kill. If the middle-elaaa maak ia falae, it ia no
more falae than the hippy-dip maak(...) when it ia
foreed on the negro by an outai de who oxpeota him
to act in a particular way (aa objeot, aa jaaaman,
aa proteater),12

Terminando seu discurso, e antes de tentar sair, Clay ad

verte Lula para o perigo de tentar encaixar o negro em seus es

tereótipos. Se o negro vier a concretizar a idéia que dele faz

o branco, ele poderá realmente introjetar o discurso assassino,

matar o homem branco e encontrar justificativas racionais para

tal ação; as mesmas explicações racionais que a sociedade bran

ca, em sua insanidade, utiliza-se para justificar seu comporta

mento para com o negro:

Clay: Don't make the miatake, through eome
irreaponeible aurge of Chriatian oharity, of
talking too muoh about the advantagea of weetern
rationaliam, or the graat intalieatual legaey of
the white man, or maybe they'11 begin to liaten.
... They'11 murder you, and have very rational
explanatione. Very muoh like your own. They'11
out your throata, and drag you out to the edge
of your eitiea ao the fleeh ean fo.ll away from
your bonee, in eanitary iaolation.*-*

Ao término desta fala, Clay tenta sair do metrô (tenta

nascer, evadir-se do útero-túmulo em que se metamorfoseia o va

gão), e é então assassinado por Lula. Como salientei anterior

mente, a peça coloca como base de sustentação do discurso de
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Lula, metáfora da sociedade branca americana, a mentira, o pre

conceito que moldam uma imagem irracional estereotipada do ne

gro. Para o negro, penetrar esta sociedade só se torna possível

através da assimilação desta imagem, na identificação da fanta

sia. Clay, desmitificando este discurso, mostrando-o como menti

ra e não conhecimento, negando-se a cumpri-lo, impede-o de con

cretizar-se, torna-o vazio e sem sentido. 0 signo, então, passa

a não ter significado e o significante não mais reenvia a um

sentido tido até então como verdadeiro. Assim, as atitudes de

Clay promovem a ruptura do discurso do branco, que é sustentado

por uma ideologia discriminatória. No espaço vazio em que se es

tabelece o confronto, a sociedade branca, para restaurar seu

equilíbrio e recuperar o sentido perdido, opta por assassinar o

negro, a negação deste sentido. Lula é quem mata Clay e, assim

agindo, Lula converte-se em referente do discurso que visava

tornar Clay o agressor. Seu desejo de ver Clay como assassino

revela-se como projeção de sua própria identidade de Hyena. Lu-

la-assassina encarna assim, como símbolo do mal, a fonte origem

do próprio estereótipo: a mente doentia da classe média branca

americana.

No espaço da morte, da destruição de Clay, o texto ins

taura sua mensagem: não há possibilidade de integração entre ne

gros e brancos na sociedade americana, separados que estão por

valores essencialmente opostos, sendo o branco definido como

protótipo da mentira, da falsidade, da insanidade e do irracio

nalismo.

Esta imagem da sociedade americana representa uma mudan

ça acentuada no contexto do teatro norte-americano em geral. Co

mo nos revela Helene Keyssar,ao analisar a relação do dramatur-
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go branco com os meios de produção e o publico:

For the middle-elaaa white Americana who buy moat
of the theater tickets in the United States, the
performance of drama ia thue an aat of
reaeauranee: the worlde they aee before them
eontain pain aa well aa pleaeure, but the ehape
of thoee worlde does not dieturb the world the
apeetator already ícnous.l1*

0 teatro do negro e principalmente o Teatro Revolucioná

rio, que tem em LeRoi Jones seu grande expoente, representa uma

ruptura fundamental justamente por evocar um universo social que

foge ao paradigma ressaltado por Helene Keyssar. Peças como

Dutehman trazem ao palco a imagem de uma América que se afasta

do mito do Eldorado, uma América mentalmente insana e castrado

ra, que destrõi os que teimam em não se encontrar nos seus pa

drões culturais, muitas vezes elaborados sob uma falsa visão do

outro.

Blaek drama, whieh throughout the twentieth eentury
hae reeieted the interior ualle of realiem, ie a
ohallenge to middle-class American both politioally
and aeetheti cally. It ie not simply that blaek
theater eould diaeomfort white Americana and upward-
etriving blaek Amerieane: Blaek theater eould reveal
with dangeroua elarity that America waa not a ,,
elaaaleaa aoeiety with one eoherent dramatie vieion.

Na tendência a não ratificar a imagem positiva idealiza

da da sociedade americana, o Teatro Revolucionário difere não

apenas dos dramaturgos brancos como também do Teatro Negro Inte

gracionista. Neste ,autores como Lorraine Hansberry, expõem ao

público ae injustiças sociais e a discriminação que bloqueiam a

ascensão social do negro, procurando em síntese sensibilizar a
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sociedade branca, em peças que sustentam <I possibilidade de con

vivência social pacífica entre as duas raças.

Integration not only meant that the blaek
playwright eonceive of hia audienoe ae being
racially 'mixed'; he eould expect to confront
them with aome realitiea of racial injuatiae and
aegregation and be aeknowledge. ... The politieal
atrategy of the period waa to urge the poaaibility
of equality, the likeneee of blacka and whitea,
and the hope for a harmonioue aoeiety.^-^

£ a descrença numa sociedade harmoniosa que leva os dra

maturgos do Teatro Revolucionário a mudar substancialmente a

concepção de suas peças, nas quais torna-se evidente a total im

possibilidade de convivência pacífica entre brancos e negros ,

vistos enquanto síntese de moral e valores opostos. Para LeRoi

Jones o Teatro do Negro deve ser um teatro identificável como

negro, cujas formas são distintas do teatro elaborado pelo bran

co; um teatro que tem como objetivo provocar mudanças, sendo em

si mesmo uma ruptura:

The Revolutionary Theatre ahould force change;
it ahould be change. ...
The Revolutionary Theatre muat Expoee! Show up
the ineidea of theae humane, look into blaek akulle.

The Revolutionary Theatre muat Accuee and Attack
anything that can be aeaueed and attaeked. It muat
Aoeuae and Attack beeauae it ia a theatre of
vietim8. ...
It ia a politieal theatre, a weapon to help in
the alaughter of theae dimwitted fatbellied white
guya who eomehow believe that the reat of the world
ia here for them to alobber on. 1?

Ainda que Dutehman tenha sido escrita e produzida ante

riormente ao artigo acima citado, já nesta peça algumas das in-
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xemplo, foge ã concepção dos típicos heróis negros que se deba

tem interior e exteriormente na busca de sua identidade, cons -

truídos que são como vítimas inocentes das injustiças sociais

(Walter Lee, em A raiain in the aun), ou como personagens incora

preendidos que, após superar um período de revolta, exprimem o

desejo de conviver pacificamente com a sociedade branca e serem

aceitos por esta (Richard, em Bluea for Hr. Charlea).

Clay, ao contrário, não revela nenhum sintoma de proble

mas de busca de identidade, ou de ideais integracionistas, defi

nindo-se sempre pela recusa em tornar-se reflexo da imagem este

reotipada. Enquanto Walter Lee e Richard, nas peças acima cita

das , por maneiras diversas, desenham-se como vítimas sociais e

tentam ser aceitos pela sociedade branca, Clay, em sua recusa

sistemática em render-se aos padrões e valores desta sociedade,

prenuncia a atitude de confronto e provocação que o ensaio de

LeRoi Jones idealizaria, numa mudança de dicção que funciona co

mo arma ideológica e política.

There ia alao in Blaek Revolutionary Theatre a olear
moral and politieal etrategy, an artieulated aim to
ineite to action, to demonstrate elear dietinotione
between good (blackneee) and evil (whiteneae), and
aeeert power through blaek eeparatiem.*-*

Em Dutehman sintetizam-se, portanto, alguns dos elemen

tos que estabelecem a nova dicção que identifica os recentes ru

mos do teatro negro americano: a reversão do significado dos

signos branco e negro, que passam a desenhar-se com valor soci

al invertido (o branco incorpora a noção negativa e o negro a

positiva); a visão do discurso do branco como um discurso com-
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prometido com uma imagem conceituai falsa, idealizada por uma

sociedade de valores morais e culturais corrompidos; a interdi

ção deste discureo através da ironia e da desmontagem sistemáti

ca de suas bases de sustentação ideológica; a recusa da persona

gem em assimilar o preconceito e introjetar o estereótipo; a re

jeição da classe 'média branca, evocada como paradigma do MAL.E,

por fim, um possível apelo ã ação solidária entre os negros, co

mo a saudação dirigida pelo condutor a outro jovem negro que en

tra no metrô, ao final da peça, pode insinuar. Com a ação comu

nitária, talvez o ritual da morte, instalado no útero da grande

cidade-mãe, e para o qual Lula de novo se prepara, possa ser im

pedido de eternizar-se. No gesto ambíguo do condutor há um si

nal de que ainda existe a possibilidade de Dutehman fugir ã con

figuração simbólica de uma interminável e estéril viagem, como

a do Navio Holandês voador, cuja lenda o título parece evocar...
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Else Ribeiro Pires VIEIRA*

THE OBJECTIVE CORRELATIVE OF FILTH IN T.S.ELIOT"S PLAYS

(O "OBJECTIVE CORRELATIVE* DE IMPUREZA NAS PEÇAS DE T.S.ELIOT)
(DIE -OBJECTIVE CORRELATIVE" DER UNREINHEIT IN DEN WERKEN

VON T.S. ELIOT)

SUMMARY

This paper analyses Eliot's use, in his plays, of the

objective correlative of filth to evoke in the reader the thought

of a world whose order has been disrupted. As his plays grow less

overtly religious, this objective correlative intermingles with

further variants such as illness, sterility (both physical and

in human relationship), food shortage and so on. This paper also

raises thequestion as to whether the secularization of Eliot's plays

actually implies a declining concern with religious experience.

RESUMO

0 presente trabalho analisa o uso feito por Eliot.em suas

peças, do "objective correlative" de impureza para sugerirão lei

tor a idéia de ruptura da ordem do mundo. A medida que suas pe

ças se tornam menos ostensivamente religiosas, esse "objective

correlative" aparece ao lado de outras variantes, tais como doen

ça, esterilidade (tanto física quanto nas relações humanas), es

cassez de alimentos, etc. 0 trabalho levanta também a questão de

a secularização das peças de Eliot realmente revelar uma preocu

pação decrescente com a experiência religiosa.

* Professor Adjunto de Língua e Literatura Inglesa do Departamen
to de Letras Germânicas da Faculdade de Letras da UFMG. ~
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Eliot uses the metaphor of filth to evoke in the reader

the thought of a world whose order has been disrupted. Filth in

turn breeds illness, distortion, and sterility. Paradoxically,

the world which makes the individual sick, now becomes his

hospital, as Wahl (1958), among others, observes in his Eaaenee

et Phénomènee. The hospital is also a place of cure, and life

is thus a time for convalescence. The character*s awareness of

dissatisfaction, of something "dis-easing" him is the first

stage towards the final cure. But healing demande intensity of

suffering. The typical Eliot character becomes more and more

helpless, until he disintegrates. Once in the process of

disintegration, he is torn by ambivalences he eannot cope with.

He wants to be cured, but at the same time he enjoys his illness;

he wants to end his suffering, but is too weak to do so; he wants

to shun people, but his weakness makes him need them..

Disintegration opens the way to tension, which in turn weakens

even more the feeble whole. This feeble whole finally collapses.

Now that disintegration is complete, the doctor "operates" upon

the patient, removes the impaired part, and assembles the parts

again. A healthy whole man emerges, and the tension of opposing

forces is brought into harmony.

Filth and illness, the worst disorder, are a dominant

element in the world of Eliofs plays. His filthy and sick world

is not restricted to his plays, though. In Prufroek, The waate

land and The preludee, for example, the image of filth is

present. In fact, the related underlying view that health is

attainable only through illness pervades not only the plays but

also his poetry. In Eaet aoker, where the world is compared to

a hospital, the same view is present. In Prufroek he alludes to
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the negative way as "murder to create." The very pair of

antitheses (disease-health, murder-create) points to the inherent

paradox of the negative way: affirmative attainment requires

negative means. Of course nature and Christ provide Eliot with

the supreme archetypes of the negative way, as seen in the

pattern of rebirth through death. The very metaphors of filth/

disease-hospital-cure can be interpreted as a secular translation

of the Christian paradigm of sin-expiation-salvation.

It seems that filth is the externai manifestation of a

sinful world or its stricken individual. Sueh an idea fits the

technical device Eliot developed to evoke the reader's feelings.

His objective correlative describes a pattern of objects,

actions, or events which ean serve effectively to awaken in the

reader the emotional response which he desires, without being a

direct statement of this emotion. Thus, in the case here, filth

is the "formula" or the "objective correlative" that evokes in

the reader the thought of a mentally and spiritually sterile

world, a world in the proeess of disintegration, where aimless

individuais drift, oppressed by a sense of sin or incompleteness

they eannot cope with.

Eliot*s medieval play, Murder in the cathedral, provides
3

the clearest example of filth as an objective correlative.

The play's chorus is made up of the poor women of Canterbury,

who serve as charwomen, The aerubbere and eweepera with "the

hand on the broom." Their job is to clean the church, corrupted

because it exists in the filthy world. In one of the most

poignant speeches in the play they express the need to purify:
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Clear the air! clean the aky! waah the wind! take etone
from stone and waah them.

The land ia foul, the water ie foul, our beaate and our-
aelvee defiled with blood.

Ve are aoiled by a filth that ve eannot eiean, united to
eupernatural vermin,

It ia not we alone, it ie not the houee, it ie not the
oity that ie defiled,

But the world that ia wholly foul.
Clear the air! alean the aky! waah the wind! take the etone

from the etone, take the ekin from the arm, take the
mueole from the boné, and waah them. Waah the atone,
waah the boné, waah the brain, waah the aoul, waah
them waah them.'(p. 82-4)

This speech is delivered while the Knights are killing Thomas.

The terror-strieken chorus comes to realize that death is a

necessary means for purification. But prior to this acknowledgement

of death, one can notice that their speeches grow filthier and

the images of distortion and disease increase as the tension

between Becket and the King's knights increases. At first they

pray for Becket'8 return to France, for "III the wind, ill the

time, uncertain the profit, aertain the danger " (p. 18). Later,

this distortion of natural elements leads to shortage, and

illness is made atronger by pain:

We know of extortion and violence,
Deetitution, diaeaae,
The old without firo in winter,
The ehild without milk in summer,
Our labor takan away from ua,
Our aina made heavier upon ub.
Ve have eeen the young man mutilated,
The torn girl trembling by the mill-atream.

God gave ue alwaya aome reaaon, aome hope; but now a new
terror haa aoiled ub, which none ean avert, none can
avoid, flowing under our fleet and over the aky;

Vnder doora and down ehimneya, flowing in at the ear and
the mouth and the eye.

God ie laaving ua, God ie leaving ue, more panp, more pain
than birth or death. (p. 45-6)
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As the eenee of foreboding increases and the Knights

state that they have come with sword8 for the King's justice,

the chorus emphasizes the distortion of the elements, as even

illness and dirt rot:

I have taeted
The aavour of putrid fleeh in the epoon

Vhat ia woven in the eouneila of prineea
Ie woven aleo in our veine, our braina.
Ia woven like a pattern of living worme,
In the gute of the women of Canterbury.
(p. 72-3)

The objective correlative of filth, disease and rottenness

of the world as a manifestation of sin, the old device used by

Sophocles and Shakespeare, is not only a matter for the chorus.

The plague or filth or the rottenness become the preoccupation

of the main characters too. The women can see the symptom, but

eannot diagnose the disease. It is Becket who comments on the

nature of filth and consequent illness, and attempts to explain

the reason. This is made clear in his dialogue with the second

Tempter. The second Tempter, however, diverts the inquiry from

the true cause. He, instead, concentrates on the issue of whether

the church should try to influence polities or not. Becket's

concern is not the actual conflict between temporal power and

the church, but the fact that worldly power, including the

Church, has overlooked due submission to the greater power of

an overruling God. He says:

Thoee who put their faith in worldly order
Not eontrolled by the order of God,
In eonfident ignoranae, but arreet dieorder,
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Make it faat, breed fatal disease
Degrade what they exalt. (p. 32-3)

Becket also admits that he has his share of guilt and is

thus contaminated and in need to fix his "soul's sickness."

Like Oedipus, he is aware that he is to be held responsible for

general suffering: "Seven years were my people without/My

preaenoe; seven years of miaerji and pain " (p. 70). Therefore,

when the knights urge him to depart, he eannot go, knowing that

departure will not solve the problem. Humanity is tied to a

vast pattern and is partly active and partly passive. It is

submission in willing, submission in suffering which is part of

the eternal design. The only possibility of redemption is in

death. This ie the eubject of the sermon that Becket delivers at

Christmas, in which he comments on the negative way that out of

death can come birth. The chorus is made conscious that "War

among men dafilea thia world, but death in the Lord renewa it/

or we shall have only a aour apring, a parched summer, an empty

harveet " (p. 70). Just before allowing himself to be murdered,

Becket says: "Por my Lord I am now ready to die,/ That hia church

may have peace and liberty " (p. 81). And in their last speech

the chorus thanks God "for the merciee of blood" and for havinp

"given ue another aaint in Canterbury " (p.92-3 ). Normality is

thus brought back to the land by submission to God's will.

The paradoxes of birth and death, physical and spiritual

suffering, the one being the result of its opposite, is made

concrete by the two outstanding sets of characters in the play.

In acting out the Christian paradigm, Thomas, at first, suffers

no physical pain but spiritual degradation; on the other hand,
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the chorus suffers mostly physical pain. In their respective

metamorphoses, the chorus no longer feels physical but

spiritual pain after witnessing one brutal murder, and Thomas

reaches the extremes of physical pain only to triumph

spiritually.

Eliofs last play, The elder atateaman (1969) does not

make explicit use of the objective correlative of filth, but,

instead, compares the world to a hospital. The very setting of

the play is a hospital, where the characters include some mildly

sick convalescents. Yet it is a "convaleeeent home/ Vi th the

atmoaphere of an hotel -/ Nothing about it to euggeet the

clinic —/Everything about it to auggeet roeovery " (p. 15).

And as for the patients,

We don't want our gueete to think of themselves ae ill,
Though we never have guests who are perfeetly well

Gueete in perfeot health are exoeptional.
Though we never aeeept any gueet who ia ineurable.
(p. 33)

The description of the clinic and its patients promptly

reminds one of purgatory — if it is like a hotel, the very

notion of temporary stay is clear; moreover it is not designed

for helpless cases. Lord Claverton, the main character in the

play, is one of those convalescents. A very active public man

before, Lord Claverton was forced to retire after he had a

stroke. He is despondent whenever he looks at the blank pages of

his appointment book and is reminded that his life has also

become completely empty. Therefore, he questions the doctor's

advice to take life easily, because one of the strains on his
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sources in his life have exhausted.-He tells his daughter

Monica:

They've dried up, Moniaa and you know it
They talk of reat, theae doetora, Charlea;they tell me

to be cautioua,
To take life eaeily. Take life eaeily!
It'e like telling a man he muetn't run for traina
When the laet thing he wants ie to take a train for

anywhere.

It'a juat like aittinç in an empty waiting room
In a railuay etation on a braneh Une,
After the last train, after ali the other paeaengere
Have left, and the booking offiee'a cloaed
And the portere have gone. What am I waiting for
In a eold and empty room before an empty grate?
For no one. For nothing. (p. 17)

Another cause of strain is his ambivalent attitude, whieh

also affects his decision to go to the nursing home: he is

afraid of being alone and, at the same time, of being exposed

to strangers. Since he eannot cope with strangers, he searches

for privacy in the nursing home. At first he is happy there.

But this does not last long - first because the strangers find

him there; secondly because, getting rid of strangers, he has to

face his inner self, and his terror of being alone increases.

This fear of being alone is only an outward manifestation of his

conscience tormented by early misdeeds. When they were friends

at Oxford, Lord Claverton led Fred (who later comes back with

the name of Gomez) to acquire tastes beyond his means and thus to

become a forger: the (nemory of not having respected Mrs.Carghill's

intense love for him and the breach of promise suit, because of

social prejudices, also frets him. Worst of ali, driving back to

Oxford one night with Gomez and some girls of low reputation,
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Lord Claverton ran over an old man in the road but did not stop,

because he was afraid the girls would be called to give evidence;

he got out of the tangle for a large cash payment and no publicity.

As an old man, he may go to a nursing home but, paradoxically, it

is not this treatment that helps Lord Claverton's reeovery. He

can only purge his filthy, corrupted soul by facing his past

misdeeds and the people he had ill-used. Later he confesses to

his favourite child, Monica, that his prominence as* a public man

was built on false premises, such as his change of name. He

dismisses his make-believe world, and finally has the courage

to face the strangers and accept the humiliation to confess his

early misdeeds to Monica. Lord Claverton, his soul purged, feels

at peace at the play's end. With his "new" soul he can face both

solitude and company.

The subject of the public man living in a world of make-

believe and having to fight his private self was one Eliot had

dealt with in his penultimate play, The eonfidential olerk

(1953). The objective correlative of filth breeding disease

tende to be cast in psychological terms, as the characters in

the play have sterile relationships and unrelated inner and

outer selves, which breeds anxiety. Most of the characters have

two roles to play, one at the surface for the sake of the

public and another deep inside, for their own satisfaction. Sir

Claude, a successful financier, can only find inner satisfaction

making pote; Lady Elizabeth, his childless wife with a

pronounced materna1 instinct, seeks meaning in social events

such as concerts, trips, parties, dervish dancing and health

cures through mind and thought eontrol; Eggerson, the former

eonfidential clerk was always a reliable professional, and even
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served as a guardian, but his true happiness lies in growing a

garden; Colby, the new clerk, tries to make his supposed father

happy by preparing to be a financier, but later abandone his

material success, for the inner happiness of being an obscure

church organist. The play, however, shows a process of self-

discovery and the characters manage somehow to reconcile their

two selves or at least to define which drive is the most

important and follow it.

The sick world of Murder in the eathedral and The elder

etateeman is not to be found here or, at least, the referenees

to illness eannot be taken as an objective correlative. We see

Lady Elizabeth going to several world-famous psychiatrists, but

it is clear in the play that these treatments are just a

fashionable way of filling up the emptiness and sterility of

her life. Once she finds her supposedly dead son, she no longer

has to suppress her instincts and drift in life. The purgatory-

like sick world of the other plays gives way to the paradise-

like world of Eggerson's real vegetable garden or Colby's

imaginary one, that is, counterparts to sterility.

Harry, the protagonist of The family reunion (1939), also

undergoes a process of self-discovery. But before "he haa

croaaed the frontier," he is like one of the Hollow Men, moving

"Vp and down, through the etone paeaagee / Of an immenae and

empty hospital / Pervaded by the emell of dieinfeatant " (p. 77).

4 . .
Critics have, of course noted this stench. The protagonist is

stricken by a sense of guilt he eannot explain, and throughout

most of the play we learn he has been wandering ali over the

world trying either to pursue or to escape from this burden. The

play shows a process of gradual illumination in which the
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objective correlative of illness and filth is frequently used.

In Hurder in the eathedral the individual's sin bred

general filth and illness, and the action of the play consisted

of atonement for this sin or, using Eliot's analogies, the

symptom and the diagnosis were there, only the cure had to be

followed. In The family reunion, however, the symptoms are

vague and most of the action of the play consists in trying to

find a diagnosis. Living in a mist of ill-defined guilt, Harry

is like etherized Prufroek who experiences

The partial aneetheaia of suffering without feeling
And partial obeervation of one'a own automatiam
While the alow atain einke deeper through the ekin
Tainting the fleah and diaaolouring the boné. (p. 30)

The use of "stain" for filth suggests that Harry'8

uneasiness has to do with a sin which devours and weakens the

individual. The chorus of aunts and uncles believes that his

sin is the previous attempt to kill his wife. But Harry is not

sure whether he really pushed her overboard or whether it was

an accident. Even if it were murder, Harry does not feel guilty

for this sin, for he believes that the problem lies a little

deeper than this. He attempts an explanation - it is the world

that enfeebles man, both physically and spiritually:

It goea a good deal deeper
Than what people eall their eonacienee; it ie juat the

oaneer

That eate away the eelf

It ie not my eonacienee,
Not mu mind. that ia diseased, but the world I have to

live in.

I lay two daye in contonted drowainese;
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Then I reoovered. I am afraid of sleep:
A condition in whieh one can be caught for the laat timt
And alao wdking. She ia nearer than ever.
The contamination haa reachèd the marrow
And thev are always near. (p. 31)

Harry's sense of puilt is eelf-devouring and cumulative

Accordingly, the world which eickens the individual also works

upon itself, disrupting even more the distorted elements. As

Henn (1966) has remarked, the seasons have sinister qualities,

spring is even cruel and we are strongly impressed by the
5

sordidnese and boredom of life in general. The normal flow

of change is arrested — Amy, Harry's mother, tried hard to keep

Wishwood the same during his absence. But this unnatural

hindrance of change serves only to enhance even more people's

disintegration.

The deterministic view of illness as a circle — the world

is sick and sickens the individual, who, in turn, deteriorates

the world — is later discuseed by Warburton, the family doetor.

Harry believee that there is no real health, and Dr. Warburton,

who at first is not willing to accept this view, later admits

that the individual eannot escape general illness:

Harry. Not, I think, without eome juatifieation:
For what we call reatoration to health
Is only incubation of another malady.

Warburton. Xou mustn't take aueh a peseimiatie view
Which ia hardly complimentary to my profeeeion.
But I remember, when I wae a student at Cambridge
I ueed to dream of making aome great dieeovery
To do away with one disease or another.
Now I've, had forty yeare' experienee
I've left off thinking in terme of the laboratory.
We're ali of us ill in one way or another:
We call it health when we find no symptom
Of illness. Health ts a relative term. (p. 52)
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The play provides further instancee of severely ill

people. One of them is Dr. Warburton*s câncer patient who is

also a murderer and, having underetood the meaning of death, is

the more anxious to live. The other is Harry's mother, whose

heart is very feeble. Those instances of organic health can not

be taken for an objective correlative of illness, though. Their

effect is to enhance Eliot's implicit view that spiritual

disintegration is worse than organic illness.

Harry'e illneee does not fali into thie simple category.

As the play develops, he realizes that he is not simply a victim

of general illneee — "were they simply outaida / I might escape

eomewhere, perhapa" — nor is it merely organic, otherwise Dr.

Warburton would be able to cure him. It ie not yet diagnosed,

and, therefore, growe worse. Instead of being eimply a etain,

filth now permeates the skin:

Harry. It'a not being alone
That ia the horror - to be alone with the horror.
What mattere ia the filthineaa. I can clean my akin,
Purify my life, void my mind,
But always the filthineaa, that liea a little deeper.
(p. 68)

Mary, Harry's cousin and one of the sensitive characters

in the play, believes that he is paralysed and blind. But it is

Agatha, Harry's aunt, who can diagnose his "disease." She reveals

the past and Harry learns that, like himself, his father had

tried to kill his mother. Whether each one accomplished it or

not is irrelevant. What matters is that Harry's guilt is the

result of a hereditary curse, or, as Agatha puts it, "you Harry

are the eoneeiouBness of your unhappy family." The cause of
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Harry's suffering is hereditary, not personal — it is his father's

sin of the wish to kill which is visited upon the son. Agatha

explains that a curse is rather mysterious in its origin, for it

is the result of a design beyond our underetanding ("A curse

ia ... formed / In a moment of uneonaaiouaneea ... / Aeeording

to the phaee / Of the detarminad moon") (p. 79). But we eannot

escape it.

If the curse eannot be escaped, it must be faced, as

Harry does when he leaves to expiate the guilt. The chorus,

including the mother, who only "tighten the knot of eonfueion,"

eannot understand why Harry is leaving, if he had just returned.

Harry tries to explain, commenting on the appearance and reality

of illness: "when one haa juat reeovered aanity, / And not yet

aaeured in poaaeaaion, that ia when / One begina to aeem the

maddoat to other people " (p. 81). The chorus assumes that Harry

is going to be a missionary, and gives several pieces of practical

advice such as learning dialects, taking inoculations, etc.

Yet, their assumption is not so grotesque as it seems at first.

Harry's guilt can be interpreted as the Greek concept of curse

fused with the concept of heredity, but despite Smith's (1971)

view to the contrary it is clearly more suggestive of original

sin in its collective and cumulative aspects. Moreover his

expiation of the curse, "the worrahip in the deaert, the thirat

and doprivation," strongly suggests Chrisfs own ascetic life.

Going away to lead a Christian life as a missionary is one

of the choicea given by Dr. Reilly to Célia in The eoektail party

(1949). She finds the world a delusion and her despair leads

her to go the psychiatrist and later to a "sanatorium. Reilly

does not say much about the sanatorium, but warns her that she
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may find solitude or even her death there. As a matter of fact,

Célia's choice led to death - she was crucified in an ant-hill

by native heathens in Kinkanja. But her death was not lamented,

for, like Chrisfs, it actually meant glory and rebirth.

But not ali of Reilly's patients in the play choose a

Christian way of life in submission and suffering. The others,

especially Edward and Lavinia, experience despair and need to

make a choice; but the treatment depends not on the diagnosis

but on the patienfs sensibility and degree of self-awareness.

They are certainly aware of a general malaise: their weekly

parties do not make them less lonely nor keep boredom at bay;

on the contrary, the parties add to the burden of routine they

have to face. In this play, unlike The family reunion, we do

not have amateur psycho-therapists like Mary and Agatha. The

disease in The eocktail party is epidemic in size and needs the

treatment only a professional can give. Reilly, having a broader

outlook, speaks of illness in the context of society and of cure

also within society:

Indeed it ie often the caee that my patiente
Are only piecee of a total eituation
Which I have to explore. The single potient
Who ia ill by himself. ia rather the excer>tion.
(p. 114-5)

Since the world is ill, Reilly's job is to make his

patients adjust to the situation. Whenever people go to his

office, they begin by complaining of a nervoun breakdown and

statinp that their case is uni^ue. They also blame someone else

for their breakdown. Reilly*n prologue to the treatment "is to

try to show them that they are mietaken ahout the nature of
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condition. The world does not really chanpe, but after visiting

Reilly, his Prufrockian patients learn how to "make the beet of

a bad 30b. " The world of the other plays is here reduced to

the microcosm of the eocktail party. And the objective

correlatives of filth, illness and scarcity are here reduced

to shortatre of food. In the first party, when the characters

were on the verge of despair, food was so searce that one of

the guests, Alex, decided to prepare Edward something to eat

and Julia even suggested their going to a restaurant. In the

eecond one, when Edward and Lavinia had "vorked their salvation,"

the guests had two parties to attend, but preferred Edward and

Lavinia's, where a buffet table had been lavishly arranged, to

the Gunnings' where they offered little in the way of food and

drink.

Actually, this sense of deprivation, exemplified by the

lack of food, is also experienced by Edward at the beginning of

the play. He says he feels a sense of mystery, of something

unfinished after his wife left him. To make things worse, he

had to be the host for a party his wife, Lavinia, had prepared

and in which people examined him ali the time, tacitly showing

that they knew what the situation was. After the party is over,

he confides in a stranger (later identified as the psychiatrist

Reilly). The latter compares Edward to a broken object being

fixed or a patient being operated on, to describe his feeling

of having lost his personality:

Or take a surgical operation.
In consultation with the doctor and the aurgeon,
In going to bod in the nuraing home,
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The centre of reality. But, etretched on the table
Xou are a piece of furniture in a repair ahop
For thoae who aurround you, the maaked actora:
Ali there ia of you ia your body
And the 'you' ia withdrawn. (p. 30-1)

Later, the stranger leaves and Célia, who had been one of

the guests at the party, comes back. In a private conversation

with Edward she advises him to see a great doctor she has

heard of, but he still thinks his illneee eannot be cured even

by the greatest doctor. He says the same to his wife when she

comes back, adding that his problem is simply that he is in

hell. But eventually he decides to go, and to his surprise, it

is the stranger at the party who is the psychiatrist. In the

cônsultation, Edward anticipates the diagnosis of his unique

case: he has ceased to believe in his own personality and is

obsessed by the thought of his insignificance. Mambrino (1952)

points out that "En vain le docteur voudrait lui faire entrevoir

qu'il y a lã (en Ia eonacienee brutale de aa quaai-inexietence

aux yeux de Lavinia) un commeneement de aalut: ... Car eotte

7experience mortelle contient un germe de reaeurrection."

Edward gets to the point of no longer being afraid of the death

of the body. Later Reilly has his wife join him and gives his

own diagnosis of the situation — it is self-deceiving that makes

people perpetuate their illness by insisting upon their own

sick soluetions:

My patients such as you are the aelf-deceivera
Taking infinite paina, exhauating their energy,
Xet never quite eucceaeful. Xou have both of you pretended
To be conaulting me; both tried to impoee upon me
Xour own diagnosis, and prescribe your own cure. (p.119)
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Therefore, Reily makes each look at himself with an honest

mind. And he gets both Edward and Lavinia to confess their

respective affairs. He also leads them to see they actually

have a lot in common, or at least the same illness: isolation.

Edward wants to love and Lavinia to be loved, so why not "make

the best of a bad job?" In his priest-like attitude, Reilly

also advises them to learn how to bear the burdens on their

conscience. And at the end of the play, they are reconciled to

each other, almost in a state of bliss of their genteel world.

Many critics claim that the couple's reconciliation is

unconvincing. Headings (1964) thinks that this is to miss the

point of the play: "Readera who find the felieity of Edward

and Lavinia too tame, their domaatieity and goodneaa unpalatable

on the etage, muat either have failed to follow the eentral

development of the eeoond act or muet be eimply unintereeted

in the mattere with whieh it deala." However, Eliot admits a

flaw in the mechanics of The eocktail party: "I am aware that

the last act of my play only juat escapes, if indeed it doee

escape, the aecueation of being not a laet aet but an epilogue

Reilly's treatment has also been over-criticized, but

the fact is that, with Alex and Julia's help, therefore forming

a trinity, he lessens his Prufrockian characters' disease of

boredom and solitude in the crowd. He develops their self-

awareness, thus enabling them to make a more conscious choice.

They may accept the limitations of the human condition, and

learn how to live with the widespread disease of

loneliness and the burden of routine, not expecting much, as

in the couple's case. Another possibility is to choose a harder

but no less rewarding way of life, that may even lead to death,
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as in Celia's case. Reilly, as Eliofs spokesman, suras up the

two roads to salvation from the filthy, sick world: redemption

in human relationships or the ascetic life of pursued sainthood.

In there is a way out, the world becomes less sick within the

action of each play.

But besides this development within the action of each

play, there is also a progression considering the plays as a

whole. Filth progresses from the general to the particular;

accordingly, "disease" grows less serious — the characters'

sins or flaws become less religious and less consequential.

The "cure" for the characters' flaws in usually acceptance, but

acceptance also progresses from a religious submission to one's

burden to a stoical acceptance of human limitation. In Murder

in the eathedral (1935) both the clergy and the laity sin by

overlooking submission to God'e rule; the result of this

transgression is a wholly foul, sterile and putrid universe.

The grandiose features of the play, set in its cosmic design,

and Becket's death to purify the universe as a heroic scapegoat

account forthe epic tone of this play. In The family reunion

(1939) there is a curse upon the Monchensey's house and Harry

has to expiate the curse to save his disintegrating family.

The house serves as a microcosm, and Harry follows the Christian

paradigm: sin-expiation-salvation. Therefore, The family reunion

is a less overtly religious and gradiose play than Murder in the

eathedral, but the underlying pattern remains. Célia, a common

girl who develops into a martyr in The eocktail party (1949)

refers back to Becket and Harry and serves as a link between

those messianic characters and the ordinary ones in this play.

The world of the characters in The eocktail party is not filthy
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and barren, but still sterile in terras of human relationship.

The characters are no longer actually sinful, but have, rather,

secular or existential problems. By helping them to learn how

to live with these problems, Reilly reconciles them to the

human condition; the parties then become suggestive of group

therapy. In The eonfidential elerk (1954) the references to

illness eannot be considered as an objective correlative for

sin. The characters' problems have become overtly secular or

existential: they have sterile relationships and unrelated

inner and outer selves. The metaphor of the hospital in The

elder etateaman (1959) shows that Lord Claverton is already

convalescing, or purging his soul. His uneasiness in his old

age for early misdeeds is presented both as sin and as

existential problem. Therefore in Eliofs plays, the characters

move from a world which calls its filth sin, to one which calls

that filth existential problems.
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Notes

Jean WAHL, Essences et phénomènes: Ia poésie comme source de

philosophie (Paris: University of Paris, 1958) writes: "Le

quatriême movement de ce quatour ('East Coker') est constitua

par Ia comparaison de 1'univers, du monde avec une immense

infirmerie, un immense hôpital. Et ce poème est évidemment

inspire par les poetes métaphysiques anglais du dix-septiême

siêcle, et par Ia comparaison de Ia religion avec un

chirurgien, et du Christ lui-même avec un chirurgien blessé. ...

Mort, hôpital, prière, nous mèneront vers 1'amour. ... Nous

retrouvons l'idée de Ia succession des contraires. Cest par

Ia maladie que l'on ira à Ia santé " (p. 38).

2
P.W. MARTIN, in Experiment in depth (London: Routledge & Kegan

Paul, 1955), commenting on religious experience, sums up the

steps of the process as seen by William James in Varieties of

religious experience: "(1) the process starts with the

realization that 'there is something wrong about us as we

naturally stand*; (2) this leads to the discovery of the

'germinal higher part' in a man; (3) this germinal higher part

is 'conterminous with a MORE of like quality'; (4) from the

contact with the MORE by way of the germinal higher part, the

'real being' forms " (p. 199).

3
Though M.C BRADBROOK in T.S. Eliot (London: Longmans Green,

1960) refers to Eliot's objective correlative in the plays, it

seems reasonable that she is referring to history: "Eliot has

firmly rooted his plays in these externai grounds (e.g. Becket's
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assassination) " (p. 30-40).

14
Grover SMITH in T.S. Eliofs poetry and plays: a study in

sources and meaning (Chicago, The University of Chicago Press,

1971), for example, writes: "he [Harryj objectifies his feelings

by talking of stench and contamination; of 'the slow stain',

'Tainting the flesh and discolouring the boné' " (p. 199).

Thomas Rice HENN, "T.S. Eliofs compromise," in The harvest

of tragedy (London, Methuen, 1966), p. 223.

SMITH, op. cit., writes: "The denial of Éden to Harry has

been caused by something prior to his own acts. There is a

noteworthy difference, however, between propritiation for

this course and for the original sin of Adam. Original sin

makes every man at birth guilty of the primai fali; at the

same time it predisposes him, by what is termed the necessitas

peccandi, to commit sins of his own, of which he is guilty

likewise. He can never atone for original sin: Christ has

done that. Ali that man can do is to accept the vicarious

Atonement and be penitent for sins his own will has concurred

in. In Harry's case there is obviously no guilt for his

father's sin: his father was not Adam. Harry has inherited

merely the curse, the retribution never visited upon the

father " (p. 202).

7
Jean MAMBRINO, "Un divertissement metaphysique: The eocktail

party. Êtudes, 273, no. 6 (juin, 1952), p. 353.
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8Philip Ray HEADINGS, T.S. Eliot (New York, Twayne Publishers,
1964), p. 159-60. Headings has a particularly useful analysis

of the "psychic scheme" of The eocktail party. Many of his

ideas, some in expanded form, appear in this paper.

g
ELIOT, "Poetry and drama," in John Hayward, ed.,.T.S. Eliot:

selected prose (Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1958), p. 84.
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SUMMARY

This is an analysis of the miae en abyme effect in E.A.

Poe's "The fali of the house of Usher." The paper starts with

the identification of the Nietzschean concepts of the

Apollinian and Dionysian facets of art, relates them to Gnostic

forces of attraction and repuleion, and then compares them to

elements of Poe's philosophy of composition. The paper goes on

to point out a pre-Formalist notion of arrangement in Poe, and

eventually focueee on the mirroring effect which is central to

the tale. André Gide'8 comments on miae en abyme,and Lucien

Dallenbach's study of Gide's concept, are submitted to close

scrutiny. ThiB examination shows that both the French writer

and the systematizer of his ideas were wrong when they dismissed

"The fali of the house of Usher" as an imperfect example of

miae en abyme.

* Professor assistente de língua inglesa do Dept? de Letras
Germânicas da FALE-UFMG.

** Porte da tese de mestrado, orientada pela Profa. Dra. Ana
Lúcia de Almeida Gazolla, para obtenção de título de Mes
tre. UFMG, 1986.
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RESUMO

Esta é uma análise do efeito de miae en abyme no conto

"The fali of the house of Usher," de E.A. Poe. 0 artigo começa

com a identificação dos conceitos Nietzscheanos das facetas a-

polínea e dionisíaca da arte, relaciona-as ãs forças gnosticas

de atração e repulsão, e então compara-as a elementos da filo

sofia de composição de Poe. 0 artigo releva uma noção de arran

jo pré-formalista em Poe, e termina por focalizar o efeito de

espelho que é central no conto. Os comentários de André Gide

sobre miae en abyme e o estudo de Lucien Dallenbach sobre o

conceito de Gide são submetidos a um exame cuidadoso. Tal exa

me mostra que ambos o escritor francês e o sistematizador de

suas idéias estavam errados ao rejeitarem "The fali of the

house of Usher" como um exemplo imperfeito de myee en abyme.
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The mirror in the mirror in the mirror

By looking at the images in the tarn, the Narrator in

"The fali of the house of Usher" seems to repeat Narcissus'

myth . But while Narcissus was enamored with his own

appearance, he has decided to know his true nature as it is a

result of his interaction with reality. The Narrator's gaze is

an infraction of the natural order of the lake/mirror which sets

off a mirroring structured narrative. His trip towards the

origin of the reflections is the probation the hero must

undergo before ascending to Heaven; it is the painful quest for

the Self.

The mirror

The first reflection is represented by the exterior of the

anthropomorphic house with its "vaeant eye like windowe," whose

contemplation the Narrator "ean compare to no earthly eenaation

more properly than to the after-dream of the reveller upon opium

- the bitter lapee into every-day life - the hideoue dropping

off of the veil "(231). .It is the veil of mãyã, the illusion,

that hid the Narrator's condition of prisoner of the dullness

of everydayness and that now he tears to pieces.

In The birth of tragedy (1872), Nietzsche claims that

when the veil of illusion is torn, the primordial unity of the

universe and the I is revealed. The concept of mãyã is applied

to "the eense-world of manifold phenomena heid in Vedanta to

aonoeal the unity of the absoluta being " (Webeter'e New
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Collegiate Diotionary, 1979). Developed probably between 1500

B.C and 500 B.C, Vedanta is "an orthodox eystem of Bindu

philoeophy developing eep. in a quantified moniam the

apeeulationa of the Upaniahada on ultimate reality and the

liberation of the eoul" (Vebeter'a New Collegiate Diotionary,

1979).

Nietzsche equates miyã with the Apollinian aspect of

art - "the dream world," where, according to Lueretius, the

glorious divine figures first appeared to the souls of men:

The beautiful illusion of the dream worlde, in the
creation of whieh avery man ie truly an artiat, ia the
prerequieite of ali piastic art (...). In our dreams
we delight in the immediate underatanding of figurea;
aU forme apeak to ue; there ia nothing unimportant or
euperfluoue. But even when thia dream reality ia moat
intenae, we atill have, glimmering through it, the
eeneation that it ie meré appearanee (...).'

Apollo, the deity of light, is also ruler over the illusion of

the inner world of fantasy, and image of the prinoipium

individuationia.

In opposition to the Apollinian, Nietzsche identified the

Dionysian side of art as an intoxication, which is a mixture of

the terror that seizes man as he is "dumfounded by the oognitive

form of phenomena" and the ecptasy that wells from the

prinoipium individuationia.

Although he ascribed the Apollinian and the Dionysian

mainly to the Attic tragedy, Nietzsche claims that they are

artiatio energiea whieh burat forth from nature herself,
without the mediation of the human artiat - (...) firat
in the intelleetual attitude or the artiatio oulture of
any aingle being; and then ae intoxieated reality, whieh
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to deatroy the individual and redeem him by a myetie
feeling of oneness.3

10.

In Nietzschean terms, from the dialectical shock between the

Apollinian illusion and the Dionysian intoxication, truth is

generated and the individual is reborn, and is at once nauseated

with the intromission of everyday reality. This náusea is the

effect of knowledge, for knowledge inhibits action, as the

individual understands that his actions eannot alter the eternal

order of the universe. The Nietzschean concept of the tragic

presupposes the annihilation on the ego so that the individual

can return to nature and the primordial Oneness. In a similar

way, to the Narrator is left only the role of spectator of the

thoatrum mundi and it is through his eyes that the reader

learns about the Ushers and their destruetion.

The monistie aspect of Vedanta "aeeka to traee phenomena

of many different kinde to a eingle eouree or principie"

(.Webster'a New Collegiate Diotionary, 1979), similarly to what

the Gnostics preach and Poe defends in his theoretical works.

Gnosticism, and Poe's metaphysics, state that the "eingle

eouree or principie," or the Godhead, suffered a split and the

resulting parte are subject to centripetal and centrifugai

forces until entropy prevails, when the opposites are

paradoxically reunited, annihilation is achieved, and a new

beginning is then possible. Likewise, Nietzsche sees the

Apollinian and Dionysian in a dialectical relation, at moments

seeraingly balanced, but always fighting to overwhelm each other.

The synthesis of this dynamic opposition is art, which is not

meant to improve or educate man, who, in turn, is not the true
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author of this art world. "On the eontrary," warns Nietzsche,

we may assume that we are merely imagea and artiatio
projeetiona for the true author, and that we have our
higheet dignity in our eignifieanee aa worka of art
- for it ia only ae an aeathetio phenomenon that l)
exietenoe and the world are eternally juatified...

It may be diffieult to assert Poe's influence on Nietzsche, if

there ever was any, but it can be suggested easily that Poe

was a Nietzschean avant Ia lettre, for the concept of the world

being justified only as an aesthetic phenomenon not only recurs

in his works but is his guiding motto.

This concept forecasts the rise of existentialism a

hundred years later, with its pessimism towards existence and

Ia naueée as a result of awareness. In fact, part of what Sartre

and Camus developed as a philosophical and literary current

eould be found as early as Poe and Nietzsche. Poe differs from

the existentialists in that, like the Gnostics, he believes that

essence prededes existence, that Logos precedes creation. But

the disgusting sensation that the "dropping off of the veil"

generated in the Narrator is altogether the same that befalls

the existentialist when faced with his condition in the world.

On the other hand, if for existentialism there is no salvation,

only commitment and bonne foia, for Poe there is a way out

- through cognition and the awakening of the Self.

By housing Dionysian content in Apollinian form, Poe

triggers a dialectical confrontation whose synthesis is the text

itself. If Nietzsche is right, then.with the synthesis comes

truth, that is to say, the text equals truth; indeed, Poe

claims as much when he says that "Truth ia often, and in very
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great degree, the aim of the tale "(Poe, 1842).

A similar confrontation of opposing drives can be seen in

the clash of the Gnostic forces of attraction and repulsion that

cancel each other out into unity, if only to reappear as the

newly formed unity which is split once again. In Gnosticism,

this unity means knowledge, which is not immutable and eternal

but ought to be always contested so that higher leveis of truth

be attained. It is this perpetuai movement from etaeia to

dynamia which propels the Narrator in his search for knowledge

and individuation.

From textual to disoourse levei

As eould be expected from a hermetic tale like "The fali

of the house of Usher," knowledge and truth are not presented

readily. On the contrary, they have to be decoded deciphered,

and discovered within the undercurrents of meaning of the

diseourse. This was experienced by the Narrator as he gazed at

the house and pondered about what it was that so unnerved him.

He

waa foroed to fali baok upon the unaatiafaetory
conolueion, that while, beyond doubt, there are
eombinatione of very eimple natural objects which
have the power of affeeting ua, atill the analyaia
of thia power liea among oonsideration beyond our
depth. It waa poaaible, he refleeted, that a mere
different arrangement of the partieulare of the
acene, of the detaila of the pieture, would be
auffioient to modify, or perhapa to annihilate ita
oapaoity for eorrowful impreaeion... (231)
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This nearly mathematical notion of arrangement and combinations

is Poe*s theory of formal construction explicited on textual

levei. In "The philosophy of composition," he explains that

Keeping originality always in view - for he ia falae to
himaelf who venturea to díepenae with ao obvioua and ao
eaeily attainable eouree of intereet - I aay to myeelf,
in the firat place, "Of the innumerable effeete, or
impreaaiona, of whieh.the heart, the intelleet, or
(more generally) the eoul ia auaeeptible, what one ehall
I, on the present ooaaeion, seleet?" Having ohoeen a
novel, firat, and eeoondly a vivid effeet, I eoneider
whether it ean be beat wrought by ineident or tone -
whether by ordinary inoidente and peculiar tone, or the
oonveree, or by peouliarity both of ineident and tone -
afterward looking about ma (or rather within) for eueh
eombination of event, or tone, ae ahall beat aid me in
the eonetruetion of the effeet.S

This principie, which is one of the basic notions of

Formalism, was taken up by several Russian Formalists. Boris

Eichenbaum, as he examined the literary discourse, theorised

that "art 'a uniqueneae eonaiate not in the 'parta' whieh enter

into it but in their original uee." Likewise, Victor Shklovsky

pointed out that "poeta are muoh more concemed with arranging

imagea than with oreating them." This is Horatio*s diepoeitio

- the two-thousand year-old notion that the arrangement of

images in speech ahould be emphasised. Such arrangement,

according to Shklovsky, does not aim to facilitate recognition,

but rather,

to make objacta "unfamiliar," to make forme diffioult,
to inereaae the diffieulty and length of pereeption
beoauee the proeeee of pereeption ie an aeethetie end
in iteelf and muet ba prolongada
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Poe is a master of making things familiar unfamiliar, or to use

a better phrase, of creating the uncanny so as "to inoreaae the

diffieulty and length of pereeption."

This works on a double levei: like the Narrator who has

to employ his intellectual faculties strenuously to understand

the effect of the simple and common elements upon him, so does

the reader, who finds himself lost in a maze of false signs and

indexes that hinder his sorting out one possible meaning. Such

diffieulty seems intentional in "The fali of the house of

Usher," for, as a Gnostic text, it ought to be hermetic; that

is, it should be understood only by the initiates. ItB cryptic

form, realised in terms of vocabulary, symbols and allusions,

and their arrangement, is supposed to be a barrier against the

profane, uninitiated man.

To increase such cryptographic effect, Poe places one

character feeling one emotion in front of a mirror. This single

character is the Narrator, who looks at the tarn and finds his

first impression - "the hideoue dropping off of the veil" -

enhanced. The "eonaeioueneee of the rapid inoreaae" of his

sorrowful feelings "aerved mainly to aceelerate the inoreaae

itaelf," such being the "paradoxioal law of ali aentimente

having terror aa a baeie " (232).As the Narrator stares at the

mirror, and is unable to perceive that what he can see is his

own reflection, his fear expands and overwhelms him.

These three elements, one character, one emotion and a

mirror, are the narrative elements Poe used to achieve his

final goal: the effect of unity. His use of the mirror creates

the illusion of a text filled with characters, and many a

critic has been fooled by Poe'8 terrifying fun-house.
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Miae en abyme

When the Narrator comments on the reflection of the

mansion he is introducing the effect of mirroring, which will

attain a climax in Roderick's reading of "The haunted palace."

André Gide named such effect miee en abyme. "J'aime aaaez qu'en

une oeuvre d'art," wrote Gide in 1893,

on retrouve ainai tranapoaé, ò l'õehelle dea peraonnagea,
le aujjet meme de cette oeuvre. Rien ne l 'éelaire mieux
et n'êtabli plue aürement toutea lea proportiona de
1'enaemble. Ainai, dana tela tableaux de Memling ou de
Quantin Metzye, un petit miroir eonvexe et sombre
reflete, ã eon tour, l'interieur de Ia pièee oü ae joue
Ia aeène peinte. Ainai, dana le tableaux dea Mêninea de
Velaaquea (maie un peu diffêrement). Enfin, en
littêrature, dana Hgmlet, Ia eeêne de Ia eomêdie; et
ailleura dana bien d'autree pièeea. Dana Wilhelm Meiater,
lea Boènea de marionettea ou de fête au ohateau. Dana
Ia Chute de Ia maieon Vaher, Ia leoture que l'on fait ã
Roderiek, ete. Aueun de eee exemplea n'eat abaolument
juate. Ce qui le aerait beaueoup plue, ee que dirait
mieux ee que j'ai voulu dana mea Cahiera, dane mon
Nareiaae et dana Ia Tentativa, e'eet Ia eomparaieon avec
ee procede du blaaon qui eonaiate, dana le premier, ã en
mettre un aeeond "en abyme".*

Lucien Dãllenbach tried to define the concept of miae en abyme

and concluded that, as means of a return of the work towards

itself, it appears as a modality of reflexion', that its essential

property is to put forth the intelligibility and the formal

strueture of the work; that it is the appanage neither of the

literary narrative (réoit littéraire) nor of literature alone

and that its name comes from a heraldic procedure,which Gide founc

outin 1891.(DALLENBACH,n.d.).42>2/ma,then is a technical term

that refers to the heart of a shield: "Ceat le eoeur de l'éeu.

On dit qu'une figure eat en abyme quand elle eet avee d'autree
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figurea au milieu da l'éau, mais sane toucher aucune de aee

figurea." What attracted Gide's attention was the image of a

shield housing, in its centre, a miniaturised replica of

itself, suggests DMllenbach, who then states that "eat miae en

abyme toute enolave entretenant une relation de eimilitude

avee l'oeuvre qui Ia contient."

In literature, the most famous and most revered example

of miae en abyme is that of the "play within a play" in

Shakespeare's Hamlet , where the prince of Denmark represents,

on stage, the murder of his father so as to show the assassin

that he knew ali about it. Hamlet uses theatre, whose function

he defines as "to hold, aa 'twere, the mirror up to nature ,"

to reveal events both past and future, this establishing the

use of miae en abyme not only as a means of recollection, but

12
also of prediction. Rather incomprehensibly, Gide disregards

Hamlet, together with "The fali of the house of Usher," as

not quite exemplifying what he meant by an episode en abyme.

Dãllenbach is intrigued by this fact because the reading of

"MadTrisfproduces an undeniable effect of reduplication in

the tale:

Ceet une double fonetion qu'y exerce le roman gothique:
fonotion emblêmatique dana Ia meeure ou, aeeoeié de
foree au protagoniete, il blaeonne, par eon titre, ee
pereonnage au tempêrament lugubre et morbidement exalte;
fonetion práfiguratriee puiaqu 'en une maniere de
eontrepoint il relate, ã mota eouverta, 1'hiatoire
même de l'halluoinante Madeline faicl .^

Dãllenbach believes to have found the answer to his puzzlement

in one of Gide'8 letter, where he comments on his La tentativa

amoureuee: what Gide had tried to write on was
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1'influenea du livre eur eelui qui l'Serit, et pendant
eette êeriture meme. (...) Le aujet agiaaant, e'eet
eoi; Ia ehôee rêtroagieaante, e'eet un aujet qu'on^
imagine. Ceat dono une mSthode d'aetion aur aoi-même,
indireote (...)**

From what Gide wrote, one may conclude that Poe tried to know

himself by writing "The fali of the house of Usher." This may

apply and may be supported by the Gnostic elements in the tale,

which, in a final analysis, can be shown to be a work of

cognition. Poe's intentions, however, were known only to him

and an attempt to find what they were is to fali into the

intentional fallacy, which shall be avoided here.

Gide tried, in his La tentativo amoureueo, to evidence

the mutual construction of the writer and of the text, that is,

un eouplage ou un jumelage d'aetivitéa portant aur un
objeet aimilaire ou, ai l'on prefere, eomme un rapport
dea rapporta, Ia relation du narrateur B ã aon reoit
R êtant homologique de oelle du pereonnage narrateur n
à aon rêeit r."

To Gide, then, the subject of the work is relational, deternined

by the relationship between the text and the one who writes it;

that is, it is duplicated from the very beginning of the

composition process. From what Dãllenbach suggests, here lies

the reason for his dismiseing "The fali of the house of Usher"

as a perfect example of miae en abyme. Gide clairas that Poe's

tale is the narration of a story, not the reciprocai construction

of a story and a narrator. The tale establishes a doubling

which, according to Gide produces only two terms of the four he

requires for a miae on abyme. In other words, "The fali of the

house of Usher" presente only n and r , and not B, R, n,and r
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in a relation of reciprocity. Consequently, the tale falls short

of satisfying Gide, "un écrivain qui avait choiai, pour aujet
" - 16problematique, Ia problématioue du aujet."

There is something wrong with Dãllenbach's reasoning:

first, the episode of the "Mad Trist" is not the main miae en

abyme in "The fali of the house of Usher." Although it may have

suggested the label of the narrative procedure to Gide, due to

the presence of a shield in the tale within the tale, it is

just an index that points to the heart of the question - "The

haunted palace," the põem Roderick composed and the Narrator

repeats. If the next is a shield that houses a smaller replica

of itself in its center, then it is Roderick's põem, which Gide

overlooked, that is the main miae en abyme. The story of the

"Mad Trist", as will be seen below, is more what Jean Bellemin-

-NoBl calls offet de eitation: it places en abyme another

fantastic text as a warrant of the veracity of the tale. It is

a kind of fantastic intertextuality supposed to make credible

the larger text, which, due to a number of references, is granted

17
the status of referent.

Supposing that Gide had not overlooked the põem, then the

second wrong point in Dãllenbach's reasoning would be the

reasoning itself. Initially, it is necessary to compare "The

haunted palace" to Dãllenbach's thesis and see if it deserves

the label of miae en abyme. His first definition of it requires

an "enelave" that holds a relation of similitude with the work

10

which contains it. "The haunted palace" repeats not only the

plot of "The fali of the house of Usher" but also the

anthropomorphic description of the mansion. Dãllenbach's

preposition is that N:R::n:r, also fulfilled by "The haunted
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palace." Here the Narrator (N) bears a relation with "The fali

of the house of Usher" (R) homologue to that borne between

Roderick (n) and "The haunted palace" (r). It is fair to believe

that this is enough to prove that Dãllenbach*s requirements are

met, and, therefore Roderick's põem is the very heart of the

tale.

A conclusion may be reached that both Gide and Dãllenbach

failed to see the principal mise en abyme in Poe*s "The fali of

the house of Usher." Gide's slip eannot be easily accounted for,

for he is the one who introduced the term into literatura. On

the other hand, Dãllenbach's can be explained by the fact that

he was trying to justify Gide, not to verify if he was correet

in disregarding the embedded põem.

In fact, Roderick'e writing activity mirrors that of the

Narrator, which mirrors that of Poe. Such miae en miroir of

writing is what Bellemin-Noel calls l'effet d'éeriture, which is

a personal mode, existential and stylistically marked, of the

19
writer enjoymg his own image of auetor. This is strikingly

similar to what can be inferred from Gide's comments on the

process of mirroring, which made Dãllenbach write that

Ia apêeularieation ecripturale ee eoutient de Ia
apéeularieation imaginaire qui permet au aujet de
l'éeriture de jouir obaeaaionnellement de l'image le
figurant tel qu'il veut ee voir: Scrivain.20

Back to diaeouree levei

Whether or not Poe was enamoured of his image as a writer

is out of the seope of this paper, but it can be said that he
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put mirrors everywhere in "The fali of the house of Usher."

The most important of them, the lake in front of the House,

introduces the idea of abyss in the very beginning, with its

"preoipitoua brink" (231). But, together with the function of

placing everything en abyme, the mirrors cast infinite

reflections within and without the house of Usher. Such

mirroring will pervade the whole story with such an intensity

that the story becomes but a reflection of the Narrator. From a

spectator, he transforme himself into the author of the theatrum

mundi. In fact, the story comes into existence at the moment

when the Narrator turns his eyes upon the lake/mirror, and

finishes when he turns them away.

The effect of unity is explicited by "the Houae of

Vaher - an appelation whieh eeemed to inelude, in the minde of

the peaaantry who uaed it, both the family and the family

manaion" (232). Externally, the building seemed to have suffered

little, in spite of its "exeeaaive antiquity," and yet "there

appeared to be a wild ineoneieteney between ita atill perfeet

adaptation of parte, and the erumbling eondition of the

individual atonea "(233). This foreshadowing of a split between

externai appearance and structural condition is more clearly

announced by the reference to the "barely pereeptible fieeure,

whieh extending from the roof of the building (...) made ita way

down the wall in a nigaag direetion, until it becarne loat in the

aullen watera of the tarn " (233).

The house isolates its dwellers and the Narrator from the

outside, providing one of the most important elements Poe

demande of a good work of art, in tíie"Philoaophy of eompooition"

- circumscription of space. He claims that it
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ia abaolutely neeeaaary to the effeet of ineulated
ineident: - it haa the force of a frame to a pieture.
It hae an indieputable moral power in keeping
còneentrated the attention, and, of eouree, muet not
be eonfounded with the mere unity of plaae.H

The family mansion is so appropriate to Poe's own requirements

that it is felt to be a tomb where the Ushers are buried alive.

It is the corresponding image, in macabre terms, of the notion

of "narrowness of consciousness," which the Self must break

through so as to become one with the universe and attain the

primordial unity.

The twins Roderick and Madeline were once a single being,

but as they were born they separated, repeating the Gnostic

version of Creation. Now, after the Fali, the two parts will

attract and repulse each other until their eventual destruction.

Roderick is hyperesthetic while Madeline, his symmetrical half,

is cataleptic, which makes each complement the other. It is

worth mentioning that their link with the House is so strong

that it even bears their characteristies. It has one half which

is sentient, like Roderick, and another half which is non-

sentient, like Madeline; it repeats their split in its structure

and will follow them in their annihilation.

The unnatural attraction that exists between brother and

sister may be considered incestuous and therefore taboo, which

fulfills one of Punter's parameters of Gothic fiction. But on

the other hand it is the Gnostic concept of attraction of the

opposites, which is the natural way of things in the cosmos

after the Fali. For Poe, it is the endless power of centripetal

forces that pull every atom towards centers of aggregation.
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The aeeond refleetion

Roderick's personality, like the house, is also split,

which he shows metaphorically through the põem "The haunted

palace." As the house reflects the Narrator, so does the

haunted palace Roderick; it is his mirror, the whole situation

mirroring that of the Narrator and the house. The palace and King

Thought explain what is happening to Roderick: in a once merry

kingdom there was a civil war and the king was overthrown. Where

spirits moved musically "To a lute'a well-tuned law," vast forms

now move fantastically "To a diaeordant melody;" where Thought

reigned, now sorrow rules.

Here the mirroring effect, or miae an abyme, reaches its

climax. The first character is Roderick, the first mirror is

his põem, and his emotion is fear. The second character is the

Narrator, his mirror is the House, and fear his emotion. It has

been commented already that the story is a refleetion of the

Narrator and that it exists only when he tells it - he is the

creator and the creature. In much the same way, the text only

comes into "existence" as the reader opens the book and starts

reading. By analogy, the text becomes a mirror for him, who

thus equals the Narrator. And then again, there is only one

character - the reader; everything else is a mirrored mirror,

or yet, "a dream within a dream."

The third refleetion: meta-narration

"Abi aeus abieaum vooat," an abyss calls for another abyss,

teaches the Bible, and so it is in "house of Usher" (Ps. 42:8).
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To the adventures of the "Mad Trist'" which acts as an indicator

of the central miae en abyme, there must be added the chain

mirroring of Roderick and his põem, of the Narrator and his

text, of Roderick and the Narrator and of the Narrator and the

Reader, which makes "The fali of the house of Usher" a paragon

of repetition of reflections. Such reflections are but an

enunciate ("The haunted palace") that refers to the bigger

enunciate ("The fali of the house of Usher") to the enunciation

(the Narrator's story) and to the code of the narrative, at the

same time, which is made possible by the support the enunciate

provides the reflexivity*. This support opperates on two leveis,

that of the narrative, which means that "The haunted palace" as

an enunciate will keep its signification like any other enunciate,

and that of the refleetion, in which "The haunted palace"

intervenes as an element of meta-signification that allows the

narrative to take iteelf ae theme.

But, ae Dãllenbach points out, "un énoneê ne devient

rêflexif que par Ia revelation de dédoublement qu'il avoue avec

l'un ou l'autre aepeet du récit." For this relation to emerge,

it is necessary, on the one hand, that the totality of the text

be gradually apprehended and, on the other hand, that the reader

as decodifier be able to move from one field of meaning to the

other. In "House of Usher," the reader will find his task

alleviated by the Narrator constantly bringing forth the

* Enunciate, enunciation and narrative are the English for
énoncé, énonciatión and récit, respectively. Enunciate, which
is a neologism for utterance and/or discourse, will be
preferred due to its closeness to both French and Portuguêse
terms. They were taken from GREIMAS and COURTÉS (n.d.).
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windows ," "... as if in a dream...," "... as if of..."

etc , which, discrete at firet, turn more explicit in the

retelling of the adventures of Ethelred:

for it appeared to me (...) - it appeared to me that,
from eome very remoto portion of the maneion, there
carne, indiatinetly to my eara, what might have been,
in ite exaot eimilarity of character, the eeho (...)
of the very araakinç and ripping eound which Sir
Launoelot had ao particularly deecribed. It waa,
beyond doubt, the eoineidenee alone whieh had arrested
my attention (...). (243)

And also,

I did actually hear (...) a loa and apparently diatant,
but hareh, protracted, and moat unuaual eereaming or
grating eound - the exact eounterpart of what my fancy
had already oonjureà up for the dragon'e unnatural
shriek ae deeeribed by the romancer. (244)

Then, Roderick undertakes the task and renders a word-by-word

explanation of the sounds they had heard and the story told:

117

And now - to-night - Ethelred - ha! ha! - the braaking
of the hermit 'a door, and the death-ery of the dragon,
and tha alangor of the ehield - aay, rather, the rending
of her coffin, and the grating of the iron hingee of
her priaon, and her etrugglea within the eoppered
arehway of the vault! (245)

Both "The haunted palace" and "Mad Trist" can be considered

meta-narratives, that is, they are textual segments supported by

an internai narrator to whom the Narrator temporarily gives

place, dislocating, thus, his responsibility for conducting the
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narrative. More than that, they are reflexive meta-narratives,

in that they reflect the narrative, cut it, interrupt the

diegesis and introduce a factor of diversification in the

23
discourse. The diversification is introduced by the fact that

both internai texts are written pieces and impersonalise, for a

period of time, the narrative which had been told from an "I"

point of view - that of the Narrator.

A point can be made that the repetition of the effect of

miae en abyme would result in a shattering of the unity of the

narrative. But this is not so. The single miae en abyme splits

and denies a unified narrative; contrariwise, the multiple

reflections, in a narrative doomed to shattering, as the

fantastic one is, represent a factor of unification as the

"moreeaux métaphoriquement aimentée ae raaaamblent et eompeneent
.24au niveau thematique Ia diepereion metonimique." "The fali of

the house of Usher," then, by its multiplicity of reflections

acquires an effect of unity that confirms and fulfills Poe's

requirement of singleness in a tale. Here, the miae en abyme

provides the narrative with a leitmotiv, that of the mirror. In

Poe's mirrors, the Author, the characters and the Reader are

reflected and repeated, thus producing an abysmal text that

seems to be viewed from the wrong side of a telescope.

(...)

As the Narrator looks at the lake, he triggers ali the

events. With a conjuror's gesture, he puts a whole world to

revolve; he is the magician that operates the theatre of shadows,

its creator and its audience. Like Narcissus, he is entrapped by

his own refleetion; unlike Narcissus, he frees himself and goes

on redeemed. And he leaves with something more than when he
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arrived: the notion of a Fali that followed a split of the

primordial unity. Through fear, this mythos will be engraved

in his memory and he will be able to attain salvation by

spreading the knowledge. Such is the way of Gnosticism.

Poe puts his texts to work as convertional propaganda of

his beliefs. By propôsing another way of understanding the world

he advocates an ideology that should encompass both reason and

observation, the concept and the object, the Dionysian and the

Appolinian, the yin and the yang. He is not submitting a new

ideology instead: he is offering a way out for man, a fallen and

divided ereature always prone to commit "a bitter lapse into

everyday life." And the exit is via total knowledge: not a

one-sided apprehension of reality, but a total approach to the

universe.

Such amplification of awareness is characteristic of the

fantastic. The Narrator has altered his view of the world, as

being a predictable locus, where nature follows rigid, preordained

rules. He had a lesson on how to see the Other, as one who is in

himself as he is the Other. Once his referential marks in reality

underwent a change, the Marrator was forced to modify his ego

accordingly. Such is the.way of the fantastic.
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Magda Veloso Fernandes de TOIFNTTNO*

J0YCE'S FEMININE OUTLOOK - BETWEEN HEAVEN AND EARTH

(A VISÃO FEMININA EM JOYCE - ENTRE O CÉU E A TERRA)

(DIE FRAU IN DEN WERKEN VON JOYCE - ZWISCHEN HIMMEL UND ERDE)

SUMMARY

This article endeavours to show how Joyce's outlook on

women hovers between heaven and earth; that is, he either

portrays woman as a refleetion of the Virgin Mary and, as such,

near to heaven; or as Eve/seductress, sensual and down to earth.

The last part of this study, still dwelling on the

feminine outlook, shows how Leopold Bloom, as Ulysses, gets

reinstated into his rightfui place - in his home and by his

wife's side.

RESUMO

Este artigo tenta mostrar que a visão feminina em Joyce

oscila entre o céu e a terra, isto é: ele ora retrata a mulher

como reflexo da Virgem Maria, e como tal esta fica perto do

céu, ora como Eva/sedutora, sensual e terra-a-terra.

A última parte deste estudo, ainda focalizando a visão

feminina no autor, mostra como Leopold Bloom, como Ulisses, se

reintegra em seu lugar de direito - em sua casa, ao lado de sua

mulher.

* Professor Auxiliar de Língua Inglesa do Departamento de Letras
Germânicas da Faculdade de Letras da UFM6.
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They talk about a woman's aphere aa though it
had a limit;
There 'a not a plaee in earth or heaven,
There'a not a taek to mankind given,
There'e not a bleeeing or a woe,
There'a not a whieperad 'yea' or 'no',
There'8 not a life, or death, or birth,
That haa a feather'8 weight of worth
Without a woman in it.

(Kate Field, Woman'8 Sphere)

James Joyce's is essentially a man's world, but a woman

is everpresent there.

I call it a man's world because most of the short stories

in Dublinere are slices of men's lives, from boyhood to

adulthood; A portrait of the artiat aa a young man is a study of

Stephen Dedalus' path to manhood, and Ulyeaee portrays a man in

his journey through a long day.

Characters from these books are here to be studied, but

Holly Bloom is the one to whom the majority of reflections will

refer. For, although our Ulysses, Leopold Bloom, is very much a

man, his tale dwells on his wanderings towards home and his

reinstatement beside his wife and as master of his house.

Woman's place is, in Joyce, neither defined entirely by

her ties with nature and body nor as a feminine spiritual ideal,

but partakes, rather ambiguously, in both.
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Between heaven and earth

To men a man ia but a mind. Who carea
What face he carriea or what form he weara?
But woman'8 body ie the woman.

(Ambroise Bierce, The devil's dictionary)

Joyce's outlook on women can be considered from two

viewpoints: the way a woman is looked upon and the way a woman

herself feels. His outlook on women hovers between heaven and

earth: a woman is either the Virgin Mary figure, the mother

archetype; or an earthly figure, a person of sensations and

feelings rather than of thought; or both.

Joyce's relation to his wife Nora shows the tone of his

treatment of women: she ie to him both a saint to be worshipped

and the woman-earth to be passionately loved and fertilized. He

tells her in a letter that "ahe ia more important to him than

the world and that everything comes from her." (TRILLING, 1974)

But as he sees in her the image of mother-woman, it is mixed

with that of mother-earth, and consequently of mother-nation.

His letter expresses this feeling towards her: "0 take me into

your aoul of aoula and then I will indead become the poet of my

raoe" and among the things he has loved in her: "the image of

the beauty of the world, the myetery and beauty of life itaelf...

the imagea of apiritual purity and pity whieh I believed in aa a

boy" — there are "the beauty and doom of the raoe of whom I am

a ehild." He calls her "my love, my life, my atar, my little

etrange-oyed Ireland!" (TRILLING, 1974).

The figure of the Virgin Mary stands out in Joyce's

feminine characters, mostly due to his religious upbringing.
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Although he rejected religion from the time of his youth, religious

rites, symbols, ideas, characters are ever present in his work.

The feminine character of "clay," in Dublinera, is called

Maria, after Jesus' mother and, although unmarried, is the

mother figure to her two brothers. She acts motherly to

everybody in her brother Joe's household, and even lets herself

be made fun of by the ehildren. Her unmarried state reinforces

her virginal representation, both being virgin mothers. Her

brother Joe's feelings towards her are shown through his words

"Mamma ia mamma, but Maria ia my proper mother." The description

of the character includes the words "ahe haa nuraad him and

Alphy too " (p. 84). The expression used to welcome her at Joe's

house ie analogous to the first sentence of the Roman Catholic

prayer. In place of "Hail Mary" everybody said: "0, here'a

Maria!" (p. 86). In the end, everybody jokes with her about her

entering a convent and becoming a nun, so deep is the strength

of the Catholic analogy. Anyway, her life at the laundry was

like life in a convent: she even had to obey a matron in

everything.

In "The dead" Joyce pours out ali his sensibility

towards Nora, and we detect a mixture of feelings: man's

jealousy (Joyce's/Gabriel's), his sympathy, his passionate

desire turning into unwonted pity, woman's passion and capacity

for remembering and reliving emotions long past, her acceptance

of life as it flows. It is a melancholy tale of loss and, at

the same time, of clinging. The loss of a young lover, of the

illusion of being the only man in a woman's heart, of youth,

beauty and passion. And the clinging to the memory of the dead

and to the touch of the living.
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Joyce expresses through this short story the feeling of

sadness of man at not having been the only one to have interested

his chosen woman. This feeling permeates ali his work, and is

present in Leopold Bloom's thoughts from his first waking

moment to his last wakeful hour of the day in Ulyeeea.

Bloom's sensations towards Gerty Mac Dowell in the

"Nausikaa" episode areagain a demonstration of Joyce's outlook

on woman as hovering between heaven and earth, saint and

seductress. We can detect clear references to the Virgin Mary:

They were proteatanta in hia (a auitor'a)
family and of eouree Gerty knew
who carne firat and after Bim the -
bleaaed Virgin and then eaint Joeeph,

And etill the voicee eang in
euplication to the Virgin most
powerful, Virgin moat mereiful. (p. 34 8)

Also in the next paragraph, when the words of a litany of the

Virgin are repeated:

Through the opon window of the ehureh the fragrant
ineenea wa8 wafted and with it the fragrant namee of
her who wae conoeived without etain of original ain,
apiritual veeael, pray for ua, honourabla veaael, pray
for ua, veaael of aingular devotion, pray for ua,
myati cal roae. ... what the great eaint Bernard eaid
in hia famoua prayer of Mary, the moat pioua Virgin'a
interoeaaory power... (p. 350)

The mother and woman/earth inferences are also clear, though the

use of clichês seems to infer that Gerty's virginity is

counterfeit:
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A aterling good daughter waa Gerty juat like
a aeeond mother in the houae, a miniatering
angel too with a little heart worth ita
weight in gold... Everyone thought the world
of her for her gentle waya.ip. 349)

The use of colours in Gerty's garments shows a distinct blending

of images. Blue and white stand out in her clothes as they do

in the virgin's. Another reference to colours is in the picture

in the almanac Gerty admires so much — the woman in white and

the man in chocolate (p. 349).

Although the image is the Virgin's, Gerty Mac Dowell is

very much a woman and full of sensuality in her romanticized

adolescence. Her thoughts are of a distant lover and of hopes of

marriage. But even if her heart is somewhere else, she acts the

seductress as she notices Bloom nearby. She is woman now,

attractive, charming, willing to be observed and wanted. Her

cheeks become warm with the blush of surging emotion. Her heart

goes romantieally out to him. He is MAN to her, irrespectful of

who he is. Gerty is earth-woman here, desiring and wishing to

be desired, with ali natural, sexual, primitive feelings surging

from inside:

Bor woman 'a inetinet told her that ahe had raiaed the
devil in him and at the thought a burning acariet
ewept from throat to brow till the lovely oolour of
her face becarne a glorioua roae. (p. 354)

Guilt follows, to be immediately replaced by rejoicing and

acceptance in the remembrance of Father Conroy telling her

not to be troubled beeauae that wae only the voiaa of
natura and we were ali subject to nature 'e lawa in
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thia life and that waa no ain beeauae that carne
from the nature of woman inatituted by God, and that
our Bleaaad Lady heraelf eaid to the arohangel Gabriel
be it done unto me according to Thy Word. (p. 352)
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With these words Joyce, through Father Conroy, blends

the two images he has of woman: the saintly and the earthly.

This is the twofold image Gerty presents to Bloom, and

that is how he sees her: as the Virgin and mother looking after

ehildren, and as the woman, so lovely, so enticing, so desirable

that his sexual yearning is roused. His reaction is typical of

his ambiguous attitude: as a woman she disturbs his very bodily

sensations and he masturbates; as a heavenly image he

contemplates her from a distance, and never touches her.

In his recollections, Gerty's image is blended with that

of Molly. Her charm and sensuality are Molly's,through her he

resumes his so long forgotten intimacy with Molly. The figures

of Molly and Gerty are so entwined, both as representativas of

womanhood and in Bloom's mind, that they menstruate on the same

day. Gerty, in her inflamed romanticism, recognizes Bloom's

integrity as a man and his distinetion from other common, vulgar

men:

At last they were left alone without the others
to pry and paae remarke and ahe knew he eould
be truated to the death, eteadfaet, a aterling
man, a man of inflexible honour to hia
fingertipa. (p. 359)

Like Gerty, Molly admires Bloom and considere him superior to

other men she knows and has known. Nora Joyce was reported to

have remarked to a friend that her husband was like nobody else,
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and Joyce's knowledge of this remark may have induced his

building of Molly's character as that of a woman with one man

uppermost in her mind, in spite of ali her other male interests.

Molly is no saint, but rather the seductress who dwells very

much on earth.

Richard Ellmann (1974) describes Molly's nature as

"earthly, trivial, eexualized and lyrieal." He says: "Baaieally

ahe ia earth to Bloom'e aun, modifying hia light by her own

movementa." She is natural and spontaneous and her thoughts

follow a natural course, so natural that they flow like a river,

and she does not hide anything from herself. Her feelings also

flow through her thoughts - they are sensations rather than

reasonings. Her language is flowing and down-to-earth. She calls

things by their proper names, she does not use metaphors. She

never complicates, but simplifies notions - that of God, for

example:

...aa for them eaying there'b no God wouldn't
give a anap of my two fingera for ali their
learning why dont they go and ereate
eomething... (p. 767)

The natural eternal wisdom of woman is shown in her words

...God help their poor head I knew more about
man and life when I waa 15 than they ali
know at 50... (p. 747)

Both Edmund Wilson and Stuart Gilbert see Molly in the

same light - that of nature and mother. Wilson (1974) says of

her that "ahe ie like the earth, whieh givea the aome life to
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ali: ahe feela a maternal kinahip with ali living creaturee."

Gilbert (1952) says that "ahe ia the voice of nature hereelf,

and judgee aa the Great Mother, whoee funotion ia fertility,

whoae evangel 'that exalted of reitarately prooreating function

even irrevoeably enjoined', whoee pleaeure ia ereation and the

rite precedent."

Molly's sensations flow and repeat themselves - the same

feelings come and go, as in a circle, and from present to past,

and back, and towards the future, likewise from man to man and back

to Bloom. She is like the queen bee: she needs a male and she is

not very particular as to which male she gets. It is, as in the

case of the queen bee, more a question of the drone reaching out

to her; the one who manages to leave ali others behind and get

near her gets the prize.

When Molly refers to HE in her interior monologue, very

often she is thinking of Bloom, but many times, even if she is

thinking of one or another, she is just referring to the male,

whoever he is, whom she needs intrinsically, as earth needs

water in order to be fertilized. However,from the frequency with

which her thoughts turn to her husband, we perceive that she

recognizes in him the ablest drone, the one with the greatest

number of desirable qualities.

Throughout Molly's chapter, as her thoughts wander and

come back to Bloom, we can detect a great many random examples

of his superiority in Molly's mind: she finds him superior in

knowledge - in his explanations of diffieult words like

"metempsychosis" - and facts which she does not actually

understand, as she expresses in
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... atill he knowa a lot of mixed up thinge
eepecially about the body and the inaidee
I often wante d to study up that myeelf
what we have ineide ue... (p. 728)

She admires Bloom for his sensibility, a quality her lover

Boylan does not possess. The manner in which each of them writes

shows how far apart they are as men of letters and in Molly*s

estimation. Bloom is sensitive in his writing, Boylan is blunt.

Molly displays the awareness of her husband*s thoughfulness and

decency in various points of her interior monologue:

...and he made me the preaent oflord Byrona poema
and the three paira of glovea...(p. 728)

...Poldy anyway whatever hedoea alwaye wipea hia
feet on the mat when he comea in wet or ahine
and alwaye blaeka hia own boota too and he
alwaye takee off hia hat when he eomee up in
the atreet like that...(p. 729)

...Stilll like that in him polite to old women
like that and wai terá and beggara too haa not
proud out of nothing...(.p. 723)

She knows she can trust him to oblige her, and leaves with him

the task of buying her favourite face lotion:

.. .0 no there waa the face lotion I finiehed the
laet of yeeterday that made my akin like new
I told him ovar and over again get that made
up in the aame plaoe and don't forget it...
(p. 735)

And later in her monologue she admits "I eaw he underatood or

felt what a woman ie " (p. 751).At some point in her recollections

she remembers when Bloom, though frightened, had gone downstairs
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handling a candle and a poker to check whether a noise she had

heard carne from burglars, a remembrance that helps soften her

towards him in his role of her man and protector.

As Molly's thoughts wander away and she remembers feelings

of love and sexual excitement towards various men in her life,

past and present, they ali converge upon Bloom. Sometimes

figures of different men blend with that of her husband and,

although she despises him a little sometimes, mainly for his

acceptance of her lovers, the next minute thoughts of his

superiority as a man permeate her flow of words, as we can

detect in the examples:

...well haa beyond everything I declare eomabody
ought to put him in the budget if only I eould
remember the one half of the thinge and write
a book out of it the works of Maeter Poldy
Xea... (p. 739)

.. .you want to feel your way with a man theyro not
ali like him...(p. 739)

...I euppoee there ien't in ali ereation another man
with the habita he haa look at the way hee
aleeping at the foot of the bed how ean he
without a bolater ita well he doeant kick or he
might knoek out ali my teeth breathing with hia
hand on hia noee like that Indian god he took
me to ehow one wet Sunday in the mueeum in
Xildare...(p. 7S6)

His being superior to the other. men she has known explains

why she accepted him, and not others, for a husband. His courtship

of her, or perhaps her courtship of him, was not without some

diffieulty. She yielded to Bloom that summer in Howth, among the

rhododendrons, but actually she had seduced him with the seedcake

from her mouth, the apple of Éden, as Richard Ellmann interprets

it. We eannot help but think of an analogy with Eve as an apt
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symbol of mother and seductress in this reference to Ellmann's

interpretation.

Molly had led Leopold on, led him into propôsing marriage

- and she had eaid "yes," as she says "yes" now. The following

passage, from the last pages of her monologue, shows both her

strength as woman-nature and the strength of her attraction for

Bloom:

...the aun ahinoa for you he eaid the day ua were lying
among the rhododendrons on Howth head in the grey
tweed euit and hie straw hat the day I got him to
propoee to me yea firat I gave him the bit of
eeedeake out of my mouth and it waa leapyoar like
now yea 16 yeara ago my God after that long kiaa I
near loat my breath yea he eaid I wae a flower of
the mountain yea ao we are floware ali a womane body
yea that wae one true thing he eaid in hie life and
the aun ehinea for you today yea that waa why I liked
him beeauae I eaw he underatood of felt what a woman
ia and I knew I eould alwaye get round him and I gave
him ali the pleaeure I oould leading him on until he
aeked me to aay yea and I wouldnt answer firat only
looked out ovar the aea and the sfcy...(p. 767)

And then she thinks of ali circumstances of her life and finally

says "yes" to him.

Molly's monologue brings together the specific elements

presented separately in the previous episodes, specifically the

natural elements of which she is part:

Flowers - from the "Lotuseaters" episode

the sea and the waves - "Proteus" and "Nausikaa"

episodes

fine cattle, symbolizing fertility and emblem of

Ireland - "Oxen of the sun episode.

These elements are brought together in one single

paragraph, which is also full of smells and colours, showing how
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mind:

... J love flowera Id love to have the whole plaae
Bwimming in roses God of heaven theree nothing
like nature the wild mountaine then the eea and
the wavee ruahing then the beautiful country
with fielde of oate and wheat and ali kinda of
thinge and ali the fine eattle going about that
would do your heart good to aee ri vera and lakea
and flowera ali sorts of shapos and emelle and
coloure apringing up even out of the ditchea
primroaea and violeta nature it ia...lp. 766)
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From the analogy of the whole Bloomsday with the Homeric

Odysseus's epic and struggles, Edmund Wilson's interpretation

of the last chapter as Ulys8es/Bloom's final homecoming seems

correct: Penelope/Molly has some diffieulty in reckoning what

Bloom's attitude means - she spends forty-five pages in an

uninterrupted flow of reverie linking past and present, Bloom'e

attitudes and men's outlook on things, trying to understand what

Bloom is going to be like from now on.

Joyce's outlook on women as virgin/mother/earth finds

its highest representation in Molly. As ali things blend in her

monologue, so is the Mary figure present:

p. 726 - "and eaid a Bail Mary"

p. 730 - "... I eang Gounod'e AVE MARIA

p. 731 - "O HARIA SANTISSIHA"

p. 744 - "and her blaok bleeaed virgin".
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Conolueion

From the blending of ali characteristics mentioned above

and Bloom's long journey, which finally ends in a demand for

breakfast in bed and deep sleep, the outcome is naturally the

reinstatement of Bloom's marital status.

After ali, Molly is nature; she is earth; she is the

natural forces; she centralizes ali action, ali things converge

on her. Like the queen bee, she receives Bloom as the ablest

done. He finds his place beside her as his rightful conquest.

As Edmund Wilson (1974) states, "it ia in the mind of hia

Penelope that thia Ulyeaee haa elain the euitore who have been

diaputing hia place. "Molly's final "yes" is an acceptance of

life after ali Ulysses's etruggles, doubts and sufferings.

The final two pages of the book are a lyrical summing up

of her life, her surroundings, her feelings. Her mind's going

back to Bloom'8 wooing and her warm response to it as she is

about to fali asleep is her final surrender to her distinguished

male. Her final "I will" is both a remembrance of her first

"yes" to Bloom and a new promise to this new man who has come

home anew, as well as a repetition of her marriage vows:

...aa a girl were I wae a Flower of the mountain yee
when I put the roae in my heir like the Andaluaian
girla uaed or ahall I wear a red yea and how he
kieeed me under the mooriah wall and I thought well
aa well him aa another and then I aeked him with
my eyee to aek again yea and then he aeked me would
I yea to aay yea my mountain flower and firat I put
my arma around him yee and drew him down to me ao
he eould feel my breaata ali perfume yee and hia
heart waa going like mad and yea I eaid yea I will
Xea. (p. 768)
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Joyce himself stated that the Penelope episode had no

"art" - it was built with the artlessness of Nature and of

woman. Similarly, it is timeless, as earth itself. As Stuart

Gilbert (1952) says:

Thua we find that Molly Bloom aete aa the paradigm
or Maaatab of ali the eharaatere (or nearly ali) in
Vlyssea. She euma them up in her monologue and in
the light of her natural underetanding we aee their
proportiona reduced to a real eeale of magnitudea.
She takee their meaeure according to an aneient
wisdom, the warmblooded yet uneentimental exigenae
of the life-foree. Thia epiaode is limited, it will
be obaerved, to no TIME, and illuetratee no ART;
Gaea-Tellua ia 'timeleaa' and'artleaa'.

137

So such an artful masculine book ends in artless feminine

sensitivity - it flows, in Joyce's outlook on women as the flow

of nature and the blender of ali elements.

Notea

1 Joyce, JAMES. Dubliners. In: The Essential James Joyce. London:

Granada, 1981, p. 84. Ali subsequent notes are cited from the

same edition and only the number of the pages will be raentioned.

2 Joyce, JAMES. Ulysses. New York: The Modern Library, 1946, p. 343.

Ali subsequent notes are cited from the same edition and only

the number of the pages will be mentioned.
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SUMMARY

There surely does not appear to be any need for extended

summation. The gist of the article is implied in its title; I've

merely worked carefully through the Republie, noting specifically

how poets and poetry were treated.

I at rare times veered just a bit from the Ropublie to

other dialogues for the sake of pertinent citation or

substantiation. The central concept is that neither poet nor

poetry — given certain restrictions — was banned in Plato's

forthcoming utopia. This, the writing maintains, is not too

commonly understood or believed — indeed, it is quite the

opposite: The casual reader (or non-reader) has heard or been led

somehow to believe that the great Greek was antagonistic to the

offerings of the poet.

Doubtless a much more synoptic coverage is surely

possible; this, as stated, is merely introductory material. SS

* Professor Adjunto de Língua Inglesa e Literatura Americana
do Departamento de Letras Germânicas da Faculdade de Letras
da UFMG.
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RESUMO

De certa forma não parece haver necessidade de um resumo

detalhado. 0 ponto essencial do artigo está explícito no seu

título; apenas examinei com cuidado a República, registrando e£

pecificamente como os poetas e a poesia foram considerados.

Desviei-me, em alguns casos, da República para outros D£

álogos em benefício de uma citação, ou documentação mais apro -

priada. A idéia central é de que, nem o poeta, nem a poesia -

consideradas certas restrições — foi abandonada na utopia sonha

da de Platão. Esse fato, o artigo defende, não é facilmente com

preendido ou aceito — na verdade o que acontece é justamente o

contrário: o leitor negligente (ou o não-leitor) ouviu, ou foi

levado a crer que o grande autor grego era hostil is oferendas

do poeta.

Sem dúvida, uma abordagem mais resumida seria possível ;

esta, como já foi dito, é apenas matéria introdutória. §§
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If the mere idea of so renowned a philosopher tends to

dismay slightly, it is an unwarranted response. So far as this

very limited inquiry goes, Plato is readily understandable.

These pages normally ought to touch on virtually every Dialogue

since to varying degree and extent comments pertaining to poetry

crop up often. But that itself would lead into a whole book, a

veritable tome. Thus, I've chosen to restriet this inquiry

(acknowledging an occasional divergence) to our philosopher's

single lengthiest compôsition, itself consisting of ten "Books,"

each of some fifteen/twenty pages.

Most of us remember the Republie'b central concern: The

nature of justice and itstriumph over injustice, and consequently

in the main the happiness of its citizens. So far as I'm able to

infer, the present-day attitude (where it is even evinced) holds

that Plato was antagonistic towards poets and their endeavors.

Not so. Not true. In the Protagoraa (to diverge a moment) we

learn that skill in poetry is the chief component of education.

But it surely is true that certain declamations, actions, or

innuendos — and of course outrageous falsehoods — were prohibited.

Nowhere, however, throughout Plato's entire canon is poetry

(accepting these limitations) prohibited or the poet wholly

silenced.

Our concern bypasses Book I as largely irrelevant; we

thus encounter our muse trotting forth merrily in Book II and

III and also in Book X, where in the latter we are again told

that the poet is a manufacturer of images, a stranger therefore

to truth. Anybody curious to delve the very fine points inhering

in our philosopher's notions on poetry eould not do better than

commence with the Ion. It is incidentally pleasant to notice
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throughout the Dialogues — with one exception — how the

conversation is characterized by an absence of bravura, or the

captious, and proceeds with abundant courtesy and patience,

illustrating the nature of those who sought the fons et origo

of being, including poetry.

It is time now to discuss exactly what "poetry" was

intended to suggest, in the 8th, 7th, 6th, 5th, and 4th centuries

of Plato's domain and environs.

Poetry as most of us recall was what we generally think

of as the epic, intricately significant dramatic offerings

unfolded in narrative form, the playwright never failing to

tend to the mythological possibilities, despite an intermittent

veil of irony. In the main, as everyone knows, tragedies dominated

but this does not imply an absence of the aculeated comedy.

Further, in no sense were there any brief six-line compositions,

or such as we in general see today under the heading of "poetry,"

nor any intrinsic silliness to evoke empty laughter. The poet

was earnest and wise so far as the limitations of his

circumstances allowed.

Of the comedies, two men are outetanding. Aristophanes of

course and the less-known Prince of Comedy (so-called by Sócrates),

Epicharmus. Clearly the greatest figures in ali of early Greek

writing remain Homer and Hesiod, assuming the former to have been

an individual. From the writings of these two arose the dazzling

pantheon of the Greeks and igniting most of the contemporary

literary efforts. Both Homer and Hesiod are abundantly cited

throughout most of Plato's dialogues, thus including the Republie.

Held forth to the aspiring poet as worthy of imitation, Homer

and Hesiod nónetheless at times are gently rebuked: Republie,
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Book II, p. 322 and Book III, p. 325-7-8.

We turn now towards the distasteful: censorship.

Here is a fact from which our good Greek still incurs

negative criticism. But while censorship indeed is obvious in

the Republie,it's a modified form. Given the intent behind the

to-be-State, the societal realities and the nature of the hour,

a certain censorship seemed inevitable and probably essential.

After ali, Plato had lived through the Peloponnesian War;

reasonably he was motivated to conceive of an ideal State, hence

war-less, and whatever appeared to undermine this utopia was

ipso facto unacceptable - which explains, I think, the censorship

so erroneously infamous. Asked what constitutes the most serious

crime against the State, Sócrates says, "Whenever an erroneoua

roproaantation ie made of the nature of gode and heroes..."

And here we detect the point. Not merely gode and heroes, per se,

but their nature. Which implies that gods and heroes (or at least

gods) partake of a divine radiance inaccessible to you and to me.

Thus, the iraputation of that which is not praiseworthy constitutes

blasphemy. Poets are to tread with care leBt they fail admittance

to the Republie. We have not forgotten that Sócrates was put to

death for being a poet, a weaver of tales calculated to corrupt.

Mention of divine radiance moves us close to Plato's most

pervasive concept, though rather tenuously related to poetry.

This allusion, first, is to his intriguing IDEA (or Form) — the

first here preferred.

Certainly nebulous, this immense concept is itself

subsumed under its greater reality: The ONE, a vision all-

embracing, all-inclusive, wholly over-riding ali possibilities

beyond which or surrounding which lies absolutely nothing.
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Nonetheless, whereas The ONE lies beyond this essay, we can

comprehend and perhaps approach a definition — at least

intimated — of the IDEA. In terms, then,of rough parallelism

Plato's IDEA corresponds to what we think of today as an

archetype, what most Christians call - after duly investing the

IDEA with certain benign qualities — God, what Einstein referred

to as the Central Intelligence, what most Hindus think of as

Brahma, what Aristotle intends by the Unmoved Mover, what

Schopenhauer implied by his great Will, and what the American

Transcendentalists spoke of as the Oversoul. It might be objected:

But these are in the main quasi-religious feelings. True, but do

remember this was introduced as a rough parallelism. To probe

further is to move entirely away from our subject, poetry in the

Republie.

The IDEA, then, is the wellspring of ali things of which

we might or can be aware, whether tangible or otherwise, even as

it itself depends on The ONE. We find, but not in the Republie,

Sócrates wondering whether even a stone has its unique original

somewhere Up There amidst Plato's IDEA. Since ali terrestrial

objects are ipso facto unreal, which implies sheer imitation, it

follows ali poetry is imitation, mera refleetion. Poetry,

accordingly, can never contain purê truth; the best the best can

do is the close approach. Clearly, censorship is required lest

this fragile art, spreading excessive untruth, woefully influence

an audience. The Republie must rest on rock, not rot.

The Republie pays no attention to nugatory objects, not

because they have no place but because they are not apt to rise

before an audience to uphold misrepresentation. The Republie has

no fear of cobblers or chariot-drivers. Only the insidious
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writer bears carefui watching. He and that other suspicious

fellow, the rhapsodist.

We read in Book II of certain mendicants calling

themselves prophets, knocking on the doors of the rich, seeking

recognition of themselves as those with powers not ali possess,

including vicarious atonement (for a slight fee. We realize

this quaint tendency is scarcely extinct), The speaker in the

dialogue says, "... poeta are the authoritiea to whom they

(mendicanta) appeal, amoothing the path to vioe with the worde

of Beeiod..." And a bit along: "Bomer ia eited aa a witness that
2

the gode may be influeneed by men..."

Much attention is devoted to the caution that must attend

the poet and it is spelled out in Book III, p. 331-98. "For we

mean to employ for our eoul 'e health the rougher and aeverer

poet or atory-tallar, who will imitate the atyle of the virtuoue

only..." And we read again on page 323 this attention to

censorship: "Beither muat we have mothera undor the influenoe of

the poeta aearing their ehildren with a bad vereion of theae
ii

mytha..."

Can we pinpoint the causative agent, so to speak, which

in truth incites Plato*s sustained concern with censorship?

Briefly, we recall how the Greeks above ali sought wisdom,

variously defined by the various writers. But wisdom's high wide

ery can be circumscribed, for it had as its soaring potential

the awareness of the nature and comprehension of the soul with

ali the unutterable consolation inhering in the revelation. The

poet who fell short of inculcating this concept, this desideratum,

fell short of acceptance, within the Republie.

"Did you never obaerve," Sócrates asks in Book II, "how
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imitationa... grow into habita and beeome a aeeond nature,

affecting body, voiee, and mind?" By voice doubtless is meant

the poet or rhapsodist. And in no manner may imitation carry us

soulward. Once again, in Book III, we learn that, according to

Sócrates, "... everything that deeeivea may be eaid to

enehant."6 If we now move ahead to the 19th c. we find Bulwer-

Lytton imperishably reminding us that the pen is mightier than

the sword, a truth Plato realized rather some time ago. And

some 250 years anterior to Bulwer-Lytton, A mideummer nighfe

dream reminds us that the poet has tricks, he deceives, calls

up things unknown, that it is easy to mistake a bush for a bear

(Wallace Stevens centuries later tells us there are no bears

among the roses). Misrepresentation is ubiquitous! The poet is

a creature of sliding attributes.

At about this point someone calls out to say what about

Homer - the great Homer? Didn't he write falsehoods, myth,

nonsense? Yes, he surely did - depending upon one's interpretation

of "nonsense." But chiefly this dyadic influence - Homer and

Hesiod — was sustained because both men bore the marvelous

insignia of antiquity, and as earlier mentioned, gave to the

Greeks of whom I'm speaking their glorious community of gods

and goddesses. How eould so illustrious a pair be tossed out?

Nevertheless, it is a fact that scattered throughout the dialogues

one finds gentle disagreement with certain portions of the

writings of these two great ones (See Book III, sec. 387-91-3).

As a minimal introduetion to Plato's concepts bearing on

poetry in the Republie, perhaps this suffices. Despite a few

well-known eschatological inconsistencies (pointed out, among

others, by Aristotle) in several Dialogues, the inarguable
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idealism of men who prided themselves on being uncompromising

realiste is both consistent and astonishing.

What document surpasses in sheer idealism Plato's major

work? Or, indeed, where is the writing to quite match the

idealism (even, if we dare, the romanticism) of Aristotle's

Politieal

Nonetheless - platitudinous as of course it is - ali of

us remain gloriouely indebted to these men especially, perhaps,

the man from Athens. His crime after ali was the search for

The Good Life ("Seek ye first the Kingdom of Heaven") which,

were it attained meant the good life for the inhabitants of the

Republie. The Good Life seems still a bit elusive, society

unequally divided as to its definition — if there is one. The

realists — mostly businessmen — are concemed still with power,

status, ornamentation, and the synthetic, i.e., the imitative.

And to be sure, gadgetry.

The minority remains still largely attentive to the

immanent transcendence — to ideais — the shrill cries in

meadows — rhythm — colors — nuances of ali sorts — and so much

of actual truth as lends itself to captivity: briefly, the

artistic substance.

Grossly outnumbered (reminiBcent — to be a bit hyperbolic

- of Thermopylae: 300 Greeks against the Persian army), the

poet's lantern is nonetheless inextinguishable, still casting

its fragile incandescence. Are we too far amiss to see the

modern writer as the offspring of a remote few born to listen

to the silence and to decipher so far as mortais can its tenuous

harmonies? 89
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Note a

Ali citations unless otherwise noted from the Dialogues of

Plato, trans. by Jowett, Encyclopedia Britannica, Inc.,

Chicago, 1952.

1 p. 321.

2 p. 314.

3 p. 331.

** p. 323.

5 p. 330.

8 p. 339.
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m POEMS BY EMILY DICKINSON - A TRANSLATION

(14 poemas de Emily dickinson - tradução)
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SUMMARY

The principie underlying the translation is the obvious

one of the attempt to find a Portuguese equivalent to the

English original rather than a literal rendering of words and

sentences.

RESUMO

0 princípio subjacente ã tradução é o óbvio: o esforço

de encontrar o equivalente, em Português, ao original inglês,

mais do que uma versão literal de palavras e orações.

* Professor Titular, aposentado, de Língua e Literatura Inglesa
da UFMG.

Professor Adjunto de Literatura Inglesa e Teoria da Literatu
ra da Universidade Federal de Ouro Preto.
Doutor e Docente Livre em Letras, UFMG.
Professor Associado da Universidade de Londres.
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I reason, earth is short,

And anguish absolute,

And many hurt;

But what of that?

I reason, we eould die:

The best vitality

Cannot excel decay;

But what of that?

I reason that in heaven

Somehow, it will be even.

Some new equation given:

But what of that?

ft ft ft ft *

A vida é curta,

A dor absoluta,

Muitos caem na luta:

Mas e daí?

Mesmo o mais forte,

Não vence a morte,

Essa é a humana sorte:

Mas, e daí?

No céu de algum modo as contas

Se acertarão

Em nova eouação-

Mas, e daí?
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I stepped from plank to nlank

So slow and cautiously:

The stars about ny head I felt.

About my feet the sca.

I knew not but the next

Would be my final inch.-

This gave me that precarious gait

Some call experience.

ft * a * *

Eu pisava de prancha em prancha,

Bem lenta a me equilibrar:

Estrelas sobre a cabeça.

Aos pés, o mar.

Sô via que o próximo passo

Seria fatal:

Isso me dava o andar incerto.

Que é a experiência afinal.

151
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Ample make this bed.

Make this bed with awe'

In it wait ti11 judgement break

Excellent and fair.

Be its ir.attress straight,

Be its pillow round;

Let no sunrise' yellow noise

Interrupt this ground.

* * * * ft

Arruma a cama bem larga

Arruma a cama com susto:

E nela espera o Juízo

Excelente e justo.

Travesseiro redondo.

Bem firme o colchão:

Rumor louro de aurora

Não perturbe este chão.
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I never saw a moor,

I never saw the sea;

Yet know I how the heather looks,

And what a wave must be.

I never spoke with God,

Nor visited in heaven:

Yet certain am I of the spot

As if the chart were given.

ft * * * «

Nunca vi o deserto,

Nunca vi o mar;

No entanto sei como é o cactus,

E a vaga a ondular.

Nunca falei com Deus.

Nem fui ao paraíso;

Mas conheço o caminho

Qual mapa preciso.
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How still the bells in steeples stand.

Till, swollen with the sky,

They leap upon their silver feet

In frantic melody!

A ft * * *

Que quietos os sinos nas alturas,

Até que, inchados de dia,

Saltam sobre os pés de prata

Em louca melodia!
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From love the Heavenly Father

Leads the chosen child;

Oftener through realm of briar

Than the meadow mild,

Oftener by the claw. of dragon

Than the hand of a friend,

Guides the little one predestined

To the native land.

* ft * ú *

Para longe do amor o Pai Celeste

Conduz o escolhido:

Mais por senda de urzes

Que por campo florido.

Mais com garra de monstro

Oue com mão desvelada.

Guia o predestinado

Para a pátria sonhada.

155
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The bustle in a house

The morning after death

Is solemnest of industries

Enacted upon earth,-

The sweeping up the heart,

And putting love away

We shall not want to use again

Until eternity.

*****

Que alvoroço na casa

Onde alguém morreu

Trabalho mais solene

Entre a terra e o céu,-

Varrer do coração,

E guardar com saudade

0 amor que não se vai usar

Até a eternidade.
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The spider as an artist

Has never been employed

Though his surpassing merit

Is freely certified

By every broom and Bridget

Throughout a Christian land.

Neglected son of genius,

I take thee by the hand.

*****

Jamais alguém empregou

A aranha como artista,

Embora seu talento

Sem rival salte ã vista

De cada vassoura

Neste mundo cristão.

Filha enjeitada do gênio,

Tomo-te pela mão.
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We never know we go, - when we are going

We jest and shut the door;

Fate following behind us bolts it.

And we accost no more.

*****

Hão sabemos que é o adeus, quando partimos,

Brincando, transpomos os umbrais;

0 destino nos segue, tranca a porta,

E não nos vemos mais.
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Who has not found the heaven below

Will fail of it above.

God's residence is next to mine,

His furniture is love.

*****

Quem não achar o céu aqui na terra

Não o encontrará quando se for.

A morada de Deus é junto ã minha,

Seu mobiliário, o amor.
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The soul unto itself

Is an imperial friend.-

Or the most agonizing spy

An enemy eould send.

Secure against its own.

No treason it can fear;

Itself its sovereign, of itself

The soul should stand in awe.

*****

A alma é de si mesma

Amiga imperial.

Ou o espião mais atroz

De inimigo fidagal.

Garantida contra os seus.

Traidor não teme;

Rainha de si, só a si mesma deve

Terror solene.
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You left me, sweet, two legacies,-

A legacy of love

A Heavenly Father would content,

Had he the offer of;

You left me boundaries of pain

Capacious as the sea,

Between eternity and time,

Your consciousness and me.

*****

Deixaste-me duas heranças,-

Uma de amor

Digna do Pai Celeste

Se a ele legada for;

Outra, de dor infinita

Vasta como o mar,

Entre o tempo e a eternidade,

0 teu e o meu meditar.
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The brain is wider than the sky,

For, put them side by side,

The one the other will include

With ease, and you beside.

The brain is deeper than the sea,

For, hold them,blue to blue

The one will the other absorb,

As sponges. buckets do.

The brain is just the weight of God

For lift them, pound for pound

And they will differ, if they do,

As syllable from sound.

*****

A mente é mais vasta do que o céu,

Se os medes bem,

Uma o outro contém

Com folga, e a ti também.

Mais profunda do que o mar.

Azul com azul luta embalde

Uma absorve o outro,

Como a esponja, o balde.

A mente tem de Deus o peso exato.

Se o instrumento que os pesa e bom,

Diferirão, se tanto,

Como silaba e som.
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It was too late for man,

But early yet for God;

Creation impotent to help,

But prayer remained our side.

How excellent the heaven,

When earth eannot be had;

How hospitable, then, the face

Of our old neiphbour, God.

*****

Tarde demais para o homem,

Cedo ainda para Deus;

A ajuda humana impotente

Mas a prece ao nosso lado.

Que excelente o céu,

Quando a terra nos foge;

Que hospitaleira, então, a face

Desse velho vizinho. Deus

163

From Selected poems & l.etters of

Emily Dickinson.

Fdited. with an Introduction,

by Robert N. Linseott.

New York, Doubleday, 1959.
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Herzila BASTOS*

RELFEXÔES SOBRE RELAÇÕES ENTRE NAÇÕES, INTERRELAÇAO LÍNGUA /
CULTURA E ENSINO DE LÍNGUAS ESTRANGEIRAS

(RELATIONS BETWEEN NATIONS, INTERRELATION LANGUAGE/CULTURE

AND FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHING)

RESUMO

Este artigo se propõe a ser uma base de questionamentos

e não uma pesquisa concluída sobre o assunto aventado no títu -

Io.

Primeiramente, discute-se a relação de dependência e de

falta de confiança em termos culturais que marcam os países de

terceiro mundo em relação aos países desenvolvidos. Em seguida,

aborda-se a questão da interrelaçao língua/cultura, em forma de

questionamento. Até que ponto uma língua expressa uma cultura ?

0 que acontece quando se ensina uma língua estrangeira a uma

pessoa?

Num terceiro momento, remete todos os pontos considera

dos no trabalho ã postura do professor face a eles. Qual a posi

ção do docente frente a essas questões? Existe uma postura? Uma

série de perguntas são levantadas. Finalmente, a autora expres

sa sua opinião.

* Professor Auxiliar de Língua Inglesa do Departamento de Letras
Germânicas da Faculdade de Letras da UFMG.
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SUMMARY

This paper aims at being a moment of questioning rather

than a research about the topic expressed in the title.

At first, the writer deals with the feelings of dependence

and lack of self-confidence in cultural terms that mark the

relationship between underdeveloped and developed countries.

Then, she questions the interrelation between culture and language.

To what extent does a language express the culture of the people

that speaks it? What really happens when a foreign language is

taught to a person?

As a third step, the writer deals with ali the topics

mentioned previously but now the teacher is considered, i.e.,

the questioning now is: what is the attitude of the teacher in

relation to each one of these topics? Several questiona are

raised. Finally, the writer expresses her opinion.
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Cumpre notar que este artigo não se propõe a ser uma pes

quisa e sim um momento de questionamento sobre um tema que tan

to tem preocupado profissionais de Letras e de Educação: nenhum

ensino escapa a interesses e posturas culturais de um povo.

Conforme afirma Firth (1964:67 ), "eada homem carrega

eua cultura e muito de sua realidade aooial para onde for." Se

gundo ele,

começamos noeeae vidae com oe papêie aimplea de
dormir e alimentar-noe, mas quando começamoe a noa
tornar ativoe socialmente, a partir doa doia meaea
de idade, gradualmente acumulamos papêie sociais .
Durante o nos8o período de creaoimento, noa noa in
eorporamoa ò organização eocial ã qual perteneemoe,
aando que a condição principal e o meio de ae atin
gir eaaa incorporação ê aprender a dizer o que o
outro eepera que digamos, dadas ae eirounatanciae.
(FIRTH in HYMES, 1964:67)

Essa mesma relação que se nota a nível individual é per

cebida a nível de nações. Assim sendo, cada nação tem em seus

nativos uma cultura e uma realidade social própria. Entretanto,

nenhum país é ilha isolada. Da mesma forma que nós nos incorpo

ramos ã organização social ã qual pertencemos, as nações se in-

terrelacionam entre si.

Toffler, nessa relação entre nações, aponta que os pai -

ses de terceiro mundo, como colonizados que já foram, até hoje,

numa relação clara de neo-colonialismo, não têm tido o direito

de viver suas etapas de desenvolvimento até o fim. Considerando

se três ondas mundiais - a de agricultura, a industrial, a da

informática - aos países de terceiro mundo é negado cumprir in

tegralmente as etapas de uma "onda" e a outra já lhes é imposta,

por interesses externos e/ou internos influenciados pelos pri-
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meiros. Em resumo, empenham-se numa corrida onde serão sempre

os eternos retardatários.

Gazolla, em comunicação na Semana de Estudos Anglo-Germâ

nicos da UFMG, em 1986, ainda ressalta que esses países se redu

zem a "eco" do padrão do colonizador (que seria o Narciso, preo

cupado somente consigo mesmo). 0 máximo que poderiam fazer se -

ria aterem-se a imagem pré-concebida que os do primeiro mundo

têm deles, ou seja, a de países exóticos.

0 Brasil não escapa a esse padrão. Todas as tendências

de um povo estão em sua cultura que, nesse caso, vê-se extrema

mente susceptível a modismos e estrangeirismos. Há algum tempo

prevalecia, principalmente nas camadas mais altas, a educação

predominantemente humana imposta pela cultura francesa. Essa fa

se ainda não havia frutificado em termos nacionais, quando a

diretriz mundial se alterou: a tecnologia ganhou terreno, o que

foi um dos fatores que levaram a língua inglesa a começar a pre

valecer.

Aparentemente, os países europeus, por exemplo,vivem os

cilações de interesses mundiais sobre uma base sólida de confi

ança em sua própria cultura, apresentando, então, valores pró -

prios até mesmo intransigentemente arraigados. Por outro lado ,

os paísee de terceiro mundo não têm sequer confiança de terem

qualquer base cultural a sustentá-los, exceto, talvez, a imagem

que lhes é devolvida do exterior: "exóticos", "sem seriedade" ,

etc.

Como ressaltou Solange Ribeiro em palestra na UFOP em se

tembro de 1986 e em artigo na "Revista de Estudos Germânicos"

n? 6, nem entreguismo e apatia, nem isolacionismo são posturas

desejadas se perseguirmos alguma maturidade cultural. 0 contato
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com outras culturas pode ser um momento de grande postura críti

ca e crescimento.

A questão de cultura de um povo nos remete ao problema

da língua. Afinal, entre outros fatores, aparentemente, a cada

hegemonia política e cultural de uma nação representante de um

pensamento dominante eqüivale a valorização exacerbada da lín -

gua falada nesse país.

Cabe aqui repetirmos as perguntas fundamentais de Hymes:

"Até que ponto e de que modo uma língua eetá relaeionada com a

visão de mundo daqueles que a falam?" (p. 115). E mais, "oa hó-

bitoa e diferenças lingüiaticaa podem ser tomadas como determi-

nantee de outros tipos de diferenças e hábitoa?" (p. 116).

Não raro nossos alunos de Inglês nos perguntam porque o

pronome pessoal da primeira pessoa - "I" - é escrito com maiús

cula, ou porque a língua inglesa não tem desinências verbais.Es

ses f.atos lingüísticos atuais seriam um reflexo de razões cultu

rais? No que essas razões culturais difeririam das nossas de

brasileiros, numa análise lingüística do Português?

Língua e cultura são indissociáveis e os professores de

línguas devem estar atentos a isso, inclusive os que dão aula

do vernáculo.

Segundo Kroeber, em Hymes, para Boas, "devo haver parale_

liemo entre o comportamento hiatórieo da língua e da eültura "

(p. 656). Segundo Hymes, Boas "via a língua eomo intrinsecomen

ta envolvida numa cultura, a não como determinante da meema "

(p. 118).

Hymes continua a discussão sobre esse tópico tão impor

tante para os profissionais de Letras ao dizer:
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Eeperar-eo-ia uma pergunta fundamental a ser reepondida
pela Antropologia Soeial: como uma língua estaria rela
cionada à oatrutura social da comunidade na qual ela ê
falada? (...) A maioria doe estudos, não_importaja fon
te, eão oatudos de casos aom pouea atenção dada a eompa
ração intar-eultural. (...) Enquanto operarmos em ter -
moe de língua a cultura eonoebidae eomo coisas separa -
dae, internamente homogêneaa e dietintaa exteriormente,
ê comum fai armoa da língua e da eultura de um povo."
(HYMES, 1964:385)

Ele implica que, quando não se percebe uma coincidência de lín

gua, cultura e povo, pode-se verificar dois casos: "uma língua

e eultura acontecendo além doe limitee de uma dada comunidade

de fala e o problema da co-oeorrêneia de maie de uma Ixngua a

eultura dentro de uma meema comunidade " (HYMES, 1964:385-6).

A atividade de uma comunidade constitui um sistema no

qual cada fala tem uma mensagem, um codificador, um decodifica-

dor, um canal, etc.

Esse sistema reproduz-se também no primeiro caso mencio

nado, ou seja, uma língua e cultura acontecendo alem dos limi -

tes de uma comunidade de fala. É o caso discutido por Diebold:

o contato e convergência entra duae linguaa o culturas
diferentee resulta numa situação sociológica na qual o
mesmo indivíduo aprende elementos de um sistema lingüÍ8_
tieo ou cultural que não o seu sistema nativo. Contato
lingüístico - bilingüiamo;

aa mudanças lingüiaticaa resultantes de tal contato
eão chamadas empréstimos ou intorferêneiaa;

para oa antropólogos, a situação de aprendizagem não ê
eontato lingüietieo, mae contato cultural e o proceeao
de aprendizagem ê a aculturação. (DIEBOLD, in HYMES,
1964:496)

Bloomfield chama a atenção para o fato de que "em to do a

oa oaeos, é a língua 'inferior' que empresta da 'euperior' ".
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(BLOOMFIELD in HYMES, 1964:497)

Podemos visualizar o seguinte: de um lado existe a situa

ção configurada por empréstimos estrangeiros normais em qual

quer língua, empréstimos esses de culturas "superiores" em de -

terminado momento histórico, e, de outro, há a situação de bi -

lingüismo. Aparentemente, a nossa posição é intermediária em

termos lingüísticos: não há bilingüismo no Brasil e a questão

não se restringe a empréstimos estrangeiros normais.

Mesmo não havendo bilingüismo, há vocábulos ingleses em

canções brasileiras. Em depoimento de una orientadora educacio

nal de uma escola de primeiro grau na periferia de Belo Horizon

te, na hora do recreio, no pouco espaço de que dispõem, as cri

anças exigem e só se acalmam quando a orientadora coloca música

de discoteca para poderem dançar. As brincadeiras e canções de

roda, etc , têm menos interesse do que essas músicas nessa situ

ação. Portanto, é igualmente muito difícil respondermos onde e-

xatamente nos colocamos em termos de aculturação. Parece-nos es

tarmos mais identificados com a posição de terceiro mundo, na

qual há grande susceptibilidade a modismos e estrangeirismos ,

novamente numa situação intermediária entre aculturação em alto

grau e a posição de país consciente de seu valor cultural que

recebe influências exteriores em nível normal de nação que se

interrelaciona com outras.

Acrescentamos, então, â pergunta de Hymes, "Até que pon

to a de que modo uma língua eetã relacionada com a visão de mun

do daqueloa que a falam?", mais uma: Se é verdade que essa vi -

são de mundo está relacionada com a língua nativa de um país, o

que acontece ao se ensiná-la a pessoas de outros povos? E mais:

como fazer desse ensino um instrumento de conscientização e não
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de agravamento do quadro delineado acima?

Acreditamos que vários ramos das ciências humanas devam

ser envolvidas na tentativa de resposta a essas perguntas, mas

também cremos que elas nos remetem â discussão do papel ideoló

gico do professor durante a aprendizagem, especificamente de

uma língua estrangeira.

Tomando-se cada ponto levantado neste trabalho de refle

xão, agora considerado em relação ao docente, teremos algumas

perguntas a nos fazer:

- Que atitude tomamos frente ã queima de etapas menciona

da por Toffler? Damos-lhe força ao mostrarmos o modo de vida do

povo estrangeiro como incondicionalmente desejável, em detrimen

to dos nossos próprios passos, ou será que tentamos separar as

realidades objetivamente, mostrando a interrelaçao econômica e

sociológica entre elas?

- Reforçamos a imagem de "exotismo" ao sempre nos compa

rarmos apenas com a metrópole e nunca com povos semelhantes a

nos? Será que estamos certos ao nos atermos ao conhecimento a-

penas da cultura dos povos desenvolvidos falantes da língua es

tudada? Por exemplo, se se estuda o Inglês, atermo-nos â cultu

ra americana e â inglesa, ou, se estudando o Francês, atermo-nos

â cultura da França, ou, se estudando o Espanhol, atermo-nos tão

somente â cultura da Espanha, e assim por diante, parecendo que

povos de terceiro mundo como nós, ou segmentos menos privilegia

dos de forma geral, não nos transmitem nada na sua luta por se

encontrar, luta, aliás, que é nossa também.
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- Qual o nosso nível de consciência do fato de uma lín -

gua poder ser, teoricamente pelo menos, veículo da visão de mun

do daqueles que a falam? Com que seriedade consideramos esse as

pecto, principalmente se levamos em conta que, culturalmente,po

demos ser susceptíveis a estrangeirismos e modismos? Será que

restringimo-nos ao ensino de sintaxe, etc, sem prestarmos aten

ção ao que estamos repassando a nível de idéias? Se tal questio

namento quanto â interrelaçao língua/cultura é válido no ensino

do vernáculo, mais sério ainda se torna quando lidamos com i-

déias de um outro povo. E se esse povo é considerado "superior",

é claro que o problema se agrava ainda mais. Bem lembra Solange

Ribeiro, em seu artigo na''Revista Estudos Germânicos"n9 6, que

nós de terceiro mundo não lemos o que vem do estrangeiro criti

camente. Segundo Sabará, em seus estudos na área de ideologia,

tal atitude se deve, dentre outros fatores, a um "complexo de

colonizado".

- Como nós nos posicionamos frente â situação intermedia

ria entre bilingüismo e posição dita normal de interação lin

güística? Será que não reforçamos um "complexo" ao dizermos a

língua estrangeira ser mais "sonora", "objetiva", ou qualquer

outro adjetivo que a ponha diferente do Português e não como

língua totalmente autônoma da nossa?

Dentro de tudo o que foi levantado nestas reflexões, pa

rece-nos, a nível institucional de formação do professor, que a

prática de reforçar o conhecimento de uma camada privilegiada

dos países desenvolvidos, seja através de estudos de língua ou

de literatura, vem muito a propósito para todo um "status quo"
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já estabelecido. Em outras palavras, como educadores, nós, pro

fessores de línguas estrangeiras, qualquer seja ela, não es

tamos fazendo mais do que corroborar o que nos é transmitido no

dia-a-dia de um país de terceiro mundo: por analogia com o que

esses povos desenvolvidos conseguem e nós não conseguimos, so

mos diferentes, não temos a eficiência e clareza de raciocínio

desejadas, não somos sérios.

Por que tanta dificuldade em se ter estudos TAMBÉM de po

vos com realidade de terceiro mundo? Será que temos em relação

a eles o mesmo complexo de superioridade que os desenvolvidos

têm em relação a nós? Ou será que o nosso complexo de inferiori

dade em relação aos "grandes" é tão marcante que achamos que só

com os poderosos desses países podemos aprender? Será que não

estamos caindo numa armadilha ao nos restringirmos tanto (a ní

vel de tipo de país (metrópole) e a nível de classe social den

tro do país escolhido)? Por mais "ricos culturalmente" que esse

país e esse segmento social escolhido possam ser, será que não

reforçamos diversas das características de terceiro mundo ("e-

co", "complexo", "susceptibilidade a estrangeirismos") ao SO* es

tudarraos esses povos e esses segmentos? Eles não podem ser ex

cluídos, mas será que devem ser os únicos? Esta é a grande per

gunta.

Cremos que contato diversificado possa ajudar em termos

de postura critica e consciente do professor quanto ã nossa po

sição no cenário cultural, não confundido com cenário econômi

co. E, se o professor se posicionar frente a isso, ele reproduz

essa postura por onde passar.

Uma vez que esse contato inexiste, cabe-nos fazer uma

pergunta crucial dentro da realidade que vivemos, com todas as
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suas limitações: será que estamos conscientes de trabalharmos

com uma língua estrangeira num país que luta para se encontrar

e que apresenta as características delineadas no início destas

reflexões?

Fazemos esta pergunta porque acreditamos:

- Que o ensino de línguas estrangeiras pode ser um fator

inigualável de conscientização do nosso próprio valor enquanto

nação e nosso lugar no cenário cultural,

a) se percebermos que, por ser este um momento de contato com

outra cultura, inevitavelmente, mesmo sem o desejarmos cons

cientemente, nós nos posicionamos frente ao outro povo, qua-

lificando-o e a nós mesmos;

b) se percebermos que uma sala de aula é um local onde pode-se

questionar uma realidade, refletindo-se sobre ela. Não há ne

cessidade de "engolir" o que nos é destinado como acontece

quando assistimos televisão e nos sentimos "bombardeados"

por tanta informação;

c) se o professor agir como "filtro" e não como "intensificador"

da mensagem veiculada ao ensino de línguas estrangeiras. Nes_

se caso, o contato com a "metrópole" pode ser muito importan

te num trabalho de conscientização.

Conseqüentemente, acreditamos que o posicionamento do

professor frente ã queima de etapas, ao estigma, assumido ou não.

de "exotismo", e ã questão da aculturação serão determinantes

no seu trabalho, o qual muito se ressentirá da ausência desses

questionamentos. Daí a razão deste trabalho de reflexão.
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SUMMARY

This work deals v;ith the deecription, distribution and

classification of the English consonantal phonemes: /t/, /g/,

/i/, /l/, /c/ and the vowel phonemes: /u/ and /a/ and their

contrast to the- corresponding Portuguese Phonemes. Not only the

contraet is shown but also the problems related to the learning of

the above phonemes and their allophones by Portuguese speakers and

some possible techniques and pieces of advice to minimize the problem.

RESUMO

Este trabalho trata da descrição, distribuição e classifi

cação dos fonemas /t/, /g/, Ia I, /!/, /c/ do Inglês e dos fone -

mas vocálicos /u/ e /a/ e o seu contraste com os fonemas corres

pondentes do Português. Hão somente a análise contrastiva ê apre

sentada, mas também os problemas relacionados com o aprendizado

destes fonemas por falantes do Português e algumas técnicas de

ensino de pronúncia para minimizar o problema.

* Professor Assistente de Língua Inglesa do Departamento de Le
tras Germânicas da Faculdade de Letras da UFMG.
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Before starting with the description, distribution and

classification of the consonantal phonemes /t/, /g/, /$/, /l/,

/c/, and the vowel phonemes /u/ and /a/ in Enplish and their

contrast to the corresponding Portuguese phonemes, both Enplish

and Portuguese consonantal and vowel charts will be drawn, and

some considerations conceming the contrast of two sound systems

will be pointed out. Not only the contrast will be shown but

the problems related to the learning of the above phonemes and

their allophones by Portuguese speakers and some possible

techniques and pieces of advice to minimize the problem will be

presented. Throughout the work we will see that in learning the

sound system of a foreign language one finds some sounds that

are physically similar to those of the native language, that

structure similarly to them, and that are similarly distributed.

Learning of such phonemes occurs, as Lado States in Lingüístico

aoroaa eulturea, by simple transfer without diffieulty. On the

other hand, one also finds sounds that are not part of the

sound system of the native language, that structure differently,

or that are differently distributed. Learning of these occurs

slowly, and diffieulty with them is more persistent. As an

example of the latter, we have the English voiceless fricative

/0/ and its voiced homorganic /tf whieh constitute an important

pronunciation problem for Portuguese speakers, due to the fact

that these phonemes are absent from our sound system.

Even when the native language has a similar phoneme and

the variants are similar, if it does not oceur in the same

position as in the native language, the learner will have

trouble producing and hearing it in the position in whieh it

occurs in the foreign language. So, as Mário Mascherpe points
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out m Analiee comparativa doe eiatemae fonológieoa do inglês e

do portuguea, four áreas of diffieulty faced by Portuguese

speakers when learning English must be discussed:

1. Phonologieal errors - there are phonemes in the language to

be learned which have no correspondents in the phonologieal

system of the learner's native language. By comparing English

to Portuguese one may notice that in Portuguese there are no

equivalents for the English phonemes /c7, /jj/./a/ and /<•/

among others. Portuguese iMl and //"/, for instance, are

absent from English.

2. Phonetic errors- there are comparable phonemes in the native

language as well as in the foreign language, but they have

different phonetic features. While English /t/, for instance,

is apico-alveolar, Portuguese /t/ is dental.

3. Allophonic errors - corresponding phonemes in both languages

present partially similar and partially different allophonic

struetures. English /p/, for instance, presents three

distinct allophones Cp J , Cpl and Cp~J, while Portuguese /p/

presents only one allophone Cp7.

4. Distributional errors - there are contraete in the dietribution

of corresponding phonemes in both languagee. English /m/, for

instance, occurs in word final position, while Portuguese /m/

does not oceur in such a position.

Therefore the comparison of each phoneme mentioned above
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will include at least three checks: 1 - Does the native language

have a phonetically eimilar phoneme? 2 - Are the variants of

these phonemes similar in both languages? 3 - Are the phonemes

and their variants similarly distributed?

Considering plosive sounds, then, we will notice that

there is no possibility for phonologieal errors because both

Portuguese and English present six stops or plosives, which are

comparable: /p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /k/, /g/. As to phonetic errors

only /t/ and /d/ will present some problem, due to the fact that

the English sounds have an alveolar point of articulation, while

Portuguese IXI and /d/ are dental. Another problem will be the

pronunciation of /t/ and /d/ before /i/ because in this position

in Portuguese they are pronounced /C / and /J I respectively.

As to allophonic errors the voiced plosives /b/, /d/ and /g/ will

present no great problem, since they are similar in both

languages. The only problem being presented by CtTj and CiTj

and fg~J, as it will be shown later on in this work in relation

to fg~J. The voicelees plosives and the voiced ones as well do

not occur in final position in Portuguese. Ab a result the learner

will tend to add a vowel after them in this position. This vowel

is generally /i/. Words such as cap, will be pronounced */Klpi /

and cat */*£&/ or */K£."cl/.

Another aspect to be dealt with is the clusters*that is,

sequence of sounds formed by the consonantal phonemes to be

studied in this work. Do these English clusters have any problem

for Portuguese speakers? /©r/, for example, as in three occurs

in English but does not occur in Portuguese. We can assume, then,

that /6r/ will constitute a problem for Brazilian speakers

learning English. Initial clusters such as the ones in stay and
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slave will offer a preat difficultVj since they do not occur

word initially in Porturuese. '''he speaker's tendency is to insert

a vowel before them and in the case of slave, also transform /s/

into its voiced counterpart /z/, because after the ineertion of

/i/, /e/ is between two voiced sounds: ft/ií>£<iV/, */ i LlZ^v /.

Let us now draw the two charts and try to compare them

briefly before studying the sounde mentioned above in detail.
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PORTUGUESE CONSONANTAL CHART

Manner of
articulation

Position of Articulation

bilabial
labio-
dental

dental alveolar palatal velar

Stop vi

vd

P

b

t

d

k

8

Fricative vi

vd

f

V

s

z

s"

Nasal m n y*

Lateral 1 /

Vibrant r

Semi-vowel j w

By comparing the two charts drawn above, we may observe

that there are twenty-four consonantal phonemes in English

including the semivowels /j/ and /w/; while in Portuguese there

are twenty-one consonantal phonemes, also including the two

semivowels. Both languages have the same number of stops or

plosives, that is, /p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /k/ and /g/. The sounds

/p/ and /b/ have the same point of articulation in English and

Portuguese, that is they are bilabial. /k/ and /g/ are velar in

both languages. From the plosives only /t/ and /d/ have different

points of articulation, while they are apico-alveolar in English,

they are dental in Portuguese. One feature shared by English

voiceless stops which the corresponding Portuguese plosives do
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not present is aspiration, that is, a rather strong release of

breath between the opening and the beginning of voicing for the

following vowel. The amount of aspiration in /p, t, k/ ie rather

variable in most English dialects, but the variation is never

significant and it may be nearly or entirely lacking in certain

environments, such is the caee of /p/ after /e/, e.g. epill

/Jptt/. The voiceleee eeries /p, t, k/ tend to be pronounced

with more muscular energy and a stronger breath effort than the

voiced series /b, d, g/. The former are known as relatively

strong or fortis, the latter as relatively weak or lenis.

The affricates IC/I and / J*7 do not occur ae phonemes in

Portuguese. They are allophones of /t/ and /d/ respectively. As

to the fricative coneonante, Portuguese does not present the

interdentals / 8/ and / il /. The sounds /s/ and /z/ have the same

point of articulation, being alveolar in English and in Portuguese.

/f/ and NI offer no great problems to a Portuguese speaker, since

they have the same featuree and number of allophones. /s/ and

/z7 are palatal in both languages. Both English and Portuguese

have the same number of nasais, being English /9/ different from

Portuguese l/n I. I *) I is a velar sound, while Ifnl is palatal.

Portuguese has two lateral phonemes: 111 and /JC I, while

English has only one: 111.

The phoneme Irl is retroflex in English but vibrant in

Portuguese. The glottal stop /? I is also absent from the

Portuguese phonologieal system. While Portuguese has a voiceless

velar fricative Ixl, English has a voiceless glottal fricative

/h/. From the above phonemes only /t/, /g/, /è /, ICVI and 111

will be dealt with in detail.
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ENGLISH

1. The voiceless apico-alveolar stop.

/ti - c th 7 - Cxi - cx~ j - <td;

PORTUGUESE

1. The voiceless dental stop

IXl - Cx 7 - / cV

English and Portuguese IXl share some features. They are

both oral voiceless stops but besides having different points

of articulation, they have different allophones or variants.

English IXl is produced with the tip of the tongue touching the

alveolar ridge and the soft palate raised. This phoneme presents

four different variants or allophones C X 7: aspirated;

unaspirated C t 7, unreleased C x~7 and flap C D 7. The allophone

CX 7 occurs in word-initial position, e.g. ten C i. £n 7,

tall C "t ot 7; in syllable-initial position before stressed

vowels, e.g. attack C dt*1 3e.h~ 7, and in word-final position in

free-variation with CxJ and C X~ 1, e.g. cat C KVt^ 7. The

allophone / D / occurs between a stressed and an unstressed

vowel, e.g. pretty C pri oi J. CtJ occurs in word-initial

position after C s7, e.g. still C stií 7; in syllable-initial

position before unstressed vowel, e.g. butter C oATJar 7. amj

in word-final position in free variation with C t 7 and C X~ J,

e.g. cat C K«• t 7. Unreleased C X~ J occurs before another stop,

e.g. football C fat b01- 7,and in final position in free-

variation with Cth7 and C X], e.g. boat C bowt 7 - Cbo^JtJ
- Z* bowfj.

The Portuguese voiceless dental stop is produced with the
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blade of the tongue touching the upper teeth and the soft palate

raised. It has only two allophones: Cx J, which occurs before

ali vowels, except CiJ, and / cvI, which occurs before CiJ.

Let us first consider the allophone CtJ. It does not

exist in Portuguese. Portuguese speakers will not aspirate it,

and use C X 7 in its place. As a result English speakers will

hear C d 7 whenever C X 7 should occur. This is due to the

fact that in English the aspiration neutralizes the voiced/

voiceless contrast. A native speaker interpreta lack of

aspiration as a mark of the lenis sound, in this case C d J.

The danger is particularly great for speakers of Portuguese,

where the opposition between lenis and fortis stops relies

purely upon presence or absence of voice.

Examples: ten C th£n J Port. * C t <£ J
time fíh4Ym 7 Port. * f tayrvii.7

As Lado points out in Linguiatica aeroaa eulturoa

we have ample evidenee that when learning a foreign
language we tend to tranefer out entiro native language
sue tem in the vroceaa. We tend to tranefer to that
language our phonemes and their variante, our etreea
and rhythm patterne, our traneitione, our intonation
patterna and their interaction with other phonemee.
(p. 11)

So, whenever teaehing the allophone C X J to Portuguese speakers,

besides emphasizing that its articulation in English is an alveolar

one, made with the tongue-tip raised, while the corresponding

unaspirated sound in Portuguese has a dental rather than an

alveolar point of contact, special attention should be given to

aspiration, because they will not be able to listen to it. They
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should be told that this sound is produced with a rather strong

puff of air, mainly when it occurs initially in an accented

syllable. Gimson even suggests in An introduetion to the

pronuneiation of Englieh, "the adoption of affrieation aa a

etage in learning aepiration of voieeleae ploaivea in atrongly

aeeented poaitiona " (p. 154). English and Portuguese words

should be given so as to make the contrast quite clear. Lists

of words such as the following would be useful:

PORTUGUESE ENGLISH

tempo time

tablete tablet

talento talent

tarefa task

taxa tax

As a technique to make the learners see the difference

and produce the sound correctly, the pairs of words eould be

pronounced close to a lighted match and the students will see

that only in the second case it is put out.Or they eould be told

to pronounce them with their mouths close to a mirror and they

will notice that in the second case it becomes dull. To ask the

students to pronounce the words with a sheet of paper close to

their mouths would also fit the purpose because they will be able

to see that the sheet is blown away from their mouths only when

the English words are uttered. A similar technique is to ask

them to put some little pieces of paper on their hands and

pronounce the pairs of words with their mouths close to them.

They will notice that the pieces of paper are blown out of their
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hands when At 7 is produced. Such a proceeding should be

applied not only to show the difference in word-initial position

but also in syllable-initial position, before stressed vowels.

Examples: attain - atingir

attention - atenção

eternal - eterno

CxJ- This allophone corresponds to Portuguese CXj. Its

distribution in Enplish has already been mentioned in this work.

Portuguese CtJ occurs in word-initial position, e.g. teto

Z"t£tU-7, and in syllable-initial position, e.g. atado /"atddu.7.

Portuguese speakers will have no problem in pronouncing this

allophone since one calls their attention to its point of

articulation, which is dental rather than an apico-alveolar one.

So, the only problem here, will be the possibility of internai

interference, once they have learned how to pronounce C X J7.

The distribution of C X 7 should be compared to that of C X J.

Words containing C X 7 in word-initial position eould be

contrasted to words containing C X J after C s 7, where aspiration

does not occur:

C th 7 CXJ

till still

tough stuff

tone stone

tall stall

take steak

Another contrast should be given:/t /in syllable initial

position before a stressed vowel and C X J in syllable initial
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position before an unstressed vowel: attend and attack, for

instance, contrasted to butter, letter. after, etc. As the

allophone C X J does not occur in final position in Portuguese,

the tendency will be to insert CiJ after it, and then C X J

becomes CCV.J.

ENGLISH PORTUGUESE

tempest Ci.£.mpast7 * fètp £s cv'c 7

C X J - This allophone occurs in word-final position and before

another stop as it has been previously said. Ex. let CLítJ,

nut Cr\/\t~J, let down /"Ut d4w n J. in cases like worked,

the final t should be released because it is after another stop,

which is unreleased. The allophone C X~ J does not exist in

Portuguese. Whenever it occurs in English, Portuguese speakers

will insert CiJ after it:

ENGLISH PORTUGUESE

cat C K^aet" 7 cat * CK£<?J or *CKtCv(J
football Cfai"bo irJ football *Cfu.(ífihOwj

Drills should be devised and practised with the students

so that they do not insert an C i7 after Ct~ 7. If a foreign

learner aims at a near approximation of the speech of English

natives he should adopt other features besides the ones mentioned

above: a) inaudible release of plosives preceeding other plosives

or affricates; b) nasal release of plosives followed by a

homorganic nasal, especially IX, d/ + / n /; c/ lateral release

of IX, d/ + / 1 /.
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Flap C D 7 - This allophone occurs between a stressed and an

unstressed vowel. Ex: water /"'•voOSfJ; letter C itOdr J \

pretty f p t- £. 0 ú /. Asit does not occur in Portuguese it

should be intensively drilled so that Portuguese speakers do

not substitute it for its close phoneme / r /.

C cv7 - This Portuguese allophone occurs before CiJ, ex.:
v •

tia C C Ld 7 , at least, for some speakers. Their tendency,

then, will be to use it instead of C X 7 whenever the English

allophone occurs before CiJ or in final position. So, the

English word team will be pronounced * C Cv Lm C J. It would

be useful to contrast English words containing C X ] to Portuguese

words containing C c^J. The learners eould listen to the following

words, then, repeat them:

till C thLl- 1 til C C*L 1VJ

team C i*1 t!y m 7 time C Cviwt J

tea C -t> Cy -7 te C evC J

tick C ih i K 7 tique f Cvc K ^ 7

If the learners are not aware of this difference, words

such as the following would be pronounced the same way: pit

*C P l <ZVÍ 7; pitch * C pi d 7; peach * C pi dl 7;

pity * C pi Cvd 7. There would be the tendency not to

distinguish tease from cheese, which would also be pronounced

the same way *C cv l z l J.

A good exercise to practise ali the allophones of / t /

would be the reading of sentenees emphasizing the sound, such

as:

1. Tom teaches art to technical students.

2. Try the tongue-twister about the flute tutor.
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Another excellent exercise to drill not only ali the consonantal

and vowel sounds but also to practise rhythm and intonation at

the same time is the reading of lengthening sentences. A

lengthening sentence emphasizing I X I would be:

I waa quite put off. I waa quite put off my appetite.
To tell the truth, I was quite put off mu appetite.
To tell the truth. I waa quite put off my appetite
by terrible taloe. To tell the truth, I wae quite put
off ">y appetite by the terrible talee he told of
torture." (BARNARD, p. 102)

Let us now turn to the phoneme / g /.

ENGLISH PORTUGUESE

2. The voiced velar plosive. 2. The voiced velar plosive.

lgl = CgJ-Cg~J lgl = CgJ-Ct>J

The English voiced velar plosive /g/ presents the

allophones C g7 and C g" 7, while in Portuguese we have only

the allophone C gj, which occurs in word-initial and word-

medial position: gato C 9<*tu. j,t agosto C <a.o,ostu.7.

The allophone C g" 7 occurs in final position and before

another stop. As examples of the first position, we have:

tag C -l>aBâ- 7 and leg fug J. Lagged C 1 X.q~é J
begged C bíoçAj and eggcup C £§~KdpJ are examples of the

second position mentioned. The unaspirated CgJ occurs elsewhere,

ex. game C 9 e y wi 7; again C 3gev»a 7.

As the allophone C g~ 7 does not occur in Portuguese, and

the English CgJ corresponds exactly to C g 7 in Portuguese,
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Brazilians will have no diffieulty in pronouncing this sound

correctly. The only problem will be the insertion of C i J after

it in final position due to the absence of such a sound in final

position in Portuguese. So. a word like tag will be pronounced

* C t t g t 7, while the tendency to pronounce eggcup will be

* Ct^i K^pij .

The devoicing of C g 7 in final position would offer a

different kind of problem. Speakers should avoid excessive

voicing of the lenis series /b, d, p/, especially in this

position. But in spite of lacking a great degree of voicing in

such a position, learners should be told that the preceeding

sounds retain full length. Brazilian speakers would have

diffieulty to distinguish final CgJ from final CkJ, unless

the context is quite clear. Sentences like "Here's a good lock"

and "Here's a good log" would present a great deal of diffieulty

if the speaker were not told that the lenie C g 7 is distinguished

from its fortis counterpart in final position by the reduetion

of length of the sounds preceeding C k 7. A good exercise would

be the listening and repetition of words such as:

log - lock

rug - ruck

lag - lack

pig - .nick

league- leak

dug - duck

bag - back

hack - hag

Reading of the following lengthening sentence would be a

good exercise on the sound / g /: "Be qot a bea of suaar. He aot
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a bag of augar and aome pega. Be got a bag of augar and some peça

and grapea. He got a bag of eugar and aome pega and grapea from

the grocer and gave them to his grandmothar in Guernaey."

(BARNARD, p. 114)

The following phoneme to be contrasted is / o I.

ENGLISH

3. Voiced interdental fricative

/ ò" / = Cb J

PORTUGUESE

3. Voiced interdental fricative

/0/ = / 0 /

The voiced interdental fricative /c) /, which has only one

allophone Co J, occurs in ali positions in English: word

initial, as in: this C o is ]t they C èey J'; word mediai, as

in: father C f«a ^a *" J, gather C ^s.har J- and word final, as

in clothe C Kh10w à j. w£th C wi è 7. This phoneme is

absent from Portuguese, and experience shows that when the

foreign language uses a phoneme which does not exist in the

learner's native language, that is, when there is no phoneme in

the native language that eould be transferred to the foreign

language and actually function as the phoneme in question, the

student will have trouble hearing as well as producing the new

phoneme readily in learning the foreign language. He will

substitute some other phoneme from his native stock. So, as

Portuguese has no / o /, Portuguese speakers will replace it,

using C d 7, CzJovCvJ, which are close to C&J in their
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point of articulation, bringing about what is called a

phonologieal error. A word like they C à<2y7 will be pronounced

*C de-) J, *C 2ey J or C vey 7, but there would be a

preference for the first one *C cJe-y 7. In order to avoid such

a mistake Brazilian speakers should be told that these sounds

have different points of articulation, while To 7 is interdental,

C d 7 is dental, C z 7 is alveolar and / v / is labio-dental.

They should listen and repeat groups of words containing these

sounds. Useful lists would be:

I b I I d I 10/ I 7. I I à / /vi

breathe breeze thine vine

bathe bays live lithe

seethe sees than van

writhing rising that vat

lathe laze thee v

clothe close thou vow

they day

then den

there dare

those doze

though dough

Out of these lists several different exercises can be

done. The teacher can read the first column, then the next one,

making the students repeat after him. He may also choose the

same word or different words from the columns / o I and / d /,

for instance, so that the student says same or different. He may

also say a word and the student is supposed to give him the

number of the column it comes from. Sentences emphasizing the

sound / o / eould also be listened to and repeated. These

sentences should be structurally simple as to rhythm and

intonation so that the learner focus his attention mainly on the

produetion of the sound being studied. The following would be

good examples: 1 - You know Aunt Jane. She's my father'8 mother*s
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brother'8 cousin!

2- Honour thy father and mother.

3- The boy's bathing was against the father's wishes.

The diffieulty of / 3 /, and also of its voiceless

homorganic lei, lies not so much in their articulation, which

most learners can perform correctly in isolation, as in their

combination with other fricatives, especially C s 7 and C z 7.

Learners should, therefore, practise drills containing such

combinations involving rapid tongue glides, e.g. / s + a /: pass

the salt; / z + 3 /: is this it?; / © + s + & /: Smith's there;

/ 5 ♦ z ♦ % /: soothes them; etc.

The next phoneme to be contrasted is / 1 /.

ENGLISH

4. Alveolar lateral

n/*ri7-fh7- Ciqj

PORTUGUESE

4. Alveolar lateral

111 = C 1 J - C lv J - C 1>J

Only one alveolar lateral phoneme occurs in English,there

being no opposition between fortis and lenis, voiced and voiceless,

or fricative and non-fricative. Within the 111 phoneme three main

allophones occur:

1. Light or clear Cl 7, with a relatively front vowel resonance,

before vowels and / j /.

Ex.: a) word initial: leave C 2tyv7
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b) word mediai: silly C S i 1 *• J

c) word final, intervocalic in context: feel it /" f<-'y Z<lt 7

2. Dark CiJ, with a relatively back vowel resonance, finally

(in a pre-junctural position)after a vowel, before a consonant,

and as a syllabic sound following a consonant.

Ex.: a) word final, after vowel: feel C f C 2- J, call

f«3i 7

b) after vowel, before consonant: help C hti-p~J,
cold C Ko wfd7

c) syllabic: middle C *\ i d ir J, table C^eyoirJ

3. Voiceless C 17, following accented (aspirated) / p, k /

(less considerable devoicing occurs after / s, f, 9, sv/ or

weakly accented / p, t, k /.

Ex.: plane C p^Jeyn 7; fly C f 1 d. y 7

Portuguese 111 presents two allophones C 1 7 and C 1VJ.

The allophone f 17 is the voiced alveolar lateral, which occurs

in syllable initial position, syllable mediai position and

syllable final position immedíately followed by a vowel within

the same word. As examples we have: lado £ J4. d a 7 ; falar

C fd.l4.rj, claro C Kia.ru, 7, alegria C<U e. Qri<iJ, etc. The

allophone C 1" 7 is the velarized voiced alveolar lateral, which

occurs in syllable final position immediately followed by a

consonant within the same word and in word final position.

Ex.: mil Z"x»tlv7; algo C&lv$u.J

There will be no phonologieal error conceming 111

because it occurs in both languages, but the teacher should call
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the learner's attention to the fact that while in English the

sound 111 is produced with the tip of the tongue touching the

alveolar ridge, in Portuguese the front part of the tongue

touches the alveolar ridge.

Portuguese speakers will have no problem in pronouncing

the clear C 1 7, because English syllable-initial C 1 7 is

fairly similar to Portuguese CIJ, which occurs in word-initial

position and word-medial position. The problem will be the dark

CiJ in word final position, after vowel, or before consonant,

due to the fact that most Portuguese speakers will pronounce a

velarized C lv 7. Velarization is so great, here, that some

speakers will use the semivowel / w / instead of C lvJ. Then,

being the opposition mal - mau; vil - viu in Portuguese

neutralized, these pairs of words will become homonyms. So, when

speaking Enplish, Portuguese learners will tend to do the same

and pronounce feel C ftyi 7, for instance, as *C fClv J, or

even C [í•" 7; cold //kSwí-cT 7 as *C KOlvd 7 or CKwdj,
(being the words cold and code pronounced the same way); and

help C »i £1p- 7 as *C ha. lvp i7 or C htwpi7.
Therefore, besides calling the learner*s attention to the

fact that in English [ ± 7 in these positions must be uttered as

a consonantal sound rather than as a semivowel, intensive drills

should be done until this phoneme is produced correctly. Before

beginning to drill the sound 111 before vowels, the teacher

should call the learner's attention to the fact that in spite of

being similar to Portuguese 111, the point of articulation is

different. He will present lists of English and Portuguese words

containing this sound, e.g.:
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ENGLISH PORTUGUESE

late leite

list lista

lack leque

lord lorde

The learners are supposed to listen to then and then repeat

in chorus and individually. Sentences emphasizing the sound eould

also be drilled, e.g.:

1. She'11 like lookinp at the lilies in the lake.

2. He had long leps and leapt easily into the saddle.

3. Look at him wallowing in the lake like a crocodile in

the Nile!

The eame procedure may be applied for the recognition and the

produetion of dark CiJ. The learner should be told not to use

a semivowel instead of the alveolar sound.

For the syllabic dark / i /the tendency is to replace it

for a diphtong. The word table, for instance, will be pronounced

* C ie-/ bo w7.

Gimson points out in An introduetion to the pronunciation

of Englieh that care should also be taken to use a sufficiently

devoiced 111 after accented (aspirated) / p, k /. Accented

/p , k/ are distinpuished from / b, g /, mainly by their

aspiration; it is important that this aspiration should be made

clear in the sequences / pi, kl / by the voicelessness of the

/ 1 /. If this is not done, such a word as plot, pronounced with

a fully voiced 111, may be understood as blot. Pairs for

practise, relying largely on the opposition: voiceless versus
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voiced C 1 7 are: plot - blot; plead - blead: plight - blight:

clad - glad; class - glass; clue - glue.

We shall now go on with the phoneme / c"/.

ENGLISH

5. Voiceless palato-alveolar affricate

/ c*7 = C cv7

PORTUGUESE

5. Voiceless palato-alveolar affricate

/ 0 / = C 07

The phoneme C c"J in English is a fortis voiceless

palato-alveolar affricate, which occurs in word-initial, word-

medial and word-final position. As examples of word-initial

position, we have: cheese CCCyz J, chin C CvCr\ 7 and

choke C Cvo»siíJ• The words feature C fí^a^jrj and richer-

C *ri.cvar7 exemplify the phoneme / e'/ in word-medial position;

and wretch C r £ ev J and catch CKh#.c."J in final position.

It should be told that the fortis / cv/, when final in a syllable,

has the same effect of reducing the length of preeeding sounds

as was noted for / p, t, k /, while comparativelly full length

of preeeding sounds is retained before C^J. This effect must

be taken as a primary distinetive feature of the C cv7 - C J"J

opposition in final position.

/ cv/ does not occur in Portuguese as a phoneme, but as

an allophone of / t / before / i / as was pointed out before.

Therefore, there is a possibility of phonologieal error. The

learner will tend to substitute this phoneme for the one which
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is closer to it in Portuguese: / SvI. So, words such as cheap

will be pronounced C S* t p 7 instead of C C^Ly p - 7. Such an

error causes a preater problen: the neutralization between

sheep and cheap; shop and chon, for instance. Moreover, there will

be the insertion of / i / after C c"7 in final position. The

learner will pronounce catch, for instance, as */ f\£- tvi J. He

should be advised not to do so. Particular attention should also

be paid to the shorteninp of sounds precedinp I.' cvJ, which

eould be done with pairs of words containinp both / c*7 and

/ J1' / in final position, so that the learner eould contrast:

large - larch

ridge - rich

lunge - lunch

edge - etch

cadge - catch

Moreover, sequences of affricates should be practised, care

being takentopronour.ee the fricative elements of both affricates.

Ex: which chair; Dutch cheese, etc.

When teachinp the phoneme / c"/. a useful drill would be

to contrast / c"/ and I svl because some learners have diffieulty

to distinguish both sounds. Pairs of words and sentences such ae

the following eould be listened to and repeated:

/ cv/

chins

chore

chip

match

catch

watch

witch

/ s"l

shins

shore

ship

mash

cash

wash

wish

She's watching the baby

She'8 washing the baby.

The ditch was full of dirty water

The dish was full of dirty water.
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Interesting exercises can be done out of these lists. The

teacher can. for instance, pronounce some pairs of words or

sentences and ask the learner to say if they are sane or

different. He may also point to one word and pronounce it and

the student should say right or wrong .

Before starting with the contrast of the English vowel

sounds / 3 / and / ti / to the correspondinc Portuguese sounds,

the Fnglish and Portuguese Vowel Charts will be drawn and some

peneral considerations conceming both vowel systems will be

made.

THE ENGLISH VOWEL CHART

Front Central Back

High
i

t
a

OJ

Mid
&

LU
a

Ta]

0

Low fc ei 0

THE PORTUGUESE VOWEL CHART

Front Central Back

High

Mid

Low

1 u.

e 0

l d 0

Celso Cunha presents, in Gramática do portuguêa contempo

râneo (1978), a more detailed vowel chart, including reduced

and nasal vowels:
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Point of
Articulation

Front Central Back

Role of the

Hasal and Oral

Cavities
oral nasal oral nasal oral nasal

Raising
of

tongue

High close

Reduced

/ i /

I&I

/ i /

/ i /

1 it 1

10 1

/ «• /

/ «2/

Mid
close

Open

III
1 e /

lei IÔI

1 0 /

/ 0 /

Low

Close

Open

Reduced

/ d /

/ d /

1 a 1

1 ã 1

Let us first define a vowel phoneme and mention the three

elements which a description of a vowel must include. Vowels are

generally voiced sounds produced in a continuous stream of air

through the pharynx and mouth, with no obstruction and no

narrowing such as would cause audible friction. Instead, the

mouth passage is shaped into resonant chambers according to the

different positions of the tongue and the lips. Those positions

are only approximate. They vary considerably according to

phonetic environment and also fron dialect to dialect.

A description of vowel-like sounds must note:

1. the position of the soft palate - raised for oral vowels,

lowered for nasalized vowels;

2. the kind of aperture formed by the lips - degree of spreading

or rounding;
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3. the part of the tongue which is raised and the degree of

raising.

Considering these elements we will see that English has

nine vowel phonemes: CiJ, CeJ, CBJ, C"9tJ, C9J, CcLJ,

COJ, COJ, C U-7; while Portuguese has seven oral vowels:

CiJ, CeJ, Cl J, C ã J, COJ, COJ and C U.J, and five

nasal vowels: CiJ, CeJ, CÂJ, COJ, CU.J. From these only

English / d I, a mid central vowel and / U. /, a high back vowel

will be contrasted to Portuguese.

ENGLISH PORTUGUESE

1. The mid central vowel 1. The mid central vowel.

/ 3 / = C d 7 - CAJ C*J = C*J-£«)J

The vowel /3/, which is called schwa, has a very high

frequency of occurence in unaccented syllables. Its quality is

that of a central vowel with neutral lip position. It has two

allophones Cd J and Z~/\7. 13 1 occurs before CtJ and in

unstressed position. Ex.: about fabdwf7, writer C r<4.y*t<3*- 7;

bird C odta 7. Z~A 7 occurs elsewhere, ex.: sun C ,5An 7;

month C\y\t\Y\ò 7. The first problem a Portuguese speaker encounters

in relation to the mid central vowel schwa is that this phoneme

is absent from the Portuguese vowel system. He will tend, then,

to pronounce it rather like a lialf-close / e /, pronouncing the

word bird, not as C bdlc/"J but as *C bercJ 7. The word

number, for instance, is pronounced *C inAwi be r 7. Another

problem is that lal may do spelt with most vowel letters and

their combinations, being diffieult for the learner to recognize

the vowel. It may be spelt with the letters i, e, a, o, u and
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their combinations: ar, er, or, ou, our, ure. etc. As examples

we have: possible íp"o S 3 o i J ; gentlemen Zj"£ ntj. *vi«3ia7;

woman Z"wu. man 7; oblige C d b1 <t y Ív J; suppose ÍSdpOw _7;

particular C phJ- 11 Kys1ât 7; mother ^^a ò^t 7; doctor

Z" doK"tat 7; famous f fey^as 7; eolour Z-**1^ 1 at 7;

figure Z~ f LQat 7. It is most frequently in opposition either

with zero vowel, e.g. about, bout; waiter, wait or with

unaccented I L I, e.g. affect, effect. In addition, it should be

noted that / d / is normal in common unaccented weak forms of

such words as a, an, the, to, for, from, but, and, etc.

The learner should be advised that English / d / has no

lip-rounding and is extremely short so that he has no problem

producing this sound. In particular the learner should note

those syllables of a word containing 13 I, remembering that it

is a sound which occurs very frequently in English and that

observation of the unaccented syllables of a word is as much a

part of the word's accentual pattern as the stress expended on

the accented syllables.

Before starting to drill the vowel sound / d I, the

learners should be reminded that this sound does not occur in

Portuguese and must not be substituted for any Portuguese vowel.

They should listen to words and sentences containing the sound

and then repeat them. A useful exercise would be to contrast

/ 3 / with English / <1 / and / e / so that the students eould

see the difference. English words containing / 9 / and Portuguese

words containing /<£ / eould also be contrasted, e.g.:

ENGLISH P0RTU6UESE

love lave

us as
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but bate

assist assietir

America América

Texts must also be listened to and read so that the

learners may praetise the weak forms containinp / 9 /.

Nov? let us turn to the hiph back vowel / u /.

ENGLISH

2. The hif.h-back vowel I IL I

I u./ = //u.7 - Cvj

PORTUGUESE

2. The hiph-back vowel / /

I vl I = CU.J - C 9i J

The Enplish hij*h back vowel / U. / has two allophones

/ U.7 and I ir I. The allophone CU.J which occurs before £w7,

e.g. food C (awdj. is a back close vowel, but the tongue

raising is released from the elosest position and is somevhat

advanced from true back; its relationship with C xsj is similar

to that between CiJ and Cl 7, the articulation of Z"t 7 beinp

tense compared with that of /"t/7, though no firm contact is

made between the tonpue and the upper molars. The lips tend to

be closely rounded.

The allophone CvJ, which occurs elsewhere, e.g. book

(TbuK"7, put f px/t 7, is pronounced with a part of the

tongue nearer to centre than to back raised just above the

half-close position; it has, therefore, a symmetrical back
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relationship with the front vowel III; the tongue is laxly

held (compared with the tenser / LC /), no firm contact being

made between the toneue and the upper molars. The lips are

closely but looseiy rounded. This vowel occurs in both accented

and unaccented syllables, being present in the accented syllable

of a relatively small number of words. though some of these are

of common occurrence, e.g. put. good, look, would, etc. I ^I

does not occur in word initial positions nor before final / 9 /

and finally only in the unaccented form of to / tzj- /.

The Portuguese oral high back vowel / U- / has only one

allophone CU-J,which occurs in ali positions in Portuguese.

Ex.: urubu C u.ru-bu.7. English C U.J ie higher and tenser

than Portuguese / U. /, and English / cr / is lower"and more lax

than Portuguese / U. /. As a result Portuguese speakers will not

distinguish between the English allophones C u.7 and CvJ,

using the Portuguese vowel in both places. neutralizing, this

way, the phonemic contrast that exists between minimal pairs

such as Luke - look, and pool - pull.

Ex.: fool C fULW± J , full C f- V 3- 7

Port. * C f U, i- J

More diffieult is the relationship of C U.7 before a

voiced sound, reduced [U.J before a voiceless sound and C-rJ

as in: food C fM.wd~7, boot Z"buwt~7, (reduced ZTU.7), and

foot C f i-?\- 7. So, pairs of words containing both ClcJ and

/"L/7 should be listened to and repeated by the learners so that

they may grasp the difference. The followqng would be a useful

list:
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/' u 7 /"t/7

fool full

pool pull

cooed eould

who'd hood

Luke look

Exercises such as the ones described for the contrast of

consonantal sounds can be done out of this list. The speaker

should also drill words containing full and reduced CU.J.

Ex.: Z"U7 Z'U.7 (reduced)

rude root

lose loose

use (v) use (n)

A very important point the learner should be aware of is

that nasal resonance within words or at word boundaries, resulting

from anticipating or prolonged lowering of the soft palate in the

vicinity of a nasal consonant may occur: a) within word: possible

slight nasalization of vowel following / n / in now, of vowel

preeeding / m / in ham and / n / in and; of vowel between

nasal conconants in man, men, innermost; and of short vowels on

each side of the nasal consonant in any, sunny, summer, singer,

etc; b) at word boundaries: vowels may sometimes be nasalized

somewhat by the boundary nasal consonant of an adjacent word,

especially when an adjacent nasal consonant also occurs in the

word containing the vowel, e.g. the first /B I in bring another,

or / J / in come in, and also, without an adjacent nasal

consonant in the word containing the vowel (usually unaccented),
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e.g. / 3 / in come along, wait for me, etc. In spite of that

learners should know that these nasal consonants must be uttered

as such, not only as symbols of nasalization as in Portuguese.

Unless the learners' attention is called to this problem, their

tendency will be to pronounce the word soon, for instance, as

*/ iu. 7 and woman as »fwnma J, So,drills containing

the nasal vowel /u.7, for instance, in Portuguese and the

vowel C U.7 plus a nasal sound in English, may be practised:

PORTUGUESE ENGLISH

atum C <2 "t ôc 7 tomb C tl,tx.w>>i7

pum C p ul 7- spoon C -Spaivn7

rum Cru, J whom C hu.\^wi^

álbum /"<=! Vb d 7 boom C bu.wm7

zunzum C Z. U-Z-CLj zoom C 2.\à.\*/\y\J

After having compared the English consonantal sounds/ t /,

Igl,lol,lll, and / c'/ to Portuguese, we shall now go

on with the comparison of English and Portuguese clusters formed

by some of these phonemes. Generally English presents consonantal

clusters formed by two or three consonants in initial position

while in Portuguese there are no initial clusters formed by three

consonants. Initial clusters formed by three consonants will be

a problem to Portuguese speakers not only because they are

absent from Portuguese, but because in this case / s / is always

the first element. Then the learner will insert a vowel before

this phoneme. The word straw CSt.ro J, for instance will be

pronounced *£" ÍSEro 7. It is interesting to note that when

/ s / is followed by a voiced sound, besides the addition of
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/ i /, there will be its voicing: ex. small CSmo ± 7,

becomes / Cz*v\jw jm Final clusters formed by three or even

four consonantal sounds will be greatly diffieult for Portuguese

speakers for such clusters do not occur in Portuguese, not even

in initial position. ex. / J\-d I twelfth; / ri d I world;

/ vvipts / attempts; / rst I burst; / rts / quartz. Final

clusters resulting from the addition of plural morphemes, present

and past morphemes are far more diffieult for Portuguese speakers,

mainly because they will not know if the plural morpheme will be

I a I, I z I or I ií I, and the past morpheme / t /, / d /, or

/ Jd /, ex. / KS / books: / §Z / legs;/ Kt / talked; I nd I

opened.

Let ue begin with the clusters formed by / t / and another

consonant. We will find the following clusters in initial

position: I is I tsetse: I tr f tray (some phoneticians consider

I ir I a complex phoneme); I iy I tube: / cw/ / tweed; / -SC /

stand; / str / strew; / Sty / etudent. I tr I will also occur

in mid position, e.g. attract Z"9"t rd&HTtj. I il I will not

occur in initial position, but only in mid position e.g. atlas

CdtílesJ. Among final clusters we will have: /ts / tents;

/ nt / print; I pt I script: I ts / blitzj / kSt I text;

/dst / midst; / Jôt / whilst; / **pt / tempt; / rjtft" /

instinet. As to Portupuese, clusters occur only in syllable

initial position, never in syllable final position. Only two

types are found and the first element is either a plosive or

/ f / and / v / and the second / r / or / 1 /. In relation to

/ t / we have only / "ti- /, which will be found in initial and

mid positions, e.g. trama, traço, retrato. I tX I will occur

only in mid position, e.g. atleta. / g / forms initial clusters
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with / 1 /, / r / and / w /, for instance: / 02 / glow; I gr I

grass; / 0W / Gwendolen. The plural morpheme may form clusters

with words ending in / g /, e.g. / 9* / legs. Another cluster

is formed by / g / and the past morpheme / d /, e.g. I Qd I

begged. In Portuguese there are two clusters with / g /: / Qr I ,

which occurs in initial and mid position: grama, grosso, agravar;

and / 3i /, which occurs only in initial position: e.g. glacial,

glória.

The phoneme / o / does not form clustere in initial

position. We will only find clusters with / 3 / in final position:

/ bmz I rhythms; / oZ /dothes; I bd / writhed. Since

Portuguese has no interdental fricative, there are no clusters

with / & /.

There are a lot of clusters in English formed by 111.

In initial position we have: / bl / blow; / gl / glad; / spl /

splice; / fl / fly; I si I slow; I pi I play; I kl I clean.

In final position we have I IX I belt; I IV I milk; / lb /

bulb; /ld / weld; I lcvl beltch; / ljvl bulge; I If I self;

I 19 I health; I 15 I false; Ili I walls; I ri f curl, etc.

Portuguese has no clusters with 111 nor with / e"/. while

English presents only a few final clusters with / c"/, e.g.

/ nc1'/ bunch; / rc"/ search. Intensive drills should be done so

that Portuguese speakers may master English clusters in ali

positions. An important oral exercise on consonantal clusters

would be the repetition of words containing clusters beginning

with the sound / s /, e.g. sport

step

student

spirit

snob
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The learner should be told not to insert a vowel before / s /.

He eould begin by uttering a sequence of / s / and then complete

with the word: sssssport.

The above list eould be compared to the corresponding

words in Portuguese, so that the students eould notice the

difference:

sport esporte

student estudante

spirit espírito

snob esnobe

Another important drill is the one which consists of words

ending in / t / and / d / as past morphemes:

Ex.: / d / IXl

called wished

robbed helped

longed crossed

clothed watehed

Considering that the clusters I ri I and Irid/ are

absent from Portuguese, that the phoneme / 1 / is diffieult for

Portuguese speakers and also that a sequence of three consonants

as is the case of the second consonantal group, does not occur

in Portuguese, intensive drills should be done so that the

learners may master these clusters. Lists of words containing

these clusters should be listened to by the learners with

subsequent individual repetitions:

Ex.: girl world

earl hurld

pearl curled

hurl snarled
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Considering the English and the Portuguese phonemes

contrasted in this work.it is worth noting that there are similarities

but important differences between them, mainly in terms of point

of articulation, allophonic variations and their distribution.

Some of these points will present greater diffieulty for

Portuguese speakers as is the case of the phoneme / o" /, which

is absent from Portuguese. Learners will have, consequently,

diffieulty in recognizing and producing this sound. Another

important pronunciation problem presented here, is shown by the

feature aspiration, also absent from the Portuguese phonologieal

system. The allophone / t / is another great problem for Portuguese

speakers. Both vowels studied, here, also offer a serious problem,

due to the English distinetion Cu 7 and Z"v7, absent from

Portuguese, and Zô 7 in connected speech. This situation,

however, may be minimized if the teacher is aware of ali these

áreas of conflict, if his attention is frequently called to the

phonologieal. phonetic. allophonic and distributional errors

the learner will tend to make, if he has previously acquired a

good knowledge of the phonologieal system of the learner'8

native language, and if adequate exercises are devised and

presented to the students followed by clear, precise and simple

explanations conceming both phonologieal systems. Moreover, as

Gimson points out in An introduetion to the pronunciation of

English (1970), a foreign speaker of English may be generally

intelligible without adopting these features, such is the

redundancy of information carried in the Enplish utterance. But
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the foreign learner who aims at a near approximation of the

speech of English natives should try to adopt ali of them.
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"Aliee through Hacunaíma's looking-glaae"

Myriam CA. Ávila

Adviser: Cleusa Vieira Aguiar

22/08/86.

The comparison of Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland

and Through the looking-glaea with Mário de Andrade's Maeunaíma

leads to the delimitation of the achievements of these books. A

criticai evaluation is made of their emphasis on the question

of language, their relation to other pre-existent texts of

which they avail themselves, and the relative openness of each

of the texts to externai influences. The shift of criticai

standpoint obtained by focusing on a book from the viewpoint of

another book allows a new appreciation of each and the

revelation of what each is not. In the gap arising from the

difference between the texts it is possible to perceive elements

that would not otherwise the visible. The affirmation of one

text toward the other can be described as a translation in

which the modification undergone by the original and the re

creaiion of aesthetic elements in the final version reach their

maximum.
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Peter Shaffer's The royal hunt of the aun
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Adviser: Dr. Solange Ribeiro de OLIVEIRA

07/11/86

217

This is a study of Peter Shaffer's play, The royal

hunt of the aun, ir. the light of Antonin Arthaud's theatrical

theory, made explicit in his book, The theatre and ita double,

where two main points become evident: the use of the language

of the mise-en-scène and the use of the stage-auditorium as a

single whole. Both lead to a single aim, the experience of the

theatre as a kind of ritual.

The elements of the play, from the non-linguistic to

the most evidently verbal ones, constitute a particular theatre

language. While it is being uttered, it serves the purpose to

rouse special feelings in the spectators, who then will be

identified with the actors. As a consequence, the performance

becomes a ritual, which illustrates Arthaud's influence.
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Dissertação de Mestrado - Inglês

departamento de letras germânicas, curso de pós-graduação em

letras, fale/ufmg, 1986

"E.A. Poe; the fali of the maaque"

Júlio César JEHA

Adviser: Ana Lúcia Almeida Gazolla

26/06/86

This dissertation is a study of Edgar Allan Poe's

"The fali of the house of Usher" and "The masque of the red

death", as representative tales of the Gothic and, by extension,

of the fantastic mode. It has two axes: one is a survey of

criticai theories on the fantastic and its main manifestation,

the Gothic, in an attempt to distinguish the constituents of

the mode and to apply them to a reading of Poe's tales. The

other axis is centred on one of these constituents, an esoterie

substratum which underlies both texts and is fundamental to

Poe'8 metaphysics as expressed in his aesthetics, Finally,

the specular construction of the texts is examined, as well

as the use of intertextuality and the ideological questions

projected in terms of a theory of knowledge,
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